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KOEBERLE, ADOLF: Lutheran; b. in Ber-
neck near Bayreuth, Germany, July 3, 1898. He
studied at the Universities of Munich, Erlangen
and Tuebingen. After four years of service in

the Bavarian Lutheran church (1922-26), he
directed the Lutheran missionary seminary in
Leipzig (1926-30). He taught systematic theol-
ogy at Basel (1930-39) until he became the
successor of Karl Heim on the theological
faculty in Tuebingen (1939- ). He has writ-
ten: Rechtfertigung und Heiligung (3rd ed.,

1932; tr. into French and English, The Quest
for Holiness ) ;

Die Seele des Christentums (5th
ed., 1934)

; Evangelium und Zeitgeist (2nd ed.,

1936)
;
Bach, Beethoven, Brueckner als Symbol-

geslalten des Glaubens (5th ed., 1949)
;

Wort,
Sakrament und Kirche im Luthertum (1938)

;

Das Evangelium und die Raetsel der Geschichte
(suppressed by the Gestapo)

;
and two volumes

of sermons: Das Licht der Welt; and Die
Christusbolschaft. Raymond W. Albright.

KOEHLER, LUDWIG HUGO: Reformed; b.

April 14, 1880, at Neuwied am Rhein, Germany.
While doing his legally required military service
at Freiburg im Breisgau he studied Heinrich
Rickert’s Logik und Erkenntnistheorie in the
theology faculty there (see his Ein Schweizer
wird Schweizer, Jugenderinnerungen) . After
moving to Zurich, where he was naturalized
Jan. 3, 1903, he studied theology and Oriental
languages at the university for four years under
Paul Wilhelm Schmiedel, and earned his doc-
torate in theology in 1909. In the summer of
1904 he was ordained in the state Reformed
Church of Zurich and served as the pastor in
a rural community. After travelling in Egypt,
Palestine, Syria, and Greece in the spring of
1908 he was named assistant professor of Old
Testament and biblical geography at Zurich
(Oct. 15, 1908); ordinary professor (1923-47).
Before he retired in 1947 Koehler had been
dean of the theology faculty (1916-18; 1926-
28) and rector of the university (1930-32). His
books include: Amos (1917); Religion und
Menschheit (1922; 2nd ed., 1923); Deuterojesaja
stilkritisch untersucht (1923); Die Offenbarung
des Johannes und ihre heutige Deutung (1924);
Das formgeschichtliche Problem des Neuen
Testaments (1927); Theologie des Alten Testa-
ments (1936; 2nd ed., 1948); Kleine Lichter
(1945) ;

and his monumental work in process,
Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros (1948- ).

Raymond W. Albright.

KOEHLER, WALTHER: Lutheran; b. Dec.
27, 1870, in Elberfeld, Germany; d. Feb. 18,

1946. He studied in the universities of Halle,
Heidelberg, and Tuebingen. He taught church
history in Giessen (1900-1909); in Zurich
(1909-29); and at Heidelberg (1929-46). He
was a specialist in German and Swiss Reforma-

tion history and an important contributor to the
Weimar edition of Luther’s works and the criti-

cal edition of Zwingli’s works. His most impor-
tant publications include: Luthers Schrift an
den christlichen Adel deutscher Nation im
Spiegel der Kultur- und Zeitgeschichte (1895);
Luther und die Kirchengeschichte, Vol. I (1900) ;

Reformation und Ketzerprozess (1901); Doku-
mente zum Ablassstreit von 1517 (1902)

;

Luthers 95 Thesen und Gegenschriften (1903);
Bibliographia Brentiana (1904); Konrad Fer-
dinand Meyer als religioeser Charakter (1911);
Luther und die Luege (1912); Luther und die
deutsche Reformation (2nd ed., 1917)

; U. Zwin-
gli und die Reformation in der Schweiz (1919);
Die Geisteswelt U. Zwinglis (1920); Zwingli
und Luther, ihr Streit um das Abendmahl, Vol.
I (1924), Vol. II (1952); Das Marburger Re-
ligionsgespraech 1529 (Rekonstruktion, 1929)

;

ibid. (Darstellung, 1929)
;
Histone und Meta-

histone in der Kirchengeschichte (1930); Zuer-
cher Ehegericht und Genfer Konsistorium, Vol.
I (1932), Vol. II (1942)

;
Luther und das Luther-

tum in ihrer weltgeschichtlichen Auswirkung
(1933); Dogmensgeschichte als Geschichte des
christl. Selbstbewusstseins, Vol. I (1938), Vol. II

(1951); Omnis ecclesia Petri propinqua (1938);
Ernst Troeltsch (1941); Huldrych Zwingli
(1943); Der verborgene Gott (1946).
Bibliography: Festgabe W. Koehler zum 70 . Geburstag

. . . dargebracht vom Zwingli- Verein , 1940.

Raymond W. Albright.

KOINE GREEK. See Hellenistic Greek.

KOLPING SOCIETIES. See Emigrants and
Immigrants, Mission Work among.

KOREA: The Protestant Churches have been
characterized as: (1) evangelistic—especially
since the widespread revivals of 1908, personal
witnessing has been the rule for all members;
(2) Bible-centered—all members have belonged
to Sunday schools, and in a single year over
3,000 Bible Training Institutes have been held;
(3) self-reliant—with lay leadership and general
emphasis on self-support; (4) a worshipping
community—almost the entire membership at-
tending church services; (5) disciplined to high
living standards of individual conduct, Sunday
observance, and marriage among Christians.

It has been largely a rural church. The pre-
ponderance of Presbyterians has continued, with
Methodists next. National autonomous Korean
churches have carried these two respective de-
nominational traditions. Christian schools be-
gan as training institutions for the Christian
nurture of the children of members, but have
gone on to general education, culminating in

the Chosun Christian University and the Ehwa
Women’s University (Seoul), the Union Pres-
byterian Theological Seminary (Pyengyang),
and the Uni6n Methodist Seminary (Seoul).
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Medical work was maintained in fifty hospitals

and clinics, capped by the Severance Medical

College, Seoul. The Bible Society (Korean

Bible Society, 1940), Christian Literature So-

ciety, Y.M.C.A. ( q.v .), rural reconstruction, and

city settlement projects served the wider public.

Between 1910 and 1940 the Protestant churches

grew from 120,000 to about 220,000.

Roman Catholic growth has been steady, from

about 40,000 in 1908 to 130,573 in 1940. Much

work has been done for women, with a staff of

foreign and Korean sisters. Over five hundred

grade schools were reported, together with

homes for orphans, lepers (.Q.v.), and the aged

(q.v.).

Since the annexation by Japan (1910) churches

have undergone constant trials. These were first

intermittent, as in the “Conspiracy Case” (1912),

the Independence Movement (1919), and dur-

ing the 1930’s. After 1937 Japanese wartime

pressures were continuous, with yearly aggrava-

tion until the surrender (1945). The problem of

compulsory attendance at Shinto shrines rent

the Christian educational world and led to the

loss of several institutions to the Christian

movement.
The year 1941 has been called the year of

pro-Japanese renovation of the churches; 1942

the year of resistance; 1943 the year of persecu-

tion, with many arrests and the dissolution of

Holiness (q.v.) and Seventh-day Adventist

(q.v.) Churches; 1944 the year of church ruin;

and 1945 the year of emancipation.

But the postwar period has been still more

critical. The division of Korea shut off the

northern Christians. Large numbers, however,

filtered into South Korea as refugees, spreading

the Christian witness wherever they went. The

fluctuating line of battle after 1950 rendered

homeless virtually the entire Christian commu-

nity. But with courage they carried on, main-

taining church life, restoring institutions where

possible, and serving their needy countrymen as

soldiers, refugees, or prisoners of war. No re-

liable statistics are available, but it is believed

that the Christian movement is larger than be-

fore the war, the round figure of one million

frequently being given as adherents. A number

of Christians are active in the cabinet and in

other areas of public life.

Bibliography: L. Q. Paik, The History of Protestant

Missions in Korea, 1929; F. E. C. Williams and G Bon -

wick, The Korea Mission Yearbook, 1928; H. H. Under-

wood, Tragedy and Faith in Korea, 1951.

[Sup.] Charles Iglehart.

KRAELING, CARL HERMANN: Lutheran;

b. at Brooklyn, New York, March 10, 1897. He

studied at the University of Heidelberg (Dr-

Theol., 1935); Columbia University and Union

Theological Seminary (A.B., 1918; Ph.D., 1928);

and at the University of Pennsylvania (1919-

21); and the Lutheran Theological Seminary,

Philadelphia (1918-21, BP.). He was teaching

fellow (1920-21) and instructor and assistant

professor at Lutheran Theological Seminary,

Philadelphia (1923-29); assistant professor of

New Testament (1929-38) and associate pro-

fessor (1938-41) at Yale Divinity School; an-

nual professor and acting director of the Ameri-

can School of Oriental Research, Jerusalem

(1934-35); Buckingham Professor of New Testa-

ment Criticism and Interpretation (1941-50),

and chairman of the Department of Near East-

ern Languages and Literatures (1947-50) at Yale

University; and Henri Focillon Scholar in

charge of Research at Dumbarton Oaks of Har-

vard University (1946—47). Since 1950 he has

been professor of Hellenistic Oriental archae-

ology and director of the Oriental Institute of

the University of Chicago. He is president of

the American Schools of Oriental Research at

Jerusalem and Baghdad. He is known espe-

cially for his work in the Hellenistic and Roman
phases of Near Eastern cultural history de-

veloped in the course of his association with the

excavations of Yale University and the Ameri-

can Schools of Oriental Research at Gerasa in

Trans-Jordan, and in connection with the ex-

cavations of Yale University and the French

Academy at Dura-Europus on the Euphrates.

He is the author of: Anthropos and the Son oj

Man (1937); (with E. R. Morey and E. K.

Rand), The Gospel Book of Landevennec, Art

Studies, Vol. VIII (1931); A Greek Fragment

of Tatian’s Diatessaron, Studies and Documents,

Vol. Ill (1935); The Decorations of Dura Syna-

gogue, Excavations at Dura-Europos, Vol. VI

(1936); and John the Baptist (1951). He was

editor of the Journal of Biblical Literature

(1931-33) ;
and editor and contributor to Gerasa,

City of the Decapolis (1938).

KRAELING, EMIL GOTTLIEB: Lutheran;

b. Apr. 13, 1892, Brooklyn, N. Y. He studied

at New York University; the Lutheran Theo-

logical Seminary, Philadelphia; Leipzig; Penn-

sylvania; and Columbia (Ph.D., 1918). He was

associate pastor in Brooklyn (1914-40); and

taught Old Testament at Union Theological

Seminary (1919-43) and at Columbia University

(1919-26, 1945-46). He wrote: Aram and Is-

rael (1918) ;
and The Book of the Ways of God

(Job) (1939).

KRAHN, CORNELIUS: Mennonite; b. at

Rosenthal, Russia, Aug. 3, 1902. He studied at

the universities of Berlin; Amsterdam; Bonn;

Heidelberg (Th.D., 1936); and Wisconsin (M.A.,

1939). He taught at Tabor College, Hillsboro,

Kans. (1939-44), and Bethel College, North

Newton, Kans. (1944- ). He was editor of

Mennonite Life, coeditor of the Mennonite En-

cyclopedia, and director of the Bethel College

Historical Library. His books include: Menno
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120 Years in Korea in Historical Perspective: A Chronology

It all started with Horace Allen? No, it didn't. It

was 120 years of one of the fastest, most concentrated, and

largest explosions of growth in the history of the Christian

faith. This is what we Protestants celebrate today in the year

2004. The arrival of Dr. Horace Allen in Korea, at Chemulpo (now

Inchon) on September 1, 1884. It was on that same day that King

Kojng ordered an electric light plant from the Edison Co. in

America for his palace. What a happy coincidence- -electric light,

and "the light that streams in glory from the face of Jesus

Christ". But that was not the beginning.

1

In Christian mission coincidence is better called

providence. Theologically the mission began with God, not Allen-

-with God, through Jesus Christ, by the Holy Spirit.

Historically, also, it did not begin with Allen, not even in

Korea. It began some 300 years years before Allen. History is

like bread. It comes in big loaves, but is best served and

digested in smaller slices. So let me put it into historical

perspective by slicing it into smaller pieces of the whole 400

year spread of the expansion of Christianity in Korea, choosing

only the most significant of the 400 years, one slice at a time

as they lead up to and include our own 120 years.

1593. Begin with 1593, with de Cespedes . It was not a

good beginning. De Cespedes was a Jesuit missionary, the first

recorded foreign missionary to land in Korea. But he came not as

a missionary to Korea but as Christian chaplain to the 18,000

Japanese Christians in one wing of the invading Japanese army.

The connection with the invasion made any direct contact with

Koreans impossible. He left after only a few months, and as far

as we know, he had not spoken to a single Korean. It was not the

best way to bring the faith to any nation.. -

1784 . The best way was the Korean way. It happened in

1784. A young Confucian scholar, Lee Seung-hun
,
joined a small

group of Confucian scholars eager to learn more about a new being

taught in China. On a diplomatic trip to Beijing he sought out

the Catholic priests, was converted, and baptized. They named him

Peter, and sent him back with the hope that like the first Peter

1 Horace N. Allen, A Chronological Index ,
(Seoul: Methodist

Publishing House, 1901) ,
15. It was the same day that Korea s

King Kojong ordered an electric light plant from the Edison Co.

for his palace.

2 Andreas Choi, L' Erection du Premier Vicariat Apostol ique

et les Origines du Catholicisme en Coree .
(Schoneck-Beckenried,

Swiitzerland : Nouvelle Revue de Sciences Missionaires Suisse,

1961), 2-7.



he would be the first stone of a Korean Catholic Church. And so
he was. 3

1794 . But there was no priest to tell them how to
organize a recognizably Catholic church. They were not prepared
for the persecutions that the Korean court, paranoid about
foreign intrusions, launched against them. There were many
martyrs. Even Peter Lee (the "Rock") crumbled and gave up his
faith under extreme pressure. But after ten years of perseecution
there were still perhaps 4000 Christians in China in 1794. They
had repeatedly asked for help from the mission in Peking, and at
last the help came, a foreign missionary. In the last days of
December, 1794, he reached the Korean border and entered Seoul on
January 5, 1795. But he was not a European. No westerner could
have done it. He was Chinese: a Chinese priest, Chu Wen-Mo (in
Chinese, Chou Wen-Mo)

,
the first foreign missionary assigned and

able to work in Korea. Six years later he was beheaded in the
persecution of 1801. 4

1831 . Andrew Choi, the Catholic Korean historian dates
"the beginning of the Korean Church" at 1831, the year of the
ecclesiastical establishment of an Apostolic Vicariate in Korea. 5

It should be duly noted as an arguable Catholic perspective, but
it is not convincing to Protestants.

1833 . In 1833 Karl Gutzlaff, a Lutheran, the first
Protestant missionary to reach Korea, spent a few weeks on a

trading ship seeking trading opportunities on the Korean coast.
It was allowed temporary stops at only a few islands. However,
Gutzlaff managed to distribute some Chinese Bibles, and even
transliterated the Lord's prayer from the Chinese characters into
the Korean alphabet. He was never a resident missionary in Korea.

1836 . The first western foreign missionary to actually
reside and work in Korea was Pierre Philip Maubant , of the French
Foreign Missionary Society (Paris) , who crossed the icy Yalu and
entered Korea through a drain in the city wall on the other side
in 1836. He died three years later in the persecution of 1839. 6

1845 . The first Korean priest, Andrew Kim ( Kim Tae-
Kon ) ,

was ordained in Macao and returned to his homeland in early

3 Ibid. ,
17-23 .

4 On Lee Seung-Hoon, ibid., 17-38; 45f. Fr. Chu Wen-Mo's
Portuguese name was Jacques Vellozo, ibid, 23 ff., 48-59. And cf.

Joseph Chang-Mun Kim & John Jae-sun Chung, Catholic Korea , (

Seoul : Catholic Korea Publ . Co., 1964), 46-50; 56f.

5 A. Choi, 88

.

6 Dallet , 93 f ,
174ff.



1845 and within a year was executed, a martyr in the persecution
of 1846. 7

1866 . On September 5, 1866, the first Protestant martyr
in Korea, Robert Jermain Thomas (1839-1866) ,

was killed on the
banks of the Taitong River. The 26-year old Welsh
Congregationalist ' s missionary life was short and stormy: 12

diffiicult months in China under the London Missionary Society, 9

months as an independent during which he managed to spend almost
3 dangerous months visiting forbidden Korea and trying to learn
Korean. And death the next year in a failed attempt to open
Korea to foreign contact. 32 months and martyrdom. 8

1866-1868. But Protestants should be reminded that
while one Protestant missionary died in what is called the "Great

Persecution" of 1866, some 2000 Catholics were martyred,
including nine of the twelve foreign priests then in the country.

To Korea, so far successfully isolationist and free, had watched
France, Britain and Russia circling greedily around their little

peninsula, for more than seventy years. 1866 was the wrong year
for westerners in Korea, months before the death of Thoma, the

Regent (Taewonkun) months before the death of Thomas, had
tortured and executed the French Bishop Berneux and seven French
priests

.

1876 . The first known Korean to be baptized as a

Protestant was Lee (Yi) Ung-Chan who was converted across the

Chinese border in Manchuria while helping Scottish missionaries
(John Ross and John MacIntyre) who were trying to translate the

New Testament into Korean. Ross was the prinicipal translator,

but it was MacIntyre who baptized Lee. 9

1882 . The Korean American Treaty in May, 1882, was the

first formal opening of the "hermit nationn" Korea to westerners.

It allowed entry but did not, however, include any mention of

freedom of religion. Even the 1866 Korean French treaty four

years later purposely refused a plea for a freedom of "religion"

clause and allowed entry only for the study of "science, law or

arts" .

10

1883 . As with the Catholics a century earlier,

7 J. C. Kim and J.J. Chung, 207-217

8 Moo-Song Goh, "Western and Asian Portrayals of Robert

Jermain Thomas", (Ph . Dissertation, University of Birmingham,

1995) . See p. 71 and passim.

9 Kim Yang-Sun, "Ross Version and the Korean Protestantism",

cited by L. G. Paik, p. 52, n. 167.

10 Paik Lak-Geon (George), 2nd ed. (1970), 77; G. M. McCune

and J. A. Harrison, Korean American Relations , 35.



intentional permanent mission in Korea began with a Korean, Suh
Sang-Yun, neither a foreigner, nor an ordained missionary. And
like that first Catholic he was returning to Korea, not leaving
it. In 1883 he carried home with him a printed copy of the Gospel
of Luke which he had helped Ross to translate. Believers flocked
to him and the gifted lay evangelist formed his home into a
"house church", "the cradle of Protestant Christianity in Korea.
That was awhole year before the first resident foreign missionary
to Korea landed. 11

Here the 120 Years begin. Here we do at last
begin with Allen.

1884 . Horace N. Allen , as noted above, was the first
resident Protestant missionary in Korea. After only one troubled
year in China he asked for transfer to Korea and spent the next
twenty years there- -five years as a missionary doctor, and
fifteen in diplomatic service in which he rose to the highest
ranking in the American legation in Korea, Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary. But he is best remembered in
missions as opening the first modern hospital in Korea,
defending Korean independence, crucial and critical support of
the Christian missions, and as a catalyst for the business and
social modernization of the country. 12

1885 . The first ordained Protestant clergymen, Horace
Grant Underwood (1859-1916) , a Presbyterian, and Henry G.
Appenzeller (1859-1902) reached Korea on Easter Sunday, April 5,

1885, but the Appenzellers were temporarily sent back to Japan
because Korea was not yet open to foreign women outside the
western legations.

1886 . The first Protestant baptism of a Korean, Noh
(or Ro) -Tosa on Korean soil was on July 11, 1886 in the Underwood
home in Seoul

.

1887 . The first organized Protestant church in Korea
(Saemoonan Presbyterian Church) was founded by H., G. Underwood
in Seoul in September, 1887. A month later H. G. Appenzeller
organized the first Methodist Korean church. 13

11 On Suh Sang-Yun see The Christian Encyclopedia , Vol . 8

(Seoul: 1983 in Korean), 1003f.; and J. Ross, "The Christian Dawn
in Korea, Missionary Review of the World , NS, no. 3 (1890), 243f.

12 Allen MSS and Diary, New York City Public Library, and his
Chronological Index ; Fred H. Harriangton, God, Mammon & the
Japanese: Dr. Horace N. Allen . (1904)

.

13 H. G. Underwood, letter, in The Church at Home and Abroad ,

vol. 3 (Feb. 1888), 196; George Heber Jones, in Korea Quarter-
Centennial Documents , Methodist, 1910, p. 24f.
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120 Years of Protestant Foreign Missions in Korea

It all started with Horace Allen- -120 years of one of
the fastest, most concentrated, and largest explosions of growth
in the history of the Christian faith. This is what we celebrate
today in the year 2004: the arrival of Dr. Horace Allen at
Chemulpo (now Inchon, Korea) on September 1, 1884. It was the
same day that King Kojng ordered an electric light plant from the
Edison Co. for his palace. A happy coincidence- -electric light,
and "the light that streams in glory from the face of Jesus
Christ". 1

But in Christian mission there are few coincidences.
Theologically it all begins with God, through Jesus Christ, by
the Holy Spirit. And historically, though we are quite right to
celebrate Allen's arrival, for this was truly the beginning of an
organized Protestant beginning for Christian mission in Korea, we
should thank God for other Christian beginnings in Korea.

The first was about three hundred years ago. It was
not a good way to bring the faith to any nation, but in Korea the
first recorded beginning was the arrival of a French Jesuit, de
Cespedes, in 1593 as chaplain to an invading Japanese army. But
he stayed only a few weeks and may not even have met any
Koreans

.

2

The first recorded foreign missionary came from Asia,
not from the West. He was Chinese,

Protestantism in Korea is not a model of ecclesiastical
unity, but we could look long and far before finding a better
example of sustained, astonishing growth and spiritual vigor.
Perhaps our mainline American churches which are no longer models
of growth, spirituality or unity, might find in Korea some useful
patterns for the kind of measurable success which we have so
visibly lost in the last thirty or forty years.

1 Horace N. Allen, A Chronological Index , (Seoul: Methodist
Publishing House, 1901), 15. It was the same day that Korea's
King Kojong ordered an electric light plant from the Edison Co.
for his palace.

2 Andreas Choi, L' Erection du Premier Vicariat Apostoliaue
et les Origines du Catholicisme en Coree . (Schoneck-Beckenried,
Swiitzerland : Nouvelle Revue de Sciences Missionaires Suisse,
1961), 2-7.



Korea 7 s Protestants overflow with growth. They have
come close to doubling their numbers every ten years from 1950 to
1980, and again in the next fifteen years (1980-1995)

.

3 A friend
of mine returning from Korea a some years ago observed that:

"Methodism began in England with Wesley, but the largest
Methodist congregation in the world is not in England. It
is in Seoul, Korea. Presbyterianism began in Switzerland
with John Calvin, but the largest Presbyterian church in the
world is not in England. It is in Seoul, Korea. And
Pentecostalism, in its modern form, began in Southern
California, but the largest Pentecostal congregation in the
world is not in California. It is in Seoul, Korea." 4

Very roughly one Korean in a thousand was Christian in 1890; one
in 50 in the 1930s, and in 20 in 1955; and one in 3 or 4 today
(1997), as we shall see. 5

Considering the time limits for this survey, let me
selfishly focus on that part of Korean Protestantism which I know
best: the Presbyterians. My excuse is that they are the most
rapidly growing sector of Christian growth in the peninsula, and
they represent more than half of Korea's entire Christian
community- -Catholics and Protestants combined. 6 So they make a
more than adequate subject for a case study. There are more
Presbyterians in South Korea than there are Scots in Scotland.

You can already see that it is going to be difficult
for me to speak about Presbyerian growth in Korea without
sounding obnoxiously triumphalist . The 1995 Korea Yearbook of
Religions ( Hankuk Chongkvo Yonkam ) debatably credits
Presbyterians in South Korea with a total community of 9,000,000-
-21.4% of South Korea's population of 44.500,000. If that is
true, Korea's Presbyterian community is nearly 3 times the size

3
I base that estimate on figures from Marlin D. Nelson, "A

Critique of Korean Church Growth, 1975-1984), in ACTS Theological
Journal , vol . 4, (Seoul: 1991), 86; and for 1990-95, Korean
Yearbook of Religions, 1995 . (Seoul: Korea Religious Institute
for Religion and Society, 1995), 307-317.

4 Peter Wagner, Christianity Today ,

5 This generalization is based on figures I compiled for a
letter, Nov. 1, 1980, except, of course, the 1997 statistic.

6 Overall religious statistics from the Korea Religions
Yearbook 1995 place Christianity second to Buddhism in numbers
among Korea's religions, but this is debatable. It lists 22
million Buddhists, 18 million Christians, an estimated 11 million
in indigenous religions (Shamanism, Chundokyo, and Won Buddhism,
etc.), and 10 million Confucianists . Compare this with the 1985
census (the last to include a "religion" category): 20.7%
Christian, 19.9% Buddhist, 1.2% Confucian . and 57.4% "No
Religion". (Cited by H. G. Underwood, "Christianity in Korea"),
75 .



of the Korean Catholic church, and 6 times as large as the
Methodists, who entered the country at the same time as the
Presbyterians. And, what no Texan will believe, that
Presbyterians outnumber Korean Baptists nearly 10 to 1.
Elsewhere in the third world Pentecostals are fast outpacing the
mainline Protestant churches, but in Korea there are 18
Presbyterians to every 1 Pentecostal .

7

But before my denominational bias runs away with me, I

must make a clarifiying basic statement about church growth, and
double underline an important caveat .

The basic comment is this. When speaking of church
growth, with its inescapable attention to statistics seems to
point to numbers as the defining sign of growth and vitality, it
is absolutely indispensable to make clear that I am not unaware
that growth in faith, growth in understanding, and growth in
service and love are of greater importance than growth in
numbers. But one small paper cannot say everything. Having said
that, let me add that growth is the normal sign of health, and
the only one that comes close to being measurable.

Now the caveat : church statistics are notoriously soft.
I have been working through the Korean Yearbook of Religions,
1995 . Tipped off by something Horace Underwood wrote on an
earlier statistic, I found it curious to be told that there are
apparently more religious Koreans than there are Koreans in South
Korea- -21 , 000 more. Horace Underwood commented about an earlier
similar listing in 1990 "Inasmuch as the figures it gives for
all religions in Korea is 49 million out of a population of 41
million. .. the claims are somewhat inflated." 8 In 1995 the
religious statistic credibility gap had widened. Remind me of
this everytime I speak about 9 million Presbyterians in Korea. 9

7 Interestingly, the sixth largest Korean Protestant
community is Seventh Day Adventist; the Anglicans are eighth:

Presbyterian
Methodist
Korea Evangel. (OMSi
Baptist
Pentecostal

9, 000, 000
1,500, 000

884. 000
800. 000
500, 000

( Korean Religious Yearbook 1955
, pp. 314-317). Rev. Moon's

Unification Church claims 550,000 adherents in Korea, but as a
fringe group its figures are difficult to validate. Jehovah's
Witnesses report 78,000; Mormons 68,000.

7th Day Advent. 140,000
Salvation Army 104,000
Anglican
Nazarene
Lutheran

78. 000
44. 000
7,000

8 Horace G. Underwood, "Christianity in Korea", Missiology ,

vol.22, No. 1 (January, 1994), 74 f.

9 The wide variations in the ways religious "membership" is
reported in church statistics contributes to confusion. "Total
community" or "adherents" is the widest and inherently softest
category, but it is the one commonly used in secular pulications



I am tempted therefore simply to stipulate the growth
and to concentrate on the more important question: not how many
Korean Christians, but why so many? Why in one half of a once
united nation in what is the least Christian continent
statistically in the world- -Asia is less than 9% Christian in
even the most optimistic estimates 10 - -why is there such an
astonishingly large Christian community in little South Korea.
It is claimed by some to be perhaps as high as 40% (18 m.) of the
population (44.5 m) in 1995, but a more realistic figure might be
24%. 11

But first a general overview of the growth in Korea.
After two hundred years of Catholic missions, and a hundred years

comparing religious statistics. In specifically Christian
statistics, however, distinguishing the following sub-categories
is very important for each is often described ambiguously simply
as "members". Next to "community" the largest is "baptized
members", including infants, and is the standard category for
Roman Catholics. Among Protestestants the more secific term of
"communicant members" or "adult communicants" is usually the most
accurate statistic recorded. (A rule of thumb is that
"community" averages about two to three times the size of "adult
communicant membership" . A final term, less frequently used
today is "catechumen", a candidate for membership under
instruction

10 There are 306 million Christians (adherents) in Asia, 8.9
% of a population of 3428 million ( World Almanac 1997, p. 646 ;

the new UN definition for Asia excludes the former USSR
"Russia") . In South Korea the percentage of Christians may well
be as high as 30%.

11 There is a discrepancy between the membership figures
quoted in the 1995 Korea Yearbook of Religions . On pages 313-
317, unit by unit the Christian community is credited with a
total community membership of 18,349,451 (in a S. Korean
population of 44.5 m. , or 41.2 %) . But this is part of pages of
Korean religious statistics which altogether add up to 65 million
people, Where are the 20 million invisible Koreans claimed by
the various religions. Probably the percentage statistics on p.
308 are more realistic than the unit by unit claims. That would
eliminate 12 million Buddhists, 8 million Confucianists

, and 5

million Christians, leaving a reasonable, but debatable, revised
numbers list for 1994 as follows:

By percentage By unit claims
Buddhists 10,858,000 (24.1%) 22,710,000
Christians 10,724,000 (24.1%) 15,055,000
Confucianists 1,780,000 (0.4%) 10,185,000

Indigenous Rel

.

Non-religious
11.760. 000
22.294. 000
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of Protestant missions- -an adjusted comparison of the latest
statistical report (1995), with records stretching back to
t q n n . 12

1 900 1940 1950 1980 1994
Catholic 42 , 441 150, 000 257, 668 1, 321, 000 3,294, 000
Protestant 18 , 081 372, 000 600, 000 5, 809, 000 10, 725, 000

Why are Protestants apparently more than two times the
number of Catholics, and why do the Presbyterians so dominate the
Protestant statistics. 13

I can only make suggestions. All I really know is that
there is no simple answer, no "four infallible steps to church
growth" . If it is difficult to measure the numerical growth of
Korean Christianity, how much more difficult is the task of
trying to determine why it grew. Statistical quantification at
least deals with measurables, howeve ambiguous and irregular the
figures may prove to be. But what is the measure of faith,
religious faith, and its intricately complex relationships to a
national culture, initially hostile, and in constant, rapid
change. But I cann at least tell you how it began.

The Beginnings: 1895-1910. I can at least describe
how it began. It is fairly easy to identify the time and
location of the beginnings of rapid, sustained church growth in
Korea. It occurred in the northwest, at a time of agonizing
national upheaval and dynastic decline. Japan had humiliatingly
defeated might China in the Sino- Japanese War (1894-95) . The war
was fought largely from Korean soil, and Japan at once turned on
the little, defenseless peninsula with increasin brutality. The
Korean queen was murdered by a Japanese -led mob; the king was
held captive in his palace.

But missionary reports from Pyongyang, which is now the
capital of North Korea, began to filter through to Seoul about a
flood of conversions in the north. In 1896, the year after the
murder of Queen Min, Daniel Gifford traveled up from Seoul to
ask his seminary classmate, Samuel A. Moffett, if the reports

12
I have adjusted the figures for 1994 to the 24.1%

percentage ratio mentioned above in the Korean Yearbook of
Religion

, (Korean Research Institute for Religion and Society:
(Seoul, 1995). The earlier statistics are from Marlin L. Nelson,
"A Critique of Korean Church Growth", ACTS Theological Journal ,

vol. 4, (Seoul, 1991), p. 86.

13 The 1995 Korea Yearbook of Religions lists statistics for
each separated unit in Korea's highly divided denominational
Protestant whole. Adding the units by denominational "families",
the ten largest are:
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were true. They were indeed. He wrote to New York that

Presbyterian work in the north "has spread like wildfire", 14 and

statistics support his phrase, "like wildfire". In less than

five years, from 1896 to 1900, Presbyterian communicant
membership rose from about 73 to nearly 4,000 (3, 914). 15 Well

more than half of the growth was in the northwestern three of the

country's eleven provinces, as the graphs and charts in Roy

Shearer's classic study, Wildfire: Church Growth in Korea ,

demonstrate

.

16

In the next ten years, 1900-1910, Presbyterian
membership in Korea continued to explode, multiplying by ten from

3,914 to 39,284 communicants. 17 In this critical period for the

first time Protestants attained a numerical lead over the Roman
Catholics which they never relinquished. Measured by total

adherents of all denominations, in 1900 there were a total of

60,000 Christians in Korea, and the ratio was about 2.3 Catholics

to 1 Protestant (42,441 to 18,081); in 1910 the ratio had
dramatically reversed the other way, 2.3 Protestants to 1

Catholic (167,000 to 73, 000). 18 Among Protestants the greater
growth continued to be in the north. By 1910 almost two- thirds

of Korean Presbyterians were in Korea's four northern
provinces .

19

14 D. L. Gifford to Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions,

Sept. 1, 1896, microfilm, Presb. Historical Society,

Philadelphia, reel #78. See also "S. A. Moffett Letters"
compiled by Eileen F. Moffett, mss.;, Moffett, Oct. 1895, May 4,

Sept. 22 (?)

,

and July 20, 1896; and Graham Lee, Jan. 27, 1896,

and Feb. 20, 1897.

15 Shearer, Wildfire , 224 f. Methodists also grew, but at a

slower rate, from 122 to 1,044 communicants, and from 400 to

4,600 adherents. (Charles D. Stokes, "History of Methodist
Missions in Korea, 1885-1930", Ph.D. diss., Yale U., 1947),

16 Communicant membership was 2305 in the north; 1609 in the

south. (Roy A. Shearer, Wildfire: Church Growth in Korea , (Grand

Rapids: Eerdmans, 1966), 51, 224 f.

17 Sheearer, Wildfire

,

224-225.

18 Nelson, "A Critique of Korean Church Growth", 86.

19 The three northweestern provinces held 60% of communicant

Presbyterians, compared to 40% in the other 10 provinces combined

(23,453 to 15,901) in 1910. Adding Korea's northeastern
province, Hamkyung, to the northwestern totals increases the

difference to almost 3 to 1 (64% to 36%)

.

See Shearer's chart,

Wildfire , 325.
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Gifford in 1896 naively attributed the greater growth
in the north to popularly held social and anthropological
differences, describing northerners as more aggressive and not
dominated by a Confucian aristocracy to the same extent as
farther south. 20 But any analysis of this beginning period of
rapid Christian growth must look deeper.

I will suggest attention to three kinds of factors,
beginning with the cultural context, the missiological methods,
and ending like a Presbyterian with the theological base.

The cultural factors .

Protestant Christianity came to Korea at a time of
total breakdown in the social, political and religious life of
the nation. The 500-year-old Yi dynasty (1392-1910) was
tottering to its fall and Korea was slowly but inexorably losing
its independence to the empire of Japan' "rising sun". It was
in 1910 that Japan consolidated its absolute control by renaming
its Korean protectorate as its colony, Chosen.

In the process Confucianism, as the official faith and
social foundation of the doomed dynasty, was becoming
discredited. Buddhism had been declining even longer, and though
it was to prove more observably resilient, it had lost its public
hold on the nation in the fall of an older dynasty which was
Buddhist (the Koryo dynasty, (918-1392) . The traditions of
centuries were falling in clusters. Set adrift from the old
landmarks and numbed by despair, many Koreans not surprisingly
turned hopefully to the new, self-confident faith of the
Christians

.

In this time of weakening traditional religious
faith, 21 and crushing loss of national identity, when Christian,
both missionary and Korean, spoke of their relgion as "glad
tidings" (pokum) many were eager to hear more. They were told
of a God above all gods, with a name, Hananim or Hanunim, which
sounded familiar and comfortably Korean. With a rare sensitivity
for cultural contextualization the missionaries and their Korean
colleagues had decided to call the God of the Bible by the name
of an almost forgotten and no longer worshipped god of a very old
Korean tradition. Depending on how it was spelled or pronounced,

20 Gifford, Sept. 1, 1896.; cf . Shearer's comments on
possible racial differences ( Wildfire

21 Not a religious vacuum, of course. Even in decline the
old faiths continued to be a powerful force. Confucianism still
dominated the social fabric, and shamanism the religious mind.
Both were increasingly displaced by Christianity but not without
in turn influencing it. See Ryu Tong-Sik, Hanguk Jongkyo wa
Kidokkvo , ("Korean Religion and Christianity")
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it literally meant "the One", or "Heaven". 22 As for the Bible,
which was given to believers as the "Holy Word" from Hananim . the
missionaries deliberately chose to translate it not into the
difficult Chinese characters so loved by the intellectual elite
but into the simple, authentically Korean phonetic alphabetical
script ( hangul ) which, though it had been invented under the
auspices of a 15th century Korean king, had for centuries been
dismissed by Confucian scholars as fit only for women and
children

.

23

Thus Protestant Christianity seemed to the people to
come not so much as the denial of all things Korean but as an
ally in recovering forgotten or long unused treasures of the old
traditions. Even non-Christians came eventually to recognize
unanticipated benefits of the impact of Christianity upon Korean
society. In a turbulent transitional period it helped to form
bonds of social and intellectual unity while the nation's
political integrity was dissolving.

In 1909, a year before annexation by Japan, an
editorial declared:

"The translation of the Scriptures into Korean has given
this people a new vocabulary- -not foreign but reborn... It
has given to the simple-minded peasant the vocabulary of the
scholar and prophet. It has brought the classes near
together by making a common speech for them all. It has
formed the basis upon which a general and universal
education can be reared." 24

But in apparent conflict with such examples of
adaptation and interaction with many aspects of Korean culture,
the policy of missionary encounter with the traditional Korean
religions was not so accommodating. On the surface it may have
appeared that Christians rigorously and forthrightly rejected
them all as pagan. But they were not so inflexible as to forbid
accommodation wherever it could be theologically and Biblically
justified, and as actually practiced, the uneasy tensin between

22 See S . A . Moffett letters, (Nov. 2, 1893; Apr. 14, 1894:,
W. M. Baird, letter (Nov. 21, 1893); H. G. Underwood, letter
(Feb. 9, 1894); Mrs. H. G. Underwood, May 28, 1894; Aug. 16,
1894); S. F. Moore, letter, (Oct. 29, 1894). Hananim was also
the name adopted by the new indigenous Korean religion,
Ch' ondokyo . for its "Lord of Heaven". See Wanne J. Joe,
Traditional Korea: A Cultural History , (Seoul: Chung-ang Univ.
Press, 1972) , 416 f f

.

23 The first translations were made by Scottish missionaries
in Manchurica, notably John Ross, in the 1870s.

24 Korea Mission Field , vol . 5, no. 5 (Seoul: May, 1909), 82.
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condemnation and adaptation promoted growth. The insistence on
separation demanded decision and gave to the new faith the
authority of total commitment. Accomodation provided bridges for
mo;re comfortable passage from the old to the new. Some indeed
attributed the success of Christianity to its becoming too much
like the old religions. Like Confucianism Christianity taught
righteousness and revered learning. But its reward in some
circles was the charge that it had fallen from its Christian
heritage as a religion and grace and forgiveness and love and had
turned legalistic. Like Buddhism it sought purity and promised a
future life. Butt that opened it to the familiar Marxist charge
of otherworldiness , "pie in the sky bye and bye. And like
shamanism Christianity accepted without secular doubt a world of
spirits beyond the world of matter, but then intellectuals widely
proclaimed that it had been "Shamanized". To their critics,
Christians were accused of becoming as authoritarian as
Confucianists , and as superstitious as Buddhists or shamanists

.

25

Christians did indeed respect learning. Education
became a part of the church's plans as early as 1884, when R. S.
McClay, Methodist superintendent of the Japan Mission against all
;odds persuaded an isolationist Korean court to grant permission
for the opening of a western style school. 26 The first Christian
school was opened by Henry Appenzeller, a Methodist, in 1886.
Methodists continued to emphasize education, but Presbyterian
followed. The Presbyterian Mission, celebrating its 25th
anniversary in Korea, reported:

"We are in the midst of an educational revolution. The old
Confucian scholars lose their proud seats to those who know
both Chinese and Western learning. So strong has been the
leadership of the church that... the course of study used in
Christian schools has been the pattern for unbelievers as
well . . .

" 27

25 G. Cameron Hurst III, in UFSI Reports , No. 26 (Hammer, NH:
1983), 6, cites David Kwang-Sun Suh' description: "Korean
Protestantism has almost been reduced to a Christianized mudang
religion". Less exaggerated is the analysis of Prof. Son Bong-
Ho, then chairman of the philosophy department of Hankuk
University of Foreign Studies, who quite correctly pinpoints the
primary dangers of "shamanizing Christianity" as obsession with
success and the pursuit of "blessings". ("Some Dangers of Rapid
Growth", in Korean Church Growth Explosion , ed. by Ro Bong-Rin
and Marlin L. Nelson. Seoul: Word of Life Press, 1983), 337-339.

26
. Charles Sauer, ed., Within the Gate , (Seoul: Methodist

News Service, 1934), 3, 7 ff.

27 Quarto-Centennial Papers , (Pyengyang: Korean Mission of
the Presbyterian Church in Korea, 1909) , 82
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Matching the revolutionary impact of Christianity upon
education, another social factor contributing to church growth
was its introduction of western medicine. Shamanist promises of

cure were no match for the demonstrated healing powers of

missionary doctors and nurses and the mission hospitals and
medical schools they founded.

Christians offered their social services to to the poor
and neglected with the same sincerity as to the king and queen.

But what did for Korean women was perhaps the most radical
revolution of all. It is no accident that the largest women's
university in the world, Ewha, is in Korea, and that it was a

strong-minded Methodist woman who broke through all Confucian
conventions to open it. No catalogue of reasons for the growth
of Christianity in Korea can be complete which ignores its

contributions, too numerous to mention one by one, to the

modernizing of the Korean social fabric: its shattering of class
barriers, and its liberation of women from the retraints of a

male-dominated Confucian culture. 28

It is noteworthy, and in a day of tolerance and
inclusivenes should perhaps be pondered, that most of the social
factors I have listed so far as promoting the growth of the

church, were not culturally contextual. They were revolutionary
and counter-cultural. For the young, Christian education battled
for all, poor and rich, high and low, men and women. For women,

Christians fought for liberation from Confucian patriarchy. And

at several highly critical turning points Christians stood up

against the governmemt, even in this period at the turn of the

century when it was still Korean. The roots of the reform
movement stretch back to the coming of the Catholics a hundred
years earlier, and the Sirhak (Practical Learning) school
philosophers like Ta-San (Chung Yak-Yong) ,

scion of a famous
family combined love of western learning and concern in so

dangerous a way that it produced, in his older brother one of the

first Korean Catholic martyrs. Christians, mostly Protestant,
who were influential in the reform movements which shook the Yi

dynasty at the end of the 1800s were even more effective. One of

them, So Jae-Pil (Philip Jaishson) started Korea's first
bilingual (Korean and English) newspaper, and in defiance of

Japanese ecroachment named it The Independent . Another, Syngman
Rhee survived imprisonment by the Yi dynasty, exile by the

Japanese, and eventually became first President of the Republic
of Korea.

But the climax of these counter-cultural Christian

28 See Marion L. Conrow, Our Ewha: A Historical Sketch of

Ewha Women's University (1886-1856) , (Seoul: Ewha Women's Univ
.

,

1956); and the autobiography of its first Korean president, Helen
Kim. Grace Sufficient , (Nashville, TN : The Upper Room, 1964)

.
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ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY YEARS OF PROTESTANT CHRISTIAN ADVANCE

Then came the invasion. 900 Protestant pastors were among the

refugees. In the northern capital, Pyenyang, which for half a

century had been the center of the most rapid growth, missionaries
who followed the 40-day UN advance to the north discovered that 80%

of the pastors had disappeared.
But not even the communist invasion prevented an overall

Christian advance in South Korea by the end of the Korea War.

After two crippling wars, the destruction of the capital, Seoul,

and the loss of half the country to the communists, what was left

of the three largest Christian communities in South Korea
(Presbyterian, Catholic and Methodist) in 1955, was said to be:

521,660 total adherents of whom 103,594 were adult communicants in

2,048 churches and meeting places. (NP Mission Min., '55, p. 111).

A year later, as reported in 1957, the total number of Protestant
adherents numbered 1,288,583, of whom 574,262 (45%) were
Presbyterian; 246,927 (19%) were Methodist; and 101,758 (8%) were
Evangelical Korean or Holiness (OMS) ,

the latter marking the

beginning of a strong interdenominational and theologically
conservative movement in Korea which, with the similarly
conservative Presbyterian majority would completely dominate Korean
Protestantism numerically by the end of the century.

From that time on, Protestant and Catholic church growth in

Korea has resembled a runaway bull market on Wall Street, though it

stretches the figures to claim that it "nearly doubles" every ten

years. For Protestants the estimates are: 600,000 in 1950;

1,257,428 in 1960; 2,197,336 in 1970; 5,809,417 in 1980; and over

15,000,000 in 1994. For Catholics: 257,000 in 1950; 365,968 in

1960; 1,321,293 in 1980; and 2,613,267 in 1989 .
(Nelson, '91, p.

86), and 3,294, 000 in 1994 (1995 Hankuk Chongkyo Yonkam ,
(Seoul,

1995, p. ?.

A comparison of differing growth rates within the Korean Christian

community raises another question. Why has the growth become so

unevenly distributed among the major church groups? This chart
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Eileen and
her Mother

Presbyterian Mission

C.P.O. Box 1125

I Seoul, Korea 100

November 1, 1980

Dear Friends:

This month marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of Sam's arrival

in Korea as a missionary of the United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. He

had been here before, since this is the land of his birth. But when

he returned in 1955 after being deported from Communist China, twenty years

had passed since he had last seen it. And Korea had been chopped in two and

devastated by two tragic wars.

The changes during these past 25 years in both country and church are staggering.

Looking back, first to 1955 and then another 25 years to 1930 when Sam was still a

school boy in North Korea, here are some figures on church and population growth:

Population
No. &

1930 South 20,438,108

1955 South 21,502,386

1980 South 38,000,000

306,000 109,000 415,000

934,000 183,000 1,117,000

5,294,000 1 ,144,000 6,438,000

2%

5%

17-18%

V

How-

The Oldest
Cross

Church
in Korea

A Gallup poll in August of this year reports the total number of

Christians in South Korea as even higher than the above chart. 18.8%

of the people of this country claim to be Christians, it says. And

their poll sampling did not include anyone under 20 years of age.

ever, it may have included the Christian fringe and cult followers.

But the percentage of Christians in Korea is higher among young people

than in the older age brackets, so we think the figures above are not

inflated.

Of course, rapid qrowth is not an infallible sign of health either

in the human body or in the church. Cancer cells grow too. But if

there is no growth in the church, surely it is a signal of something

wronq. And so we both rejoice and tremble at what is happening here

and pray that God will be able to bring to completion the work He has

begun

.

Furthermore, before we become too complacent about Christian growth

in Korea, we must observe that it has been very uneven. Seoul, the capital city, is

about 25% Christian and has over 3000 churches for a population of 8,000,000 people.

The next three largest cities, Pusan, Taegu and Kwangju, are said to be about 15%

Christian. But the rural areas are only 5% Christian. One entire province (Kangwon)

is only 2.7% Christian. There are probably about 100,000 villages

made up of clusters of houses; some have no more than 10 houses to

some have more than 100. Perhaps as few as 6000 of these villages

communities among them.

The picture is not all dark in the rural areas, though. Just three weeks ago

we went back to Andong two hundred miles southeast of Seoul where we had spent three

years from 1957 through 1959. There were then just over 200 churches in the Presbytery.

Sam and his faithful co-worker. Elder Kim Tong-Sook, tried to visit each at least once

a year. Most of them had no ordained pastor, so one of Sam's tasks was to examine

candidates for baptism and administer the sacraments as well as preach and encourage

the lay leaders. We also visited many un-churched villages trying to plant the seed

of the Gospel. Imagine our joy last month to be called back for the dedication ser-

vice of a new church in the village of Ui-dong, which we had first visited

over twenty years ago. Our old partner. Elder Kim and his wife, spent all

last year living, praying and working in that village. Now there are 70

adult believers and 100 children gathering regularly for worship, instruct-

ion and witness. Many came from miles around that day for a joyous cele-

bration of dedication of the new building. This was the fifth new church

that Elder Kim has founded in an unchurched village in the last 20 years.

25 Years in Korea

in rural Korea

a village and

have worshipping



SOUTH KOREA

SECULAR DATA, AD 2000

STATE
Official name: Taehan Min-guk (The Republic ol Korea)
Short name: South Korea Adjective of nationality: of the Republic
of Korea
Flag: White field with circular emblem (red lop and blue bottom), black
bar design in each corner
Area: 99,274 sq km (38.330 sq mi.)
Government: Multiparty republic, since 1988 (1910 Japan possession,
1948 republic, 1961 military junta. 1972 republic under dictatorship)
Legislature: National Assembly, 299 members
Official language: Korean (Chosenmal)
Monetary unit: 1 won (W) = 100 chon US$1= W 1,386
Chief cities: SOUL (Seoul. Kyongsong) 12.215,000. Pusan (Busan)
4.239.000. Inch'on (Incheon) 2.837,000; Taegu (Daegu, Taiku)
2.559.000, Kwangju (Kwangchu, Gwangiu) 1,655,000
Political divisions: 15 provinces
Armed forces: 672.000

DEMOGRAPHY
Population: 46.844.000
Population density: 471 8/sq km (1,222 1/sq. mi.)
Under 15 years: 10,067,000
Growth rate p.a.: 0 72% (births 14 11, deaths 6 55)
Mortality: Infant, per 1 ,000 : 9 3 Maternal per 100

,000 : 130 0
Life expectancy: 74 (male 70, female 77)
Household size: 3 8 Floor area per person, sq.m: 25 0
Major languages: Korean, English, Chinese
Urban dwellers: 86 16% Urban growth rate p.a.: 1 4%
Labor force: 45%

ETHNOLINGUISTIC PEOPLES
97 7% South Korean, 2 0% Japanese, 0 1% USA White, 0 0% Han
Chinese (Mandarin), 0 0% Eurasian

ECONOMY
National Income p.a. per person: US$9,700. per family: US$36,860

EDUCATION
Adult literacy: 98% (male 99%. female 96%) Sc
Universities: 645 School enrolment: lemale/m,

HEALTH
Access to health services 100% Access to st
Hospitals: 600 (29 beds per 10,000) Doctors: 5
Blind: 110,000 Deaf: 2.813,000 Murder rate i

Lepers: 90,000

LITERATURE
New book titles p.a.: 32.320 (690 p a per millior

Newspapers: 62 dailies

COMMUNICATION (per 1,000 people)
Phones: 415 (30% mobile). Radios: 928 TV se
Daily newspaper circulation: 405 Computers

HUMAN LIFE AND LIBERTY (optimum condition
HDI: 71 4 HSI: 66 0 HFI: 12 5 EFL: 54 0

Country Table 1. Religious adherents in South Korea, AD 1900-2025.

Year 1900 1970 mid- 1990 Annual change. 1990-2000 mid- 1995 mid-2000

Name Adherents % Adherents % Adherents % Natural Conversion Total Rate Adherents % Adherents %
Christians

PROFESSION
42,700 0.5 5 ,828,000 18.3 17

,089,000 39.9 158,457 42,381 200,838 1.12 18
,070,000 40.2 19,097.384 40.8

professing Christians
AFFILIATION

42,700 0.5 5 ,828,000 18.3 17
,089,000 39.9 158.457 42,381 200,838 1.12 18

,070,000 40.2 19 ,097,384 40.8

unaffiliated Christians 0 0.0 424,096 1.3 489,000 1.1 4,534 -11,883 -7,349 -1.62 448,000 1.0 415,508 0.9affiliated Christians 42,700 0.5 5 ,403,904 16.9 16
,600,000 38.7 153,922 54,266 208,188 1.19 17

,622,000 39.2 18 ,681,876 39.9
Protestants 6,500 0.1 2

, 198,950 6.9 7
,950,000 18.5 73,716 18,284 92,000 1 10 8 ,405,318 18.7 8 ,870.000 18.9Independents 50 0.0 1

,988,306 6.2 6 ,950,000 16.2 64,443 10,557 75,000 1.03 7
. 345.185 16.3 7 ,700,000 16.4Roman Catholics 36,000 0.5 828,133 2.6 3 ,275,000 76

I

30,367 12,133 42,500 1.23 3 ,492,369 7.8 3 ,700,000 7.9Marginal Christians 0 0.0 353,079 1 1 750,000 1.8 6,954 3,046 10,000 1.26 797,233 1.8 850,000 1.8Anglicans 100 0.0 32,436 0.1 85,700 0.2 795 1,635 2.430 2.53 100,780 0.2 110,000 0.2Orthodox 50 0.0 3,000 0.0 5,000 00 46 -46 0 000 5,000 0.0 5,000 0.0doubly-affiliated

Trans-megabloc groupings
0 0.0 0 0.0 -2 .415,700 -5.6 -22,399 8,657 -13.742 0.55 -2

.523,885 -5.6 -2 ,553,124 -5.5

Evangelicals 6,400 0.1 2
,
130.000 6.7 7

.
940,000 18.5 73,623 46,577 120,200 1 42 8 .577,888 19.1 9

,
142,000 19.5Pentecostals/Charlsmatlcs 500 0.0 250.000 0.8 6

,
550,000 15.3 60,734 42,266 103,000 1.47 7

,088,461 15.8 7
, 580,000 16.2Great Commission Christians 40,000 0.5 4 ,790,000 15.0 11

,575,000 27.0 107,328 68,098 175,426 1.42 12
,500,000 27.8 13 ,329^255 28.5

Ethnorellglonists 6
,
507,300 81.3 12

,506,000 39.2 7
,000,000 16.3 64,906 -32,363 32,543 0.46 7

,
270,000 16 2 7

,325,426 15 6Buddhists 800,000 10.0 5 ,319,000 16.7 6 ,700,000 15.6 62,125 - 14,702 47,423 0.69 6
,
920,000 15.4 7

, 174.234 15.3New-Religionists 10,000 0.1 3
,
380,000 10.6 6 ,450,000 15.1 59,807 7,294 67,101 0.99 6

,
817,000 15.2 7

, 121,012 15,2Confucianists 640,000 8.0 4 ,758,000 149 4
,
889.000 11.4 45.333 - 12,296 33,037 0.66 5

,
031,300 11.2 5 ,219,366 11.1

Nonreligious

Muslims
Atheists

Baha'is

Chinese folk-religionists

Shintoists

0 0.0 100,000 0.3 572,000 1.3 5,304 7,371 12,675 2.02 650,000 1.5 698,754 1.5
0 0.0 3,000 0.0 60,000 0.1 556 312 868 1.36 65,800 0-2 68,676 0 2
0 0.0 5,000 0.0 32,000 0.1 297 1,188 1,485 3.89 40,000 0.1 46,847 0.1
0

0
0.0

0.0

14.000

10.000
0.0

0.0

24.000

28.000

0.1

0.1

223
260

587
149

810
409

2.95

1.37
27.300
30,700

0.1

0.1

32,096
32,088

0.1

0.1
0 0.0 0 0.0 25,000 0.1 232 79 311 1.18 26,900 0.1 28,106 0.1

World A (unevangelized persons) 6 ,720,000 84.0 4 ,788,375 15.0 685,904 1.6 6,304 - 18,222 - 11,918 - 1.91 629,281 1.4 562,128 1 2.World B (evangelized non-Christians) 1
,237,300 15.5 21 ,306,125 66.7 25

,
094,096 58.5 232.739 -24.159 208,580 0.80 26

,
249,384 58 4 27

. 184^488 58 0World C (Christians) 42,700 0.5 5 ,828,000 18.3 17
,089,000 39.9 158,457 42,381 200,838 1.12 18

,070,000 40.2 19
,097,384 408

Country's population 8
,000,000 100.0

|
31 ,922,500 100.0 42

,869,000 100.0
| 397,500 0 397,500 0.89 44

,948,666 100.0 46 .844,000 100.0
|

COLUMNS, ROWS.
For meanings and definitions, see Codebook (Part 3) Note that, by
definition, total Christians' = professing + crypto-Christians, which
also = affiliated + unaffiliated Christians, and also = Great
Commission Christians + latent Christians. Percentages may not
always total exactly, due to rounding.

NOTES ON RELIGIONS
AFFILIATED CHRISTIANS The number of annual conversions has
risen markedly since 1960 From 1971-73, 150,000 soldiers in the
Korean army professed conversion (75.000 a year), followed by
mass baptism services, raising the proportion of Christians in the
army from 12% in 1970 to 35% in 2 years. By 1977, 47% of the
army were church members In the table above, the column
'Conversion change' gives the averages for the decade 1990-2000
ATHEISTS No communist party is tolerated Atheism is however
prevalent in intellectual circles
BAHA'IS Entered first in 1921; new surge in 1950 through USA
military personnel Rapid growth from 12 local spiritual assemblies
(1964) to 99 (1973), 120,000 booklets distributed but a large-scale
decline then begun, resulting after reorganization in only 12 LSAs
by 1996, though still with large numbers of nominal adherents
BUDDHISTS Mahayana Adherents were served by 2,135 temples
with 14.361 monks, priests and nuns in 1967 (in 1972, 1,912 sanc-
tuaries and 18,629 clergy) Sects 78% Chogye sect, 10% Pop-
hwa sect, 5% Chmgak sect; Miruk (Maitreya Buddha), Yonqwhaqyo
and other sects
CONFUCIANS Adherents are 70% men, 30% women
Confucianism was introduced from China in AD 885, and remained

fhe state religion until 1910 Although its Korean adherents are
also usually involved both in Buddhism and in shamanism, the sep-
aration of the 3 into separate statistical categories by the Ministry
of Culture and Information indicates that in Korea they are distinct
religious systems, unlike the situation in China and among the
Chinese diaspora
COUNTRY'S POPULATION. After the Korean war (1950-53) in
which about 5 million persons were killed, a further 2 million
arrived after fleeing from North Korea, including several hundred
thousand Protestants
INDEPENDENTS. In over 250 denominations in 1995 (see Table

MUSLIMS First introduced in 1953 by Turkish battalion among
United Nations' troops, Hanafite Sunnis
NEW-RELIGIONISTS Of the over 250 new non-Christian syn-
cretistic religions (Sin Jonggyo, or Shinhung (Newly-risen)
Jonggyo) in Korea, most sprang up after religious freedom was
promulgated in 1945 The oldest, however, is Cnondogyo (Religion
of the Heavenly Way), begun in 1860 as Tonghak (Eastern
Learning), syncretizmg Confucianism, Buddhism, Taoism, Roman
Catholicism, and Korean shamanism, with 13 million members in
1995 in South Korea and 2 million members underground in North
Korea Other leading New Religions are Jingsan-gyo (a system of
traditionalist revitalization seels, begun 1901), Wonn (with syn-
cretistic christology), Tangun, llbu, Bongnam, Kwansonggyo (with
a shrine center in Kyeryongsan representing all known gods
including Jesus and Buddha), Sangjegyo (a sect of Jingsan-gyo,
incorporating ideas of Christian Sunday worship), llsimgyo (now
called Yudo; HQ Namwon; with a claimed reincarnation of Jesus),

the Zen (Son, in Korean) sects Bochongyo,
Samdoggyo, llkwando. Musul, and also Soka G,
since 1963 (in Korea called Ch’angga Hakhoe
Learning Society) The Won Buddhism sect, n
more relevant to secular life, began in 1924 cl.

members in 1995 Other sects Daechongkyo (29
Chunrikyo (720,000), Taegukdo (300,000), Chun
and International Moral Association
NONRELIGIOUS Mainly young Koreans and Cl
abandoned family religion

PENTECOSTALS/CHARISMATICS The Renewal
eral distinct components (a) Roman Catholl
began in 1970 Total involved adults (1974) about
matic community including children, 1,000, in

Soon, numbers were doubling every 10 years I

Catholic Charismatic community, including chlldr

(10 5% of all RCs). By 1992, 80 parishes had acti>

with 5,000 weekly attenders, and 70,000 al annua
total weekly adult attenders reached 100,000. v
priests and 5 bishops Total CCR adherents by A
ed to be 675,000 (b) Other Charismatlcs. In Pr
tecostal denominations, there were over a n
Charismatics by 1990. (c) Pentecostals With 1

ents by 1990 (d) Independents (Neocharlsmatlt
over 2 million followers, rapidly increasing
SHAMANISTS (here listed as Ethnoreligiomsts)
Korea is a folk religion, a blend of animism, spi
mancy. folk-healing, and fortune-telling Rural •

unorganized, but in the cities associations of shai

Country status. The Republic of Korea is the south-
ern half of the truncated peninsula of Korea, the only
country on the map still so divided, after the reunion
of the 2 Germanys and the 2 Yemens in the late 1980s.
Bounded by the Sea of Japan, the Yellow Sea and the
Korea Strait, it has gained prominence in recent
decades as one of the newly industrializing powers
of Asia.

HUMAN LIFE AND LIBERTY
Human need and development. Korea emerged

from World War II as a country with a shattered econ-
omy It had lived through 20th centurv until 1^45 as

a Japanese colony, its manpower and natural re-

sources brutally exploited and its culture suppressed
by its masters. The Korean War brought furtner dis-
locations and placed further strains on the society
and economy. However, within the next 40 years it

made a remarkable recovery which some observers
have compared to that ofJapan on a minor scale. The
economic resurgence was followed bv a noticeable
improvement in the living standards. South Koreans
are better fed, better clothed and better housed than
their brethren across the border in North Korea, as
well as the Chinese and other mainland Asians. Its per
capita income of Sf* W) hieher Mian those of >)'

Asian countries, except Singapore, Japa
Israel, and the oil-rich emirates. Food
patterns reveal the greater buying
Korean consumers and an increasec
processed foods and confectionaries. Sc’

lems and pollution levels are lower
many less industrialized Asian countr
theless remain worrisome. Until recer
considered the most polluted city in tl

35% of the population suffering from
lated respiratory problems. The populat
cian has come down from 2,220 in 1

G
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Great Commission Instrument Panel: status of South Korea (for explanation see start of Part 4)

A=1.2% Q=1 .5%

3 Worlds, AD 2000

m=4.0%

Religions, AD 2000 Ecclesiastical blocs Evangelization, 1900-2025 Offers, 1900-2025 Cost-effectiveness, AD 2000

in the developing world. The concept of social welfare

is relatively new and is even now limited.
Traditionally, the extended family takes care of its

members.
Human rights andfreedoms. The Republic of Korea

made its transition to democracy only in the late

1980s and had its first freely elected civilian president
only in 1993. Democratic procedures have not en-
tirely replaced the former autocratic system. A par-
ticular problem is the continued use of broad security
laws originally designed to thwart subversion by
North Korea. Nevertheless, there has a been a marked
decrease in the number of public protests and demon-
strations, as well as arbitrary arrests and detentions
of political opponents. Although it is difficult to esti-

mate the number of political prisoners, Amnesty
International estimates that there are between 20 and
110 prisoners of conscience. Freedom of press is gen-
erally respected although there are limits on what is

nonsubversive or permissible. As an ethnically ho-
mogeneous country with no minorities of significant

size, racial discrimination has never developed.
Women, however, suffer cultural, legal and economic
discrimination, some of it a legacy of Confucianism.
Despite an Equal Employment Opportunity Act, the
average female worker earns only half of her male
counterpart. Fetal sex testing and abortion of female
fetuses are widely performed. The traditional pref-
erence for male children is reflected in the heavy pre-
ponderance of males in the 20-40 age group. There are
also inheritance laws biased against women. A 1991
Family Law provides extensive protection for women
against family violence and abuse.
Human environment. South Korea has paid an ex-

tremely high environmental price for its industrial
progress during the past 3 decades. More than 200
species of animals have disappeared from the rural ar-
eas. High levels of water and air pollution make
Korea one of the worst polluted countries in the Far
East. The contamination level of the Han River, near
one of the main intakes of the Seoul metropolitan
water system, is 6 times the internationally accepted
level for potable water. The extent of sulfur dioxide
contamination in the Pusan area is believed to be 4
times that of New York. The extent of dust accumu-
lations in Seoul is estimated at over 80 tons a month
per square mile. Fumes from anthracite briquettes
used in cooking also contribute to air pollution.

, r
Korean funeral in large cemetery, incorporating shaman-

'hiior i

sl
' Catholic elements. Men wear ancient Korean costumes of

'colour of mourning) Burial of an ancestor must take place, tra-
oonally. on a sun-warmed site

^ON-CHRISTIAN RELIGIONS
Shamanism is the traditional religion and still the

Tost widely practiced one in Korea. It involves a
trong belief in the influence of departed ancestral
P'nts as well as nature spirits who inhabit trees,
3cks. and other natural phenomena. These in turn

must be propitiated or otherwise controlled either
by individuals or by priests (shamans, mudang) to en-
sure health, fertility, and success in life's ventures.
There is a strong emphasis on exorcism and healing,
with extensive use of chanting and drums. Belief in

a supreme being also appears to be ancient; and this
idea has been strengthened by contact with
Christianity. When one realizes that Korean nature re-

ligion is carried on for the most part by private indi-
viduals, without recourse to the intermediary function
of shamans, the significance of this religion becomes
apparent.

Buddhists. Several thousand Buddhas at the Daehung-sa temple in

Chulla-namdo

Mahayana Buddhism continues to be active.

Suppressed and eclipsed during the Yi dynasty (1392-

1910) under which Confucianism was tne official re-

ligion, Buddhism took on a new life at the time of the
Japanese occupation. Nevertheless, it was only at the
end of the Korean war in 1954 that it assumed a po-
sition of importance in Korean religious and social
life. The marriage of monks, imposed by the Japanese,
was forbidden from 1954, although celibacy nas not
yet been widely introduced except among the
younger generation. The Chogye sect, which repre-
sents 78% of Buddhists in South Korea, has at its

head a primate and has about 4,000 monks and 6,000
nuns. Its practices include Zen meditation and Amita
pietism, both Mahayana schools, and it works vigor-
ously for the renewal and modernization of
Buddhism in close cooperation with organizations
of Buddhist youth (7,000 adherents), the very active
Union of Korean Students, the General Union of
Buddhist Believers and the daily newspaper Korean
Buddhism. It is engaged in social and charitable work
as well as the renewal and spread of Buddhist doc-
trine, A Buddhist university, Dongguk, exists in Seoul.

Confucianism, which is a system of social ethics

rather than a religion, was introduced into Korea
from China in AD 885 and remained the state religion

from 1392 until 1910. It still encourages the practice
of ancestor veneration.

New Religions, a loose term for syncretistic reli-

gions begun in Asia over the last hundred years, are
numerous, over 250 distinct non-Christian sects being
known in present-day Korea. The largest is

Chondogyo (Religion of the Heavenly Way), an eclec-

tic blend of shamanistic, Buddhist, Confucian, and
Christian elements which arose in the 19th century as
a reaction against Western, especially Catholic, in-

fluence. The Tonghak Revolt of 1894 had its roots in

Chondogyo, and it has maintained its political ori-

entation.

Another large movement, arising out of Buddhism
but completely separate from it, is popular Won
Buddhism. Begun in 1924 in an attempt to purify
Buddhist doctrine, it permits the marriage of monks,
authorizes the religious services of women, imitates

Christianity in its worship service, and stresses the im-
portance of social work.

Atheism and agnosticism are prevalent in intel-

lectual circles, a mood originally encouraged by the
neo-Confucianist state ideology of the Yi Dynasty
(1392-1910).

Islam was introduced in 1953 by Turkish troops
among the United Nations occupying forces. There
are at present about 68,000 believers. The Korea
Muslim Federation in Seoul coordinates all Muslim
work.

CHRISTIANITY
The first contacts between Christians and Korea were
in 1592 when Hideyoshi, accompanied by a Catholic
general and a Jesuit priest, invaded Korea from Japan.
Catholic books were brought from Peking to Seoul in

1777; and a Korean baptized in China returned home
in 1784 to begin the church. The first of many Catholic
martyrs was recorded in 1791. Three years later, in

1794, 4,000 Christians greeted the first Chinese mis-
sionary on his arrival in Korea. A vicariate was created
in 1831, but martyrdom was the principal character-
istic of the churcn until freedom of religion was de-
clared in the early 1880s. A Protestant missionary
touched Korea briefly in 1832 and another was mar-
tyred in 1865. By 1876, Korean Protestants were being
baptized in Manchuria. The doors to Christian evan-

f
elization in Korea itself were opened by the 1882
Korean treaty with the USA. The first Presbyterian

missionary entered in 1884 and a Methodist soon af-

ter. Extensive missionary itineration was begun in
1887.

PROTESTANT CHURCHES. Korea remained true
to its name the Hermit Kingdom until forced to ca-
pitulate to Japanese forces in 1876. When missionar-
ies arrived in Korea during the next decade, com-
munities of professing Christians were found waiting
for further teaching, the combined result of decades
of indigenous evangelization and the distribution of
scriptures in China which gradually made their way
into Korea as early as 1830. Korea has been the most
fruitful field in Asia for Protestant missions. By 1890,
Koreans were openly asking for instruction en masse.
In the year 1900 alone, church membership increased
by over 30%. Bible classes and the earnest simple
witness of Korean Christians were primarily respon-
sible. A third factor was the revival of 1907 which
spread from Korea into Manchuria and China. The
memory of this early spirit of prayer and piety has re-

mained with Koreans over many years.
Four Presbyterian groups from northern and south-

ern USA, Canada ana Australia began work between
1884 and 1898. A central committee was set up, and in

1907, the 4 missions united to form the Presoyterian
Church of Korea. Presbyterianism remains the princi-
pal church tradition of Korea up to the present time.
However, many serious schisms have occurred in re-

cent years, particularly since World War II, resulting in

the division of 4 major bodies and a host of smaller
groups. Two American Methodists societies from
northern (1884) and southern (1896) USA, worked to-

gether closely and, in 1930, established the autonomous
Korean Methodist Church, the largest single Protestant

denomination in Korea. Seventh-day Adventists pio-
neered in 1903, followed by the Oriental Missionary
Society in 1907. The latter's activity resulted in the
formation of the Korea Holiness Cnurch which has
been self-governing since the 1940s. These, with more
recent Pentecostal and Baptists groups, have also
grown rapidly in recent years. Many Korean churches
experienced internal divisions after World War II for a
wide variety of reasons. Since 1945, many new mis-
sionary societies from the USA have also entered the
countrv.
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SOUTH KOREA
ligious instruction is forbidden during normal class
hours, in both public and private primary and sec-
ondary schools, although schools often circumvent
these rules. In May 1973, the minister of Education or-
dered that the law be enforced in Christian secondary
schools, recommending also that teaching clergy be
replaced by lay persons.

The Christians of Korea have behind them a long
tradition of active resistance to the former Japanese
colonial regime. Hence, after World War II, although
Christians were still a small minority, many govern-
ment ministers and officials were chosen from among
the Christian community, mostly Protestants, in-
cluding president Syngman Rhee. This explains the
close collaboration between the churches and the
regime and why they registered practically no reac-
tion when Park Chong Hi became president in a mil-
itary coup d'etat in 1961. The churches maintain the
right to have military chaplains, and the government
took the initiative in creating a corps of evangelists at-
tached to the police who were authorized to preach
to prisoners and policemen.
The first indication of Christian dissent appeared

among a small group of Protestant pastors and lay
persons who had been involved in an industrial mis-
sion since 1961 (extended into a wider urban mission
in 1965) and who later received support from Catholic
members ofJOC. Opposition was first centered on the
conditions faced by migrants and the misery of the
masses. At the encf of the 1960s, unrest grew due to
new dictatorial tendencies evidenced by the regime:
changes in the constitution in 1969, the state of emer-
gency decreed in October 1971, proclamation of mar-
tial law in February 1972 and promulgation of the
new Yushin ('Restoration') constitution giving to the
president virtually unlimited powers. Centered in
the Student Christian Movement, the opposition be-
came increasingly public and active with as spokes-
men a number of well-known Catholic and Protestant
personalities including the Catholic cardinal arch-
bishop of Seoul, Kim Soo Hwan; Catholic bishop of
Wonju, Chi Hak Soon; Protestant leaders Kim Chae
Hoon and Kang Won young; the president of Ewha
Protestant University for Women; Catholic poet Kim
Chi Ha; and others. The first collective letter of the
Catholic episcopate relating to these questions, dated
18 February 1968, provided support for militant mem-
bers of JOC and their chaplain, while the second let-
ter, 'Let's defeat today's injustice' (14 November 1971),
criticized more directly the endemic corruption and
unjust practices of the government. Numerous
Korean militants, pastors, and priests were arrested
and a number of foreign missionaries were expelled.
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BROADCASTING AND MEDIA
Virtually everyone owns a radio, though televisions
are somewhat less common. FEBC maintains trans-
mitters at Cheju-do, Inchon, Taejeon which reach

a vvrv'
Korea, and much of eastern Asia.AWR s Seoul studio produces Korean-language pro-

grams. South Korea is a member of UNDA, and
Catholics broadcast Sunday radio programs, includ-
ing children's broadcasts' the liturgy, and special
Sunday programs; and numerous daily Christian
programs, including Christian Catholic News, edu-
cational oroerammine. a readme of the catechism, an

Some 5 million have seen the 'Jesus' Film, includ-
ing 4.6 million who watched it on television. PBC, a
local Catholic radio and TV station, is based in Seoul
and has a regular TV program.

INTERDENOMINATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
The Federal Council of Churches and Missions was
organized in 1919, with the name changed to National
Christian Council in 1924. It became the National
Council of Churches in 1946. Although only 7
churches are members, the NCC represents about
one-third of Korean Christians. Thirteen other
churches form the National Association of
Evangelicals, a fundamentalist body. Church mem-
bers work together in many interdenominational
groups with specialized functions, including the
Christian School Association, Korean Student
Movement, and Christian Broadcasting System, un-
der the overall supervision of the NCC. Through its

Justice and Peace Committee, Catholics collaborate
with their Protestant counterparts in socio-economic
development; and Protestant-Catholic cooperation is

also maintained through the Sodepax Korea
Committee and Association of Christian Hospitals,
the latter founded in Seoul in 1972. Anglican and
Catholic priests conduct an Institute for Ecumenical
Inter-Religious Studies.

Working in close cooperation with the govern-
ment, the Korean Association of Voluntary Agencies,
with 36 of its 74 members church-relatecf Protestant
and Catholic groups, coordinates the distribution of
relief and development aid.

FUTURE TRENDS AND PROSPECTS
Explosive church growth will most likely continue
into the 21st century with church membership pos-
sibly growing to 43% by 2025. The greatest losses are
expected for Shamanists (39.2% in 1970 falling to 15%
by AD 2025) and Buddhists (16.7% in 1970 to less
than 14% by 2025).

Christianity might continue to grow over the next
century, but this may result in a percentage of
Christians anywhere between 60-80% (with the most
likely scenario in the middle of that range).
Buddhism, Confucianism, and Shamanism could de-
cline throughout this period.
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Assembly Hall Churches cl 950 I-3nC 88 9.831 1,000 25,000 13.74

Association of Christian Churches 1930 X-Non 309 56,800 35,000 103,265 4 42
Bible Presbyterian Church of Korea 1955 I-Fun .TT.T 280 14,000 13,951 35,000 3.75
Catholic Church in Korea: 1592 R-Lat P.F.R 1.093 1.824,000 828.133 3,492,369 5.93
M Kwang Ju 1937 R-Lat Ps 77 124,000 67.393 238,219 5.18
D Cheju 1971 R-Lat PS 15 20,000 11,162 39,602 4.17
D Jeon Ju (Chonju) 1937 R-Lat Ps 61 71,000 54,207 133,522 3.67
M Seoul (Soul) 1911 R-Lat Ps 163 613,000 185,769 1,159,005 760
D Chun Cheon (Shunsen) 1939 R-Lat Ps 43 29,000 33,005 52,490 1 87
D Inchon 1961 R-Lat Pi'un 63 148,000 57,293 294,917 6.77
D SuWon 1963 R-Lat Ps 74 181,000 55,722 373,089 790
D Tae Jeon (Taejon) 1958 R-Lat Ps 76 86,000 65,900 161,247 364
D Won Ju 1965 R-Lat Ps 31 26,000 31,420 47.497 1.67
M Tae Gu 1911 R-Lat Ps 96 166,000 85,309 315,067 5.36
D Andong 1969 R-Lat Ps 26 22.000 28,149 40,765 1 49
D Cheong Ju (Ch'ongju) 1958 R-Lat Ps 43 52,000 45.664 102,503 3.29
D Masan 1966 R-Lat Ps 55 64.000 30,554 121,851 5 69
D Pusan 1957 R-Lat Ps 73 172,000 76,586 322,595 5.92
OM Korea 1983 R-Lat Ps 197 50,000 — 90,000 8.33

Central Jerusalem Church in Korea 1957 I -Non 10 2,100 1,470 2,800 2.61
Chinese Christian Church 1912 I-Non 3 100 582 300 •262
Choson Christian Church 1918 I-Non 20 2,000 3,030 5,000 2 02
Christian Brethren cl 895 P-CBr X. . . . 80 4,000 2,000 10,000 665
Christian Church of Emmanuel 1950 I-Non 40 2,600 3.441 6,000 2.25
Christian Independent Church I-Non 15 2,000 2,300 3,500 0.05

1964 I-3pK
P-Ref

5 1,500 1,000 3,000 4 49
Christian Reformed Church in Korea 1967 .F. . . 901 171.000 19,015 427,943 13.26
Christian Rehabilitated Ch in Korea 1945 I-Non 60 4,000 4,329 7,000 1 94
Christ's Assembly 1947 I-Adv 7 400 550 700 0.97
Church of Christ, Scientist 1963 m-Sci X . . . . 1 200 200 400 2.81

Church of God (Cleveland)

Church of God (Seventh-day)
1966 P-Pe3 ZF. . . 116 14,075 10,000 28,600 4.29
1962 P-Adv x. . . . 3 100 154 300 2.70

Church of God of Prophecy 1969 P-Pe3 Z 88 94,300 5,180 123,223 13.52
Ch of Jesus Christ ol Latter-day Saints 1950 m-LdS X. . . . 146 68,000 6,329 105,133 11.90
Constitutional Korean Presbyterian Ch 1962 I -Fun . .T.T 188 23,200 4,000 36,310 9.22
Episcopal Church in Korea 1889 A-ACa AwEAN 88 77,100 32,436 100,780 4 64
Evangelical Alliance Mission In Korea 1953 P-Eva XM. . . 4 64 2,000 213 -8.57

Far East Apostolic Mission 1958 P-Pe2 20 2,000 3,000 4,000 1.16
Full Gospel Church C1991 I-3kK 20 90,000 — 200,000 25.00
Full Gospel International General Mtg 1963 I-3fK 54 77,500 4,100 101,233 13.68
Fundamental Presbyterian Church 1982 I-Fun 216 27,900 - 69,638 7 69
Gen Assemb of Pres Chs (Bokeun) 1964 I-Ref 272 15,500 3,000 34,420 10.25

Gen As of Pres Ch in K (BoSu) 1 I-Ref 1,292 589,000 — 769,343 0.05

Gen As of Pr Chs (Bo-Su Hap-Tong) IV

Gen As of Pres Chs (Hap-tong Bo-Su) II

I-Ref 353 37,800 — 75,684 0.05

I-Ref 807 88,900 - 197,511 0.05

Gen As of Pres Chs (Haptong Bo-Su) III

Gen As of Pr Chs (Haptong Chungang)
Gen As of Pres Chs (Hap-tong Ho-hun)
Gen As of Pres Chs (Haptong Janseen)

I-Ref 213 74,200 — 185,431 0.05

1976 I-Ref 235 35,600 — 71,123 5.26
1962 I-Ref 374 19,100 4,000 42,466 9.91

1955 I-Ref 112 14,500 3,000 32,153 9.95
Gen Assemb of Pres Chs (Ho Hun) 1962 I-Ref 144 16,300 4,000 36,263 9.22
Gen Assemb of Pres Ch in K (Taesin) 1948 P-Ref 662 54,400 10,000 120,835 10.48

Gospel Baptist Convention 1961 I-Bap 146 33,600 5,000 67,161 10.95

Grace and Truth Church cl 980 I-3cK 5 30,000 — 57,000 6.67

Greek Orthodox Ch (D New Zealand) 1896 O-Gre Cw. .N 2 1,500 3,000 5,000 2.06

Heavenly Gospel Tabernacle Church I-mar 10 1,000 5,000 2,000 005
Holy Spirit Association for U of WC 1954 m-HSA XV. . . 494 421,000 304,750 550,000 2.39

Independent Korean Presbyterian Ch 1949 I-Fun . .T.T 15 1,500 1,380 3,000 3.15
Intern Ch of the Foursquare Gospel 1970 P-Pe2 ZF. . . 22 1,900 3,000 6,330 3.03
International Pentecostal Holiness Ch 1979 P-Pe3 Z. . . . 183 12,400 — 34,029 6.25
Jehovah's Witnesses 1912 m-Jeh x. . . . 1,055 62,193 40,000 138,000 5.08

Jesus Assembly of God of Korea 1952 P-Pe2 ZF. . . 1,206 1,211,000 100,000 2,000,000 12.73

Jesus End of the World Gospel Mis Soc 1963 I-Non 90 23,000 9,802 30,000 4.58

Jesus Korean Holiness Church 1961 I-Hol .TT.T 819 184,443 44,525 362,346 8.75

Jesus Korean Methodist Church 1962 I-Fun .TT.T 306 21,600 19,960 61 ,663 4 62
Jesus Presbyterian Ch, Head Presbytery 1949 I-Ref 25 5,000 5,016 15,000 4 48
Korea Assembly of God 1945 I-3pK 530 220,000 18,000 400,000 13.21

Korea Baptist Convention 1890 P-Bap T 1,800 702,000 51,613 956,840 12.39

Korea Bible Baptist Fellowship 1950 I-Bap xTT.T 166 23,200 12,108 46,314 5.51

Korea Church of Christ (Instrumental)

Korea Ch of Christ (Non-Instrumental)
1936 I-Dis X. . . . 194 16,500 20,000 30,000 1.64

1927 I-Dis x. . . . 60 2,000 2,550 5,000 2.73

Korea Church of God cl 932 P-Hol x. . . . 53 21,100 5,000 28,956 7.28
Korea Evangelical Church 1932 I-Ref 2.8 10,700 4,000 13,940 5.12
Korea Holiness Evangelical Church 1907 P-Hol xF. . . 2,405 301,000 577,305 901,801 1 80
Korea Jesus Bible Presbyterian Church 1961 I-Ref .TT.T 4 1,200 2,000 3,000 1 64
Korea Lutheran Church 1958 P-Lut L 25 3,960 1,100 6,579 7 42
Korea Peniel Church 1958 I-Hol 10 2,300 1,651 3,000 242
Korea Presbyterian Ch (Conservative) 1965 I-Ref 62 1,872 851 4,000 6.39

Korean Baptist Convention cl 986 I-Bap 151 82,300 — 107,500 11.11

Korea Tabernacle Temple 1965 I-Non 5 1,500 1,350 2,500 2.50

Korean Bethel Presbyterian Church cl 960 I-Fun 10 500 1,005 1,200 0.71

Korean Bible Presbyterian Church cl 940 I-Fun . - T.T 60 8,000 21,190 25,000 0.66

Korean Christian Pentecostal Church cl 960 I-3pK 20 2,000 1,000 3,000 4 49
Korean Christian Reformed Presb Ch cl 950 I-Ref 55 4,000 8,225 10,000 078
Korean Conservative Baptist Church cl 965 I-Bap X . . . . 3 500 1,000 1,600 1.90

Korean Evangelical Church of Christ 1925 I -Eva N 106 26,900 12,000 67,161 7 13

Korean Evangelical Movement 1951 I -Eva .TT.T 5 500 1,105 1,500 1.23

Korean Free Methodist Church of Jesus 1961 I-Hol .TT.T 105 14,200 8,000 23,684 4 44
Korean Methodist Church 1884 P-Met VWE.N 4,114 503,000 600,000 1,277,177 3.07
Korean Nazarene Church 1948 P-Hol xF . . , 226 27,429 20,000 44,307 3.23

Korean United Pentecostal Church 1965 P-Pel X. . . . 38 4,000 6,000 10,000 2.06

Meeting of Christians 1896 I-Non 30 1,000 1,110 2,000 2.38
New Apostolic Church I-3aX x. . . . 5 3,000 1,000 5,869 0.05
New Jerusalem Church of Korea 1933 ro-Swe X . . . . 5 300 800 700 -0.53

No-Church Movement Association of BS 1924 I-NoC 5 600 300 1,000 4.93

Olive Tree Church (Evangelical Church)
Peniel Churches of VOCA

1955 I -mar 200 2,100 700,520 7,000 -16.83

1946 P-Hol X. . . . 15 5,400 5,115 7,000 1.26

Presbyterian Church in the RoK 1954 I-Ref RWE.N 353 37,800 218,287 75,684 -4.15

1973 172 25,100 — 62,814 4.55

Presbyterian Church in Korea (Kosin) 1946 I-Ref JTT.T 1,361 258,000 102,125 336,620 4.89

Presb Ch of Korea (Non-Assembled) 1960 I-Ref 20 4,000 7,500 12,000 1.90

Presb Ch of Korea (Reformed Faith) 1954 I-Ref 107 30,900 1,465 40,389 14.19

Presbyterian Ch of Korea (Restored)
Pr C In K (Reunited Anti-Ecumenical)

1966 I-Ref .TT.T 10 1,000 960 3,000 4 66
1951 I-Ref J.T.T 4,561 772,000 550,790 2,158,597 5.62

Presbyterian Ch in Korea (Tonghap) 1884 P-Ref RWE.N 5,350 1,603,000 534,368 2,093,967 5.61

Presbyterian Church (Neutral) 1950 I-Ref 50 3,000 7,743 10,000 1.03

Presbyterian Ch (Revolutionary Rehab) 1949 I-Ref 5 1,000 967 2,000 2.95

Presbyterian General Assembly (Koryo) 1946 I-Ref 137 14,700 10,000 32,593 484
Pure Presbyterian Church of Korea 1939 I-Ref 10 1,600 4,299 2,100 -2.83

Reconstruction Presbyterian Church 1945 I-Ref 114 18,000 3,449 23,569 7.99

Reformed Presbyterian Ch (Gaehyuk) 1955 I-Ref 201 15,600 10,000 34,641 5.10

Religious Society of Friends 1955 P-Qua 0 1 100 100 300 4.49

Reorganized Ch of JC of Latter Day S 1960 m-LdS x. . . . 10 1,000 1,000 3,000 4.49

Salvation Army, Korea Territory 1908 P-Sal xwE.N 223 39,800 150,000 103,860 -1.46

Seventh-day Adventist Church 1903 P-Adv X. . . . 727 81,300 50,000 143,058 4.29

True Jesus Church, Korea Assembly 1944 I-3oC X. . . . 50 4,000 3,000 8,000 4 00
World Evangelical Mission of Korea I-3cK 150 5,000 5,000 15,000 0.05

Worldwide Evangelization Crusade 1956 P-Non xF. . . 20 3,000 4,000 6,000 1 64
World-Wide Missions of Korea 1961 I-Non X. . . . 20 1,000 1,000 2,000 2.81

Yoido Full Gospel Churches 1958 I-3kK Z. . . . 100 700,000 23,000 900,000 15.80
Zion Presbyterian Church of Christ 1938 I-Ref 5 300 320 600 2.55

Other Korean indigenous churches I-3xK 3.000 50,000 30,000 140.000 0.05

Fundamentalists. HQ Se
1603n 346x 1003rr
116n 27x 60 rr

16n 5x Hit
125n 2x 8rr

432n 154x 404rr

65n 4x 16rr

72n 37x 59rr

139n 29x 176rr

124n 9x 33rr

49n Ox Orr

175n 37x 127rr
33n 7x lOrr

59n 3x 26rr

79n 13x 29 rr

119n 19x 44 rr

Local Churches. Little Flock. Chinese. Begun 1922 in China.
Independent Nondenominationalists
Schism ex Koryo Presbyterian Ch. M=IBPFM(USA).
Chonju Kyohwe. C=14*2+32 2p2s(709).W=63%
Kwangju Tae Kyogu. Rural. Heavy emigration
Created out of M Kwang Ju. M=SSC.
Chonju Kyogu. Mountainous. Heavy emigration.

Seoul Tae Kyogu. Rapid urban growth
Many military bases Part in North Korea. M=SSC
Second largest port city, many islands. M=MM
Rural, recent industry Military bases.
Rural, and a major transportation centre
Mountainous, rural, mining M=MEP
Rural. 3 developing industrial centers.

Mountainous. ruraC mining.

Rural, agricultural industrialization

Mountains, port. Least Catholic area.

Urban, largest port (populabon 1 .9 million). M=MEP
Military Ordinariate of Korea. 59w,3395Yy.
Indigenous group. 420 Sunday-school children 40 deacons, 5n,3m
Chung-hwa Kidokyohwei. Chinese Declining rapidly in numbers. HQ Seoul i

Choson Kidokyo Whei (Choson=old name for Korea). Korean Christianity. 20r
Gospel Halls. Plymouth (Open) Brethren M=CMML(USA, UK). Work re-begui
Grouping of indigenous Korean congregations. 20n
Small group of indigenous independent congregations. 18n
Kidokyo Hankuk Osungol Hananim-e Kyowhei. Korean indigenous. HQ Seoul
Recent North American work. M=CRC(USA). 52n.2f.

One of many splinter renewal movements. Large indigenous grouping. 12n
Kuhsudo Sohoe. Small Sabbatarian group. HQ Seoul. 4 evangelists, 1 ministe

Christian Science M=CCS(Boston, USA). Seoul Society. Expatriate Amerlcar
M=GoC(Cleveland)(USA). Holiness Pentecostals. 30 churches. 8 missions 4i

Related to Ch of God (Seventh-day), Adventist group in USA
M=CGP.
Malil Songdo Yesu Kristo Kyowhei. Mormons. M=CJCLdS(USA). 116n.300f.
Tae-Han Yesukyo Changno Whei (Ho-hon) (Legal). 47n,1p,1s(23),W=75%,40‘
Tae-Han Song-Kong-hwei (Korea Holy Catholic Ch). 3 Dioceses 3 Dioceses
Hankuk Pokumjui iongmaeng Sonkyo Whei. M=TEAM(USA) HQ Seoul. 1 set

M=FEAM(Texas,USA), in Korea and Japan only. 19n,4x,1p,1p(Seoul),W=70°
Rapidly growing church, schism ex YFGC/FGCC (Seoul), modeled on same

|

One of many denominations stressing Full Gospel teaching.

FPC (Gun-bon). Fundamentalist doctrines.

Large split over doctrine

One of larger Presbyterian bodies.

Smaller schism.
Large split.

Sizeable secession.
Break with parent bodies over doctrine.

Split over leadership and doctrine.

Leadership disagreements.
Minor break off.

One of the larger and more consequential splits.

Independent Baptists.

Based in Anyang city. Several satellite churches.
Under EP Constantinople; until 1970 in AD N & S America. 2n,1x,W=25%,61'
1965, leader arrested lor selling absolution tickets; died In police custody
Tongil Kyohoe. Unification Ch. Missions to USA. Japan, 120 nations HQ Sec
Split with USA fundamentalist support. Rapid growth. 11n.W=95%, 158Yy,2lI
M=ICFG(USA). Classical Pentecostals. High proportion of youths. 4nm,4f,29v

M=IPHC(USA) Holiness Pentecostals.

Wach'ui Ta-wo Songso Ch'aekJa Hyop-hwei/Watchtower.(t 975) 3290Y. (1995)
Tae-Han Kidokyo Hananim-e Song-Hwei M=AoG. 205n,19f,1s(300),W=77%,
Revivalist, evangelistic. Large grouping of Indigenous congregations. 5n
Yesukyo Tae-Han Songkyol-kyohwei. HQ Seoul. 185n,1p(140),W=95%,617Y
Yesukyo Tae-Han Kamni-Whei No foreign mission connections. HQ Seoul 4f

Tae-Han Yesukyo Changno Whei Tok-nowhel HQ Seoul. 17n.
Independent pentecostals.

Hankuk Chimnehwei Yonmaena. East Asia Ch. 1950,M=FMB-SBC(USA). 365
Hankuk Songso Chimnekyo Whei. M=BBFI(USA). Fundamentalist, HQ Seoul
Hankuk Kristo-e Kyohwei (as-ki). M=KCM(CCCCC.USA) 89n.25f.2p(202).10l

Hankuk Kristo-e Kyohwei (mu-ak-ki). M=CC(USA). USA servicemen on base;
Linked since 1961 with M=CoG(Anderson)(USA). No missionaries now. 24n,i

Independent Reformed traditional.

Kidokyo Tae-Han Songkyol Kyohwei. M=OMS. 354n,14f.3s(500).W=65%.156
Tae-Han Yesukyo Songkyong Changno-Whei. Presbyterian schism over doctr

Hankuk Lutokyo Sonkyobu. M=LC Missouri Synod(USA). 6n,6x,1s,W=75%,2.'
Small indigenous group of churches in holiness tradition. 4n.
One of Presbyterian schisms over doctrine. Expanding. HQ Seoul. 3n.
Schism of charismatic congregations from KBC related to SBC-FMB(USA).
Small indigenous grouping of independent congregations.
Small fundamentalist indigenous group of Presbyterian background 14n
One of larger Presbyterian schisms over fundamentalism Now anti-ICCC. 62
Small grouping of indigenous Korean pentecostals. 6n.

Presbyterian schism over doctrine and fundamentalism, with USA support. 51

Independent Baptist churches. 4nx.
Kidokyo Tae-Han Pokum Kyohwei. Founder a Korean. 20n,W=83%,400Y,400<
Small Indigenous grouping of Korean fundamentalist congregations 1 ministt

Hankuk Yesukyo Chayu Kamni-hwei. No foreign mission. 15n.1p(25),950Y,40<
KMC Kidokyo Tae-Han Kamni-hwei. M=UMC. 914n.51f,2s(375).W=89%,185(
Tae-Han Kidokyo Nazaret-kyowhei. M=CoN. 64n,3x,10f.1s,71t(9657),W=69%
Hankuk Yunhang Osoonch kyohwei. Jesus Only. M=UPC. 20n,9x,12f,4p(173)
Kristo-in-a Chip Whei-so. Small indigenous independent groups. HQ Seoul
NAC. In Canada Bezirk. NAK. Catholic Apostolic. World HQ Zurich (Switzerle

Swedenborgians. Had 40 congs In NKorea Declining. 2n.2p(5),W=85%.24Y.
BS=Bible Students Influenced by Japanese Mukyokai (Non-Church). No buil>

Chondokwon. Preaching Tabernacle Korean Christian Revival Society. Vast t

M=Voice of China AMS(USA). 50% students. 3 schools. 15n.1s(23),W=36%,!
Hankuk Kidokyo Changno-hwei. Liberal schism. 459n,5x,23f,2s(150).W=70%
Recent schism from mainline Presbyterianism.
Tae-Han Yesukyo Changno-Hwei. (Ko Sin). Koryo Korea. M=IPM,OPM,WPMi
Ex Koryo Presbyterian Church in long-standing fundamentalist controversy 1

Union General Assembly of the PCK. Small Presbyterian schism over fundan
Small Presbyterian schism over controversy on fundamentalism. 5n.
Tae-Han Yesukyo Changno-hwei. (Hap Dong) NAE. Anti-ecumenical schism
PCK Tae-Han Yesukyo Changno-hwei. (Tong-hap). 1303n,109f,6H,15p.3s,16
One of numerous splits over fundamentalism ex Presbyterian Church of Kore
Revolutionary Rehabilitated. Schism claiming return to Reformed origins

Minor schism in leadership dispute.

Presbyterian fundamentalist schism Rapid decline 6n,1p,W=80%,50Yy
Tae-Han Yesukyo Changno Whei (Chae-Kon) HQ Seoul. 35n,1s(ln Dong-ku,
Schism due to Bible disagreement on interpretation.

Chongkyo Ch'in-u-whei (Kwei-ko). Quakers. Small group meeting in Seoul
RLDS Church. Schism ex Mormons HQ Seoul. World HQ Independence. M<
Ku-se-kun Tae-Han Pon-Yong. 5 Divisions. 213 Officers. 16 institutions. Is.

SDA. Korea Council. 91n.26f,2H,1h,1j,7r.1s,W=85%.1532Y.
Ch'am Yesukyo Whei Han-kuk Chongwhei Chinese. 21n,1sW=43%.74Y
Indigenous body with seminary in Seoul. 64 priests. 72 missionaries

Small interdenominational Evangelical body. M=WEC(UK) 16n,1f

M=World-Wide Misslons(USA). Evangelicals with links in Pasadena, CA (US-
YFGC. Adult members (1961) 800 100 staff. 50,000 cells Since 1985 part c

Sionan Yesukyo Changrohoe Presbyterian schism, near Kyongju. W=63%.1‘
Total about 150 (see list below). Including Chinese Ch of Christ.



Total*

Churches, members, growth. 1900-2025
Total churches, members, and denominations (mid-1900)
Total churches, members, and denominations (mld-1970)
Total churches, members, and denominations (mid- 1990)
Total churches, members, and denominations (mid-1995)
Total churches, members, and denominations (mid-2000)
Total churches, members, and denominations (mkJ-2025)

LJ |41,349 9,852,467
|

5,403,904 17,622,000
J

Congs Adults
200 21,500 42.700

16,589 2,720,645 5.403.904
39,000 9,281,000 16,600,000
41,349 9.852.467 17,622,000
45.000 10.445.000 18,681,876
60,000 12,524,000 22.400,000

4 %7
G% Total denominations
7.16 14
716 215
5.77 370
1.20 375
1.17 385 .

0.73 763

6 Megablocs:

NOTES ON TABLE ABOVE
NATIONAL COUNCILS (Column 4, 5th letter)

E = Korea Evangelical Fellowship (KEF)
N = National Council of Churches in Korea (NCCK) (Hankuk

Kidokyo Yonhap-hui)
R = Bishops' Conference of Korea (Hanguk Jukyo Hweoi)
T = Korean Evangelical Council of Christian Churches (formerly

Korea Fundamentalist Association of Churches, sometimes
called National Association or Assembly of Evangelicals,
NAE).

OTHER KOREAN INDIGENOUS CHURCHES These include
Assembly of God s House. Christian Revolutionary Ch, Ch of God
of Korea (member of ICCC), Jehovah's Saeil (New Work) Church.
Korea Christian Ch of God. Korea Independent Lutheran Ch
Korean Christian Chs (member of ICCC), Mount Yongmun Prayer

ST?jr-
e
r. 9,

rJ9inal desus Ch, True Gospel Ch (pentecostal)OTHER PROTESTANT DENOMINATIONS These smaller bodies™.e American Baptist Association. Apostolic Faith Mission
(1967). Baptist Mid-Missions (1966), Ev Methodist Ch (1964)
Evangelistic Faith Missions (1971), Far East Missionary Society

(1968, International Gospel League (1954), Japanese Christian Ch
in Korea (Seoul), Korea Christian Ch. Maranatha Baptist Mission
Mennomte Mission, Methodist Protestant Ch, Overseas Missionary
Fellowship (1968), Pentecostal Holiness Ch (1979, merger with
30,000 Korean members, 142 pastors), Slavic Gospel Association
Swedish Free Mission, United World Mission (1955) There are
also USA military chaplaincies among the 42,000 USA troops
(1970-79).

SPAIN

SECULAR DATA, AD 2000

STATE
Official name: El Reino de Espaha (The Kingdom of Spam)
Short name: Spam Adjective of nationality: Spanish, a Spaniard
Flag. Wide yellow stripe in centre with narrow red stripes at top and
bottom with coat of arms in center
Area: 504.783 sq km. (194,898 sq ml.).
Government: Constitutional monarchy, since 1975 (15th century
monarchy and empire. 1923 dictatorship, 1931 republic, 1938 dictator-
ship, 1975 monarchy)
Legislature: Senate, 257 members, Congress of Deputies, 350 mem-
bers

Official language: Spanish (Espahol)
Monetary unit: 1 peseta (Pta) = 100 c6ntimos US$1 = Ptas 141 88
Chief cities: Madrid 4,198.809, MADRID 4,072,000, Barcelona
2,819,000, Bilbao (Vizcaya) 1,011,300; Valencia 754,000.
Political divisions: 17 provinces
Armed forces: 201,000.

DEMOGRAPHY
Population: 39,630,000.

Population density: 78.5/sq km. (203.3/sq. mi.).
Under 15 years: 5,766,000
Growth rate p.a.: -0.08% (births 8 87, deaths 9 98)
Mortality: Infant, per 1,000: 6 1. Maternal per 100.000: 7 0
Life expectancy: 79 (male 75, female 82)
Household size: 3 5 Floor area per person, sq.m: 25 6
Major languages: Spanish. Catalan. Galician, Basque Romany
Portuguese. French. English, and several others
Urban dwellers: 77 62% Urban growth rate p.a.: 0.3%
Labor force: 39%.

ETHNOLINGUISTIC PEOPLES
44.9% Spaniard; 28.0% Catalonian, 8.1% Galician (Galega, Gallego
5.0% Aragonese, 3.7% Basque. 1 5% Spanish Gypsy 0 4% Black
Gypsy.

ECONOMY
National income p.a. per person: US$13,579; per family:
US$47,529.

^ 1

EDUCATION
Adult literacy: 97% (male 98%. female 95%) Schools: 42,315.

Universities: 1,415 School enrolment: female/male: 114%/106%

HEALTH
Access to health services: 90% Access to safe water: 99%
Hospitals: 813 (42 beds per 10.000) Doctors: 159,291
Blind: 30.000 Deaf: 2.388,100 Murder rate: 2
Lepers: 4,000

LITERATURE
New book titles p.a.: 46,760 (1,180 p.a. per million) Periodicals:
2,797 Newspapers: 148 dailies

COMMUNICATION (per 1 ,000 people)
Phones: 385 (30% mobile). Radios: 304 TV sets: 490
Daily newspaper circulation: 104 Computers: 201

REFUGEES
Alien refugees from other countries: 4,300

HUMAN LIFE AND LIBERTY (optimum conditional 00.0%)
HDI: 93 4 HSI: 89 0 HFI: 65 0 EFL: 46 0

Country Table 1. Religious adherents in Spain, AD 1900-2025.

Year

Name

1900

Adherents

1970

Adherents

mid- 1990

Adherents %

Annual change, 1990-2000

Natural Conversion Total Rate

mld-1995

Adherents %

mid-2000

Adherents %

mid-2025

Adherents %
Christians

PROFESSION
professing Christians
AFFILIATION
unaffiliated Christians
affiliated Christians
Roman Catholics

Independents

Marginal Christians

Protestants

Anglicans

Orthodox

doubly-affiliated

disaffiliated

Trans-megabloc groupings
Evangelicals

Pentecostals/Charismatics
Great Commission Christians

Nonreligious

Atheists

Muslims

Buddhists

Bahais
Jews

World A (unevangelized persons)
World B (evangelized non-Christians)
World C (Christians)

Country’s population

18,797,000 100.0

18,797,000 100.0

0 0.0

18.797.000 100.0
18.799.000 100.0

0 0.0

0 0.0

7.000 0.0

1 .000 0.0

0 0.0
-8,000 0.0
-2,000 0.0

6,500 0.0

0 0.0

3,000,000 16.0

2.000 0.0

0 0.0

1,000 0.0

0 0.0

0 0.0

0 0.0

0 0.0

3.000 0.0

18,797,000 100.0

18,800,000 100.0

33,016,600 97.7

33.016.600 97.7

165.000 0.5

32.851.600 97.3
33.596,162 99.5

37,542 0.1

40,915 0 1

72,097 0.2

12,000 0.0

2,000 0.0
-53,549 -0.2

-855,567 -2.5

44.000 0.1

38.000 0.1

11.822,000 35.0
605.000 1 8
140.000 0.4

5.000 0.0

0 0.0
3,900 0.0

8,500 0.0

36,987,500 94.1

36.987.500 94.1

40.000 0,1

36.947.500 94.0

37.820.000 96.2

295.000 0.8

170.000 0,4

105.000 0.3

12.000 0.0

2,150 0.0

-156,650 -0.4

-1,300,000 -3.3

110.000 0.3

1.050.000 2.7

16.700.000 42.5

1.671.000 4.3

436.200 1.1

170.000 0.4

16.500 0.0

9,000 0.0

12,800 0.0

30,752

30,752

-18,791 11,961 0.03

-18,791 11,961 0.03

67,

694,

33,016,

,557 0.2

,503 2.1

600 977

117,909 0.3

2,197,591 5.6

36.987,500 94.1

-689

-18,101

-5,466

2,255
2,859

1.413
-10

8
-10,263
-8,918

908
2,626

29,356

15,150
136

2,920
109

458
18

-656

12,617
26,000

2.500

3.000
1.500

0
10

-10,393
- 10,000

1.000

3.500
43,250

16,540
499

3,061

123
465
29

89
1,837

30,752

1,671

17.120
-18,791

1,760
18,957
11,961

1.53

0.90

0.03

33,778,661 100.0 39,303,000 100.0 I 32.678 32,678 0.08

37,161,000 93.9

37.161.000 93.9

36.000 0.1

37.125.000 93.8

38,056.562 96.2

313,568 0.8

184,080 0.5

111,709 0.3

12.000 0.0

2,210 0.0

-205.129 -0.5

-1.350,000 -3.4

114,295 0.3

1.069,444 2.7

17,000,000 43.0
1.744,700 4.4

440.000 1.1

180.000 0.5

17.400 0.0

11,900 0.0

13,000 0.0

118,704 0,3

2.288,395 5.8

37,161,000 93.9

37,107,109 93.6 33,712,500 92.0

37,107,109 93.6 33,712,500 92.0

33,437 0.1 22,500 0.1

37,073,672 93.6 33.690.000 91.9
38.080,000 96.1 34,700,000 94 7

320,000 0.8 400,000 1.1

200,000 0.5 300,000 0.8
120,000 03 180,000 0.5
12,000 0.0 12,000 0.0
2,250 0.0 3,000 0.0

-260,578 -0.7 -205,000 -0.6

-1,400.000 -3.5 -1.700,000 -4.6

120,000 0.3 131,000 0.4
1,085,000 2.7 1.400.000 3.8

17,132,496 43.2 16,496,000 45.0
1,836,401 4.6 2,100,000 5.7
441,188 1 1 532,500 1.5
200,610 05 250,000 0.7
17,734 0.0 22,500 0.1

13,647

13,086
0.0

0.0

25,000
15,500

0.1

00
118,890 0.3 183,290 0.5

2,404,001 6.1 2,762,210 7.5
37.107,109 93.6

|
33,712.500 92.0

COLUMNS. ROWS.
For meanings and definitions, see Codebook (Part 3) Note that, by
oeiinition, total Christians' = professing + crypto-Christians, which
aiso _ affiliated + unaffiliated Christians, and also = Great
commission Christians + latent Christians Percentages may not
always total exactly, due to rounding

notes on religions

iac
FILI
^TED By addin9 op diocesan totals in Annuario Pontiticio

ho .'Lit in Table 2 below ). it may be seen that (as is shown in

of th .

above
* ,be Roman Church in the 1990s claimed over 97%

tha. u
3 P°Pu|ation as affiliated members on the grounds that

siiii i

vere
'
or had once been

’
baPt'zed Catholics and were

on the church's rolls However, as elaborated below in 1995

about 714,000 were also Evangelicals or other Christians and so
were doubly-affiliated, and over 1.6 million regarded themselves as
having disaffiliated completely from Christianity and were now non-
religious (agnostics) or atheists Subtracting these 2 groups from
the aggregate totals claimed by the churches produces the fiqures
on the line 'affiliated'

AFFILIATED PROTESTANTS Including over 20,000 expatriates
(USA civilian and military, British, et alia)
ATHEISTS. Partido Comumsta de Espaed on Rabwah (Pakistan)
1977, independent in Sino-Soviet dispute
BAHA'IS Local spiritual assemblies 1964. 14, 1973, 26 (5 in
Canary Islands) By 1996 the total had risen markedly to 78 LSAs
COUNTRY'S POPULATION. This table for Spam excludes the pop-
ulation of Spanish North Africa, treated here as a separate territo-

ry. with 130,000 in AD 2000
DISAFFILIATED This term is used here to describe dechristian-
ized persons who. although baptized Roman Catholics and there-
fore regarded by the Catholic Church as still affiliated to it (and
hence enumerated in Table 2 as such), have recently disafliliated
themselves completely from Christianity and now profess (for
example in polls) to be either nonreligious (agnostics) or atheists
Because their statistics represent a duplication, they are shown in
the table above as a negative quantity (with a minus sign)
Although in polls nonreligious persons and atheists number over
4% in urban areas, many Catholic dioceses continue to claim vir-
tually the entire population, the archdiocese of Madrid, for
instance, reported in AP 1973 a total population of 3,965,122 with-
in its borders, out of whom 3.952,821 (99.7%) were baptized

Continued overleaf
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emoffett

From: "emoffett" <emoffett@att.net>

To: "Kwang Soon Lee" <kslee4m@dreamwiz.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 02, 2004 1 :09 PM
Subject: 120 Years of Protestant Foreign Missions

Dear Kwang-Soon:

What is the date on which you will be celebrating the "120 Years of Protestant Foreign Missions in Korea"?
Does it also coincide with the 30th anniversary of the seminary's Graduate School which was also, in effect, a
department of Missions?

I had almost forgotten the request you sent to me some months ago for a short article on the subgject. I am
afraid it is now too late, but I have hastily begun to write one. I will send along the first page and am now up to
1910. If there is still time, I could finish it in a week and send it off to you. If it is too late, at least please tell all

who are celebrating or have celebrated, that Eileen and I send our prayers and congratulations for what you have
accomplished in these three decades of "the 120 years".

With a building all your own on the campus, and a flourishing international program for advanced study in

Christian World Missions, you have become a highly significant part in sustaining and intensifying the wonderful
missionary record that the Korean Church is making "to the ends of the earth".

The "120 years" are truly what many have described as "the miracle of modern missionary history".

May God bless you for many more years.

Sincerely yours,

Samuel Hugh Moffett

120 Years in Korea in Historical Perspective: A Chronology

It all started with Horace Allen? No, it didn't. It was 120 years of one of the fastest, most concentrated, and
largest explosions of growth in the history of the Christian faith. But it started with God. This is what we
Protestants celebrate today in the year 2004. We remember the arrival of Dr. Horace Allen, M.D. in Korea, at
Chemulpo (now Inchon) on September 1

,
1884. It was on that same day that King Kojong ordered an electric

light plant from the Edison Company in America for his palace. What a happy coincidence - - electric light, and
"the light that streams in glory from the face of Jesus Christ". But Allen's arrival was not the beginning. 1

In Christian mission coincidence is better called providence. Theologically the mission began with God, not
Allen - - with God, through Jesus Christ, by the Holy Spirit. Historically, also, it did not begin with Allen, not even
in Korea. It began some 300 years before Allen. History is like bread. It comes in big loaves, but is best served
and digested in smaller slices. So, let me put it into historical perspective by slicing it into smaller pieces of the
whole 400 -year spread of the expansion of Christianity in Korea, choosing only the most significant of the 400
years, one slice at a time as they lead up to and include our own 120 years.

1593. Begin with 1593, with de Cespedes . It was not a good beginning. De Cespedes was a Jesuit
missionary, the first recorded foreign missionary to land in Korea. But he came not as a missionary to Korea but
as Christian chaplain to the 18,000 Japanese Christians in one wing of the invading Japanese army. The
connection with the invasion made any direct contact with Koreans impossible. He left after only a few months,
and as far as we know, he had not spoken to a single Korean. It was not the best way to bring the faith to any
nation. 2

9/2/2004
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1784 . The best way was the Korean way. It happened in 1784. A young Confucian scholar, Lee Seuna-hun.
joined a small group of Confucian scholars eager to learn more about a new religion being taught in China. On a
diplomatic trip to Beijing he sought out the Catholic priests, was converted, and baptized. They named him Peter,
and sent him back with the hope that like the first Peter

1 . Horace N. Allen, A Chronological Index ,
(Seoul): Methodist Publishing House, 1901), 15. It was the same day

that Korea's King Kojong ordered an electric light plant from the Edison Co. for his palace.

2. Andreas Choi, L'Erection du Premier Vicariat Apostoligue et les Oriqines du Catholicisme en Coree .

(Schoneck-Beckenried, Switzerland: Nouvelle Revue de Sciences Missionaires Suisse, (1961), 2-7.

9/2/2004
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ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY YEARS OF PROTESTANT CHRISTIAN ADVANCE

Then came the invasion. 900 Protestant pastors were among the

refugees. In the northern capital, Pyenyang, which for half a

century had been the center of the most rapid growth, missionaries

who followed the 40-day UN advance to the north discovered that 80%

of the pastors had disappeared.
But not even the communist invasion prevented an overall

Christian advance in South Korea by the end of the Korea War.

After two crippling wars, the destruction of the capital, Seoul,

and the loss of half the country to the communists, what was left

of the three largest Christian communities in South Korea

(Presbyterian, Catholic and Methodist) in 1955, was said to be:

521,660 total adherents of whom 103,594 were adult communicants in

2,048 churches and meeting places. (NP Mission Min., '55, p. Ill)

.

A year later, as reported in 1957, the total number of Protestant

adherents numbered 1,288,583, of whom 574,262 (45%) were

Presbyterian; 246,927 (19%) were Methodist; and 101,758 (8%) were

Evangelical Korean or Holiness (OMS) ,
the latter marking the

beginning of a strong interdenominational and theologically

conservative movement in Korea which, with the similarly

conservative Presbyterian majority would completely dominate Korean

Protestantism numerically by the end of the century.

From that time on, Protestant and Catholic church growth in

Korea has resembled a runaway bull market on Wall Street, though it

stretches the figures to claim that it "nearly doubles" every ten

years. For Protestants the estimates are: 600,000 in 1950; 1.25

million in 1960; 2.2m. in 1970; 5.8m in 1980; and over 15 million

in 1994. For Catholics: 257,000 in 1950; 365,968 in 1960; 1.3m in

1980; and 2.6m. in 1989 .
(Nelson, '91, p. 86), and 3.3m. in 1994

(1995 Hankuk Chongkyo Yonkam ,
(Seoul, 1995, p. ?.

A comparison of differing growth rates within the Korean Christian

community raises another question. Why has the growth become so

unevenly distributed among the major church groups? This chart

highlights some of the disparities :

~

19

219 Figures adapted from M. Nelson in Acts Theological Journal s

(Seoul . 1991) , p. 86, with 1994 update from 19 95 Hankuk Chongkyp

Yonkam , (Seoul, 1995); and further adaptations from Annual Reports

of Presbyterian, Catholic and Methodist missions; Roy Shearer,

Wildfire: Church Growth in Korea , (Eerdman's, 1966); A. W. Wasson,

Church Growth in Korea , (IMC, 1934) ;
Gabriel Gap-Soo Lee, Sociology

of Conversions. . .in Korea , (Ph.D. diss. U. of Michigan, 1963); and

H. Rhodes, History of the Korea Mission, Presbyterian—[Northern^,
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1900 1940 1950 1980 1994*
Catholic 42,400 150, 000 257,668 1,321, 000 3 ,294 , 000
Protestant 18, 081 372, 000 600, 000 5, 809, 000 15, 055, 000

[Presbyterian! 12 . 599 280,000 2,679,401 8,000,000
[Methodist] 5,667 61,509 733,975 1,313,035

Numbers of course are not the defining sign of growth in the
church. Measuring the church's strength by size is a little like
diagnosing a man's health by his height. Numbers are, however, the
most measurable sign, and they are important indications of a
potential for influencing a whole national culture.

Perhaps it will be better simply to stipulate that
Christianity has grown astonishingly in Korea, and go on to the
more significant question: not how many Korean Christians, but why
so many in only one century? Reduce the latest claimed figures by
10% or even by 20% and the total would still be astonishing. 220 i

1. Rapid growth, 1895-1910
2. Declining growth, 1910-1919
3. Second rapid growth, 1920-25
4. Second decline, 1925-30
5. Third advance, 1930-40

7

8

Third decline, 1940-54
(Then, in South Korea]

Rapid advance, 1954-90
Slowdown 1990-

[transfer to chap 21: The missionaries, and particularly the
Presbyterians, credited much of the rapid growth to their timely
adoption of a mission policy called the Nevius Plan in 1890, before
their own methods had crystallized. Though commonly described as
the "3-self policy" the Korea missionaries placed greater emphasis
upon a more basic element : a nationwide network of annual Bible
classes, fed by regular Bible teaching in the congregations. The
Bible was their standard for mission policy and, more importantly
for the life and theology of the church. It produced an
independent self-governing Korean Presbyterian church in 1907, with
a financially self-supporting body of church members, and an
enthusiasm for Christian witness that was contagious and was
accredited by a life-style to match. It also raised the literacy
levels of the nation, for to be Biblical, Christians had to learn
to read the Bible, [transfer above to ch. 21]

But many Protestants believed that there was an even more

(Seoul: 1934) . 1940 figure for Korean Presbyterians estimated by
doubling the number of communicants reported (Presb. USA Bd. F.M.,
1940, p. 150) .

220 In dealing with reported figures of church membership a
disclaimer is always wise. With some respected exceptions,
ecclesiastical statistics tend to be "soft" .
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important factor for the growth in this period. That was the qreatKorean revival of 1907/8. Observers compared its "extraordinarymanifestations of power" to the 18th century Wesley revivals
7

Rapid growth had already begun before the revival but in the fiverevival years from 1903 to 1908 church membership increased

slowfd
ld

R
two years after the revival the growth noticeablyslowed. But the revival had given the church a moral cleansing anda spiritual unity that prepared it for the ordeals of a harsh

kingdom
115™ ^ WaS already tightening its grip on the little

Let me close this first draft with a summary of somereasons for growth and decline, which I am still revising:

I • Socio-political :

Social upheaval

.

Government oppression
Nationalism
War
Inter-religious relations
Ratio of Xns to population
Industrialization
Urbanization

II Mission factors:
Priority on evangelism
Three self -principles

.

Bible classes
Liberation of women
Theological consensus
Biblical moral standards
Education and schools
Medical mission
Active social compassion

Number of missionariesHI- The Korean initiative .

Lay evangelism
Clergy leadership in the church
The church as training for national leadership
Revival enthusiasm
Eagerness for education
Prayer
Stewardship (tithing)
Student activism
Church schism

Some of these deserve brief further mention:

§
urch Schism . Protestant schisms which emerged in the 1950sxploded in the 80s and 90s. There are now about 130 differentPr0t " S^nL den0minatl0nS in Korea - 90 °f them are Presbyterian- 10are Methodist But growth continued. As Yale's Prof .

Y
Latouretteonce remarked, "Schism is not an unforgivable sin- -except tobishops Division did promote growth short term. But perhaps aplateau has been reached. Since 1990 statistical growth amongProtestants, except for Pentecostals

, seems to be slowing. In theong term, schism, combined with the corrosive effects of affluencemay be exacting its toll. “ At least some of the reported

221

i qnr
The larger Protestant denominations in 1994 according to theUhongkyo Yonkam (Korean Religion Yeabook) were •

Presbyterian, H_apdong 2,158,597 (conservative)
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growth in all the schisms seems due more to competitive roll-
padding than to true advance. And long term schism can rob
evangelism of its credibility and lead to decline.

Numbers of members and missionaries. Studies show that in
the early stages, a larger number of missionaries often, but not
always, correlates with growth. In later stages, a larger number
of converts is more important than a large number of missionaries.
At the urging of M. B. Stokes, Southern Methodists, celebrating a
centenary campaign, added evangelistic campaigns and preaching
bands, and a motto to the movement, "Fifty Thousand Souls for
Christ", which was soon enthusiastically revised to "A Million
Souls for Christ". "It was the first national undertaking of the
Korean people in religious propaganda" a Korean historian has
observed

.

222

[Sometimes there were glimmers of sunlight. Sunday
schools in 1931 enrolled a record 254,000 pupils, which represented
an increase of more than 100% since 1922. 22\ (KMF, '31, 37). But
despite signs of vitality, and though overall growth continued, 224

it was "arrested growth".]
Like India at about the same time- -Korea in 1945, and

India in 1947-- the price of freedom was the loss of unity. But it
is important to note a difference. In Korea it was not the Koreans
who divided their country. The West did. After the war, at Yalta,
the western powers cut it in two- -temporarily

, it was hoped-- and
gave the north to Russian control, and the south to U.S. militarv
rule

.

At the 1900 Ecumenical Missionary Conference in Carnegie Hall, New
York, where former President Benjamin Harrison presided over an

Presbyterian, Tonghap
Methodist, United
Presbyterian, Hapd . Posu
Baptist, Kidok
Korean Evangelical (OMS)
Reformed Presbyterian
Korvu Pesbyterian
ROK Presbyterian
Pentecostal, Yoido

2, 093, 967
1,277, 177

769, 344
702. 000
700. 000
633.620
363. 620
340,500
247, 984

(ecumenical conservative)

( fundamentalist)

(conservative)
(Calvinist

)

(liberal

)

222 L. G. Paik, History of Protestant Missions in Korea. 384-
387.

223 Korea Mission Field
, (1931), 37.

“‘4 Northern Methodist growth declined seven straight years
between 1923 and 1930; Southern Methodist for four years, and
Presbyterians for two. (A. W. Wasson, Church Growth in Korea . 125
ff.; comparative statistics on p. 166.)
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opening gathering of 1,665 mission leaders from around the world,
Dr. C. C. Vinton, M.D., a medical missionary from Seoul, briefly
mentioned the fact that only four years earlier, in 1896, there
were less than 800 [Protestant] Christians in Korea, but by the
time of the Conference in 1900 there were nearly 5, 000. 225 What
made that happen? Horace Grant Underwood, the first ordained
Protestant missionary in Korea, was one of the delegates, and
attempted an answer. Of prime importance in the growth of the
Korean church, he said, was strenuous missionary advocacy of a plan
known in Korea as the Nevius Method, which emphasized "self-
suppport, self -propagation, and self-government" in the formation
of the Korean church. His focus on self-support in particular
aroused intense debate and some disagreement from missionaries in
other fields and even in Korea, but Underwood insisted that unless
the concept of financial self-reliance was taught to converts "from
the beginning", the result would be a mission church, not a Korean
church

.

226

How far did the history of the next hundred years in
Korea support that claim?

Self-reliant Korean Leadership for a Korean Church .

For the first few decades, it was inevitable that the
Korean churches would be governed by missionaries. The first
Presbyterian church organized by H . G. Underwood in Seoul in 1887
was naturally under his care, and by 1890 was governed by a session
composed of the three ordained Presbyterian missionaries then in
Seoul-- Underwood, Moffett and Gifford. 227 Likewise H. G.
Appenzeller, as the first ordained Methodist clergyman in Korea and
founder of the first Methodist church, led its first public

225 Ecumenical Missionary Conference, New York, 1900, Report ,

(New York: American Tract Solciety, 1900), 1:26, 534 f.

226 Ecumenical Missionary Conference . , . 1900 . 2:301-312, 318-324.
In Korea it was called the "Nevius Plan" after a visit in 1890 from
John L. Nevius, a Presbyterian missionary in China and Manchuria,
though it did not originate with him. His persuasive counsel to
the little group of four Presbyterian men planning for the future
of their newly planted mission, was to dominate missionary method
debates in Korea for the next half century. The four men meeting
with Nevius were Horace G. Allen, Horace Grant Underwood, Daniel L.
Gifford and Samuel A. Moffett. (See mss. notes of the meeting in
the Moffett Collection at Princeton Theological Seminary)

.

227 Unerwood organized the first officially Presbyterian church
in 1887 with the ordination of two Korean elders, but its governing
session in 1890 was still the three foreign missionaries. (Shearer,
Wildfire , 86

.
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services for Koreans. 228

In one way Methodists in Korea were organizationally
ahead of the Presbyterians. They ordained two Koreans as deacons in
1901 , a first step toward ordination to full ministry, giving them
the right to baptize and perform marriages but not to administer
communion. 229 Presbyterians did not ordain deacons; neither had
they yet ordained any Korean ministers. Both missions relied
heavily on Korean evangelists, called "helpers" or "assistants".

Leadership training for the Presbyterians developed out
of the Bible class movement, which was a key element in the Nevius
Plan. 230 Large winter classes were held in central locations every
winter not just for the leadership but for all church leaders.
Soon added as the next step was another important element- -summer
theological classes for those showing potential for church
leadership and the Christian ministry, organized by H . G. Underwood
in the south and Samuel A. Moffett in the north. 231 In the north,
the trickle of converts during the first ten years of Protestant
work began to turn into a flood after 1895. By 1900 60% of the
Presbyterian communicant membership was concentrated in the

228 G. L. Paik, Protestant Missions in Korea , 10. Paik gives
the date correctly as Oct. 9, 1887, not 1886 as sometimes reported.
The first episcopal visit to Korea to the Methodist church in Seoul
was made by Bishop H. W. Warren that same year, 1887.

229 See Allen D. Clark, History of the Church in Korea , 106 f.,

129 f.; C. Stokes, Methodist Missions in Korea", 111 f; George
Paik, Protestant Missions , 306 f.

230 Moffett wrote in 1909, at the 25th anniversary celebration
of the Northern Presbyterian Mission, "The two principles of the
Nevius method are the Bible Class and Self-Support". Twenty-five
years later he amended the order of importance: "For fifty years
we have lifted up before these people the Word of God, and the Holy
Spirit did the rest". (Korea Mission, Presbyterian USA, Fiftieth
Anniversary Celebration of the Korea Mission , Seoul: YMCA Press,

1934) ,
See also A. D. Clark, History of the Church in Korea ,

115-

118 .

231 See Richard Baird, William M. Baird of Korea , (desktop,

1968), 127; W. D. Reynolds, "The Native Ministry" in Korea
Repository , May, 1896; and S. A. Moffett, letter, 1892; and Lillias
H. Underwood, Underwood of Korea ,

99-101. For a critique of this

aspect of the Nevius Method see L. George Paik, History of

Protestant Missions in Korea, 1832-1910 , 2nd ed., (Seoul: Yonsei
University Press, 1971), 204-207; and for a justification of the

plan, consider its contribution to Presbyterian dominance in the

subsequent history of Korean Protestantism, as outlined below, and
compare the differing educational policies of Presbyterian and
Methodists as described in Charles Stokes, "History of Methodist
Missions in Korea", (Ph.D. diss., Yale U, 1947), 128 ff.
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northern provinces. 232

Out of these theological classes for selected candidates
for the ministry , came the first Protestant theological seminary in
Korea, founded by S. A. Moffett in the old northern capital,
Pyengyang . It paralleled, and later supplemented a two-pronged
approach to Christian higher education for Korea's fast-growing
Presbyterians. The foundation was a Christian academy which
evolved into a college. Under the leadership of Dr. William M.
B^i-^d, Moffett s college classmate and colleague, the Presbyterians
h9-d in 1897 established a Christian school, Soongsil Academy, in
Pyengyang where the growth was fastest. In 1900 the Academy lifted
its academic level and began to offer higher level courses which
became Korea's first modern degree-granting college (now Soongsil
University) . In 1908, it graduated the first two students to
complete a college- level course (in the western sense) in Korea. 233

For the fast -growing Presbyterian churches, however,
years of science, English language, and western history were

too long to wait for ordained leadership. So a few years after the
founding of the academy, in 1901 Samuel A. Moffett gathered brought
two of the older evangelists into his home for a more concentrated
course of regular Bible and theological training. By 1903, with
several more students added, it was chartered as an organized
seminary. The classes were lengthened to three months a year for
five years, with assigned reading for the other nine months. The
fledgeling Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Korea graduated its
first class of seven, out of an enrollment of 75, in 1907. 234 By
1918 it had become the largest Presbyterian seminary in the world,

See the dramatic graph of Presbyterian growth 1895-1905 in
Roy Shearer, Wi ldf ire , 51. Betweem 1896 and 1900 Presbyterians
alone reported that communicant membership had shot up from 243 to
3,914. The north had only recently been opened, but already 60%
(2,305) of their membership in 1900 was in the northern provinces,
mostly around Pyengyang. The next year, 1901 the proportion rose
to 67% (two thirds) in the north to 33% in the south. (Shearer
ibid, 224 f . )

.

On Baird and his key role in the development of the
Presbyterian Missions' educational program, see Richard H. Baird,
William M. Baird of Korea: A Profile , (Oakland, CA: private desk-
top publication, 1968) . On the Academy and College, see ibid, pp

.

135-146; and Martha Huntley, To Start a Work . 268-270.

234 The first graduates and the first ordained Korean pastors
were Kil Sun-joo, Suh Kyung-Jo, Han Suk-chin, Yi Keui-poong, Pang
Ki-ch'ang, Yang Chun-paik, and Song In-So. (S. A. Moffett, Historv
of the Presbyterian Seminary of Korea , mss., 1924); Rhodes, Historv
of the Korea Mission, Presbyterian.. . 162; L. G. Paik, Historv of
Protestant Missions , 303 f.
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with 174 students in five classes. 235

, .

Some
.

have suggested that the separation of thetheological training m the seminary from that of schools leadinqto college level education was a mistake, 236 but the resulting
wonfH°

nary s
}

iccess of the Presbyterian program in the next 90 yearswould seem to prove otherwise. 237 The northern Met-hnH-i = (
- 0

y
,

otherwise had pioneered in the field of educaS in tea^erfalittle slower m the formal training of ministerial leadershioThey opened their seminary six years later in the south in SeoSiin the same year that the Presbyterians graduated their first classof seminarians in the north. 238
iirsr class

. , .

A
.

nui3lker of outstanding Korean Christian leaders madetheir mark m those early years. The most nationally prominent was
Baro^Yim)

Southern Methodist Korean convert, Yun Tchi -Ho (later
attend

v

h° ^ t0 Christ and baptized in Shanghai whileattending Young J. Allen's Anglo-Chinese College in 1887 Hi ^Writt^ request for baptism was eloquent. It read in part
I had not heard of God before I came to Shanghai - -For

I was born m a heathen land,
I was brought up in a heathen society,
I was taught in heathen literature.

I continued in sin even after [hearing of God] --Forsensuai gratifications were preferred to sober and godly
"I desire to be baptized, for the hope- -That

I may. .. God willing, live a useeful life for myselfand my brethren. ^

I may when night comes have no need of seekinq forsalvation at the gate of death, as many do...

^
The teaching was roughly at post -high school level not

?okyo?'
Christian Movement in the Japanese Empire. 19T9 .

C, ^ Tfi
6 H G - Pa3-k, History of Protestant Missions . 215 f. 304 •

C
i

.

Cho^' Schism and Uni ty in the Protestant rhnrrhPC of Korea

'

(Christian Literature Society of Korea, 1979 ), 81 - 88 ; Choi Myunq-*eun
'

^

Changes in Korean Society.

.

1884 - 1 91 n as a Result ' nf the
Introduction of Christianity

, (London: Peter Lang, 1997), 112-113
237 Study of the comparative growth of the Korean churches indenominations which followed or did not follow the Nevius plan inearly development of self-supporting and self-governing leaders is

Nnrrt
rmiI1

D
evidence of the value of the Nevius method. \n example-Northern Presbyterians followed the plan and between 1900 and 1930their communicant membership grew from 3,690 to about 64 437- inthat same period Northern Methodists did not and their membershiD

238 A. D. Clark, History of the Church in Knrpa 179 f .
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"I believe- -That
God is love

.

Christ is the Savior.
concerning this., world have been so

must be true
concerning the future worldm Iti COTversio^and^further =KS&:

,

beh
t

a
b
1£ f t

ra

t
iSSi °n t0 hls homeland"

1

resulted^n thj
kT U ^

f the Southern Methodist mission in Korea hp

north of* Seouf
n CO“nl

;
e

.

rPart ° £ £he Anglo-Chinese college not
rSorm°

r
an
h
d fn/^Ln^s \”a i°„

£

^oTncharges of an alleged assassination attempt on the life of the
arrested

were growing, to control the Korean churches. 240
Protestants

Q , c 1he outstanding Korean clergyman of the period was K-n
r

U ,° yengyang, a convert from a syncretistic Taoist-Buddhistsect whose profession was as pharmacist-practitioner of orient
un

' B®Ptlzed
.

ln 1895
- and ordained an elder in 1901 he qaveup his lucrative oriental drug-store for the subsistence salary ofn itinerant evangelist. The mission, true to its policv of dif_

evanqelists
1S
and

9
K
1Shed between temporary mission subsidy of

pLS?ari»
el
a«m

a
inary'! i^° iToT wi t'h "tS’' fTrS^K

h^oo
ra Presbyterian Church

( Changdae-hvon church) therebyecoming the first installed Korean pastor of a church' in Korea
7

I
herS

' v,t
n

-,

that Same year
- and in that church, when the spirit moved

force
19

of' Vn r
e
ViVa

^
POW6r

' MS fervent Preaching and powerfulforce of charact e r brought him into prominence in Christiancircles north and south. A decade later, as we shall see hiSleadership m Korea's historic 1919 Independence Movement vaulted

239 The Gospe l in All Lands . (June, 1887), 274 f.

r, v
24°

°Jt,
Yun ch ' 1_Ho ( or Yun Tchi-Ho, 1865-1945), see Yun Ch'

i

r
' ^ Ch 1 Ho Ilqi

, 5 vols. (Seoul: National History Compilation
his

mi
189 0

e
'l 9ir

4
H'
75

•'
conta

f
nin9 an English translation of mJch ofhis 1890-1902 diaries; and Donald N. Clark, "Yun Ch'i-Hn hJIS45,: Portrait of a Korean Intellectual in Ln Era of Tranlit^t

tonf
1

u|^
al PaperS °" Kor^ < 'd ' by J - =• Palais and i f,.
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him into nation-wide fame .

241

The Drive for Presbyterian Unity

T® Presbyterians also moved faster to coordinate their work
fo^r diff"

fSl
/
OW Presb^erian missions as they arrived - "£&

Si a
raisslons on the field (Two American, Norther anduthern, and Australian and Canadian, two needs quickly becameobvious One was the need for unity above the congregational levelamong the Korean Presbyterian churches. The other was the

norseparatelv
nt

in
e
so

f W°r
,

klng together amicably and consistently,
j. ,

Y' so small a country as Korea. Beginning in 1893this led the four Presbyterian missions to form what soon came tobe called the Presbyterian Council. 243
6 fc°

,, , .

.From the beginning the Council made very clear that itdid not intend to repeat in Korea the divisions of its homedenominations. The organizing constitution stated its qoalemphatically: "to carry on all our native work with a view to theorganization of but one native Presbyterian Church in Korea ." 244

By permission of its home denominations in the west theCouncil served for the next fourteen years (1893-1907) as anunofficial presbytery, authorized to examine canJiSItes for

On Kil Sun-Chu see Greenfield Kil (Kil
Clark, H_istory of the Church in Korea

r 423-428.
and Allen D.

242

USA) in
r
T8 84

ad S 15?
N°rtler

?-
^shyterians (Presbyterian-b.A.; in 1884, then the Australian Presbyterians (Victn-r-i*Mission) . m 1889, and the Southern Presbyterians (1892) and theCanadian Presbyterians in 1898 . Canadian Presbyterians 'however

not
b®en workln9 Wlth the Americans as individuals for some time'

MackeSie ^ ^ ’ °‘ R ‘ Avison and Wi^Mam
-

See Robert E. Speer, Report on the Mission in

To andl r ' P^k »
r

I
B°ard °f Foreign Missions, PCUSA, 1897),iu, and L. G. Paik, Protestant Missinns

,
199 f m/ 276 f.

The Presbyterian Council was temporarily and brieflvorganized m 1889 as the United Council of the Missions of thl[northern Presbyterian] and Victorian [Australia^Churches, but organized again to include the recently arrived/american "Southern" Presbyterians in 1893 as the Council ofHoldln9 the Presbyterian Form of Government, and lateJ wasusually referred to as the Presbyterian Council. (See Rober ESpeer, Report on the Mission in Korea.
. (New York- PresbyterianBoard of Foreign Missions, 1897), 12 f . Harry A Rhodes edHistory of the Korea Mission, Presbyterian Church U.S.A. 1884-1934

'

(Seoul: Chosen Mission Presbyterian, 1934), 385 f • Allen D ri a-rv'

f^tTo? ,S“U1 ' —
SB, r.s":vol

B
ttl'8 93

U”10
5

n
32°

£ Presb >' t“1“ - **«•’, in
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membership, to form church sessions and district councils with
powers similar to a session, and to license local Korean leaders
"elected by the people or appointed by the missionary ...to lead
the Sabbath service". Until 1901 it was all -missionary , but in
that year it began to invite elders and "helpers" (Korean lay
preachers) into its membership. To accommodate the Koreans, the
Council then met in double language sessions, Korean and English.
The first such joint meeting of the Council recorded 24
missionaries, three Korean elders, and 6 Korean evangelists
("helpers") 245 Though it did not have anything but advisory power
over the missions, it was the controlling body of all Korean
Presbyterian congregations until 1907.

1907 was a banner year for Korean Presbyterians. It was
the year that the missions turned the church over to the Koreans.
This gave the country its first truly national Korean church, a

church ruled by an independent judicatory in which Koreans
controlled the majority vote. 246 The early achievement of
independence is undoubtedly one of the reasons for the unique pre-
eminence of Presbyterian influence in Korea's subsequent church
history. After 123 years of Roman Catholicism in Korea, the
Catholic Church was still directed by foreigners; after 23 years of
Methodism Korea's Methodists were still under the control of an
American bishop and American superintendents. 247 But after 23

years of Presbyterianism, in 1907 as soon as their first seminary
graduated its first theological class, the four Presbyterian
foreign missions in Korea, representing three different foreign
countries (America, Australia and Canada) , cut the western cords of
control and organized the first autonomous Korean presbytery.
Membership was composed of 40 Korean Christians (seven ordained
ministers, and 33 elders) and 38 foreign missionaries. Ironically,
in their own polite oriental way, the Koreans then celebrated their
independence by electing as the first moderator of the Presbyterian
Church in Korea, not one of their fellow Koreans, but a missionary,

245 See Allen D. Clark, History of the Church in Korea , 135 f.,

for a description of the alternating English and Korean language
sessions

.

246 1907 Minutes of the Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the Council
of Presbyterian Missions in Korea, and the First Annual Meeting of

the Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church in Korea , (Pyengyang,
Sept. 1907).

247 Not until 1930 did the two Methodist missions, northern and
southern, unite to form an autonomous Methodist Church in Korea.
J . S . Ryang ,

Southern Methodism in Korea: Thirtieth Anniversary
,

(Seoul: Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1926), 160-169; Alfred
W. Wasson, Church Growth in Korea , 151. The northern Methodists
entered Korea in 1885, the southern in 1896.
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their teacher, Samuel A. Moffett. 248

Five years later, the church having grown from one "Head
Presbytery" to seven sub-presbyteries, it organized its first
General Assembly, and again elected a missionary as moderator,
Horace G. Underwood, honoring him as the pioneer Presbyterian
clergyman in Korea twenty-two years after he had first stepped
ashore in their land. 249 But after that, with one exception, all
the moderators have been Korean. In 1914, the number of
Presbyterian communicants had grown to 60,047, and the number of
adherents to 10 9, 4 01. 250

More Missions Enter Korea.
For the first six years of Protestant missions in Korea,

the Presbyterians and Methodists were the only effective Protestant
voice in the country. But in 1890 others began to arrive, notably
Bishop Corfe in 1890, followed by independent Baptists in 1895, and
Southern Methodists in 1896. 251 Three more Protestant missions
which were to make a lasting impression entered the country in the
first decade of the new century, [transfer to chap. 21?) Bishop
Corfe, proudly Anglo-Catholic, organized his Church of England
Mission like a missionary Order- -celibate

,
poor within reason,

highly literate, and constant in prayer- -adding a touch of
shipboard discipline acquired from his days as in he British Navy.
He wrote to an association of friends of the mission on the
priority of prayer over financial subscription, "You have felt as
keenly as I the superior value of a list of members who pray, over
a list of members who pay...". In missionary outreach to non-

248 By 1907, Presbyterians reported 18,081 communicants and
total adherents numbering 72,968 in 785 congregations, with 7
ordained Korean pastors, 28 ordained Korean elders and 41
catechists (evangelists) . 1907 Minutes of the ...Council of
Presbyterian Missions in Korea and the First Annual Meeting of the
Presbytery of the Presbyterian Church of Korea , (Pyengyang, Korea,
1907) ,

46-62 .

249 Minutes of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
of Korea , 1912. In those five years since the national Korean
Presbyterian church was organized (1907-1912) , communicant
membership grew at the rate of about 1000 a year. (Shearer,
Wildfire , 224 f.) See H. A. Rhodes, History Korea Mission
Presbyterian Church , 387.

250 Shearer, Wildfire, p. 224 f., lists 60,147 communicants;
Rhodes, History of the Korea Mission, Presbyterian

, p. 547, counts
46,804. Shearer does not list adherents.

251 See Bp. Charles John Corfe, The Anglican Church in Korea .

(Seoul: The Seoul Press/Hodge & Co., 1905); and the biography by
Bishop Montgomery, Charles John Corfe, Naval Chaplain, Bishop ,

(London: Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign
Parts, 1927)

.
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Christian Koreans, however, they were somewhat delayed by a
determination to master the Korean language before they attempted
to evangelize lest they shame the gospel with their poor Korean, 252

This was an eminently praiseworthy inention but it left them still
studying while Presbyterians and Methodists, perhaps a bit too
trusting that the Lord would overrule their mistakes, probably
butchered the language for a while but nevertheless talked and
preached their way into the hearts of the people and won converts
by the hundreds. In terms of churches and church members the
Anglicans never quite caught up, but their unselfish, simple life-
style was impressively Christian; their sensitivity to Korean
culture was widely appreciated; and the graceful style of their
Christian literature in Korean won them a following amonq the
literati

.

The Baptists, after a false start in 1889, returned in
1895, but the valiant attempt of their pioneer, Malcolm Fenwick to
out-do the Nevius method with a complete reliance on new Korean
converts proved premature, and ended with his early departure from

Southern Methodists came in strong in 1896 at the urging
of the young Korean aristocrat, Yun Tchi-Ho, who had been so
influential in bringing the first Southern Methodist missionaries
to Korea

.

In what was not unusual in the history of Korean
Christianity, the pioneer Seventh Day Adventists to reach Korea
were not foreign missionaries but two Koreans. Son Heung-cho, an
Anglican, was converted in Japan by a Japanese evangelist, Hide
Kuniya, whose fervent preaching was very persuasive on such
Adventist principles as Sabbath (Saturday) worship, the second
coming of Christ, and the final judgement of the dead. Conversion
made Son an instant and effective evangelist, for on the boat
returning to Korea he met and converted another Korean, a former
Methodist evangelist, to Adventism. Upon reaching Korea Son

252 The Anglican historian of the home mission Society, wrote,
"it was Bishop Corfe's wish that for the first five or six years of
the Korean Mission the missionaries should refrain from attempting
any direct evangelistic work, and spend the time in quiet
preparation, by study of the language, literature, habits, methods
of thought, etc. of the people." (C. F. Pascoe, Two Hundred Years
of the S . P . G. , 2 vols. London: S. P. G., 1901, p. 2: 715. Cf. C.
J. Corf e , The Anglican Church in Corea . (Seoul: Seoul Press, 1905),
ii. Also H. H. Montgomery, Charles John Corfe: Naval Chaplain-

-

Bishop, (London: Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in
Foreign Parts, 1927), 83, and 64, 70-73, 91.

253 The first Baptists were Malcolm S. Fenwick, (1889 and 1895) ,

and a Baptist group from A. J. Gordon 7 Ella Thing Memorial Mission
who joined him in 1895. On Fenwick, see Malcolm C. Fenwick, The
Church—of

—

Christ in Corea: A Pioneer Missionary 7 s Own Story .

(Seoul: Baptist Publications, 1967, a reprint of the 1911 edition)

.
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started an Adventist church in Pusan, and the other Korean, equally
enthusiastic, did the same farther north in Chinnampo, the portcity for Pyengyang. Before the year was over, and with the help ofthe Japanese evangelist Kuniya and F. W. Field, director of the
Adventist Japan mission, they had organized four Korean churchesalong the Taedong River, mostly from former Presbyterians and
Methodists. The Seventh Day Adventists, respected around the worldfor their mission hospitals, next opened medical work in Korea with
the arrival of their first physician, Dr. Riley Russell in 1908.
In a remarkably short time he was able to report that "in fouryears he had healed 20,000 patients in a $20 dispensary building".
By 1920 he had raised a million dollars from Adventist supportersm America and erected a two-story hospital with 12 beds. 254

A significant part of the story of the Oriental
Missionary Society (OMS) in Korea could well begin with the work oftwo "holiness" Methodist families, the Cowmans, 255 and three
generations of Kilbournes ,

256 In spiritual partnership with anitinerant Japanese Methodist evangelist, Ju j i Nakada, Charles
Cowman and Ernest Kilbourne founded the OMS simply as "a mission to
Japan" in the warm glow of the Moody revivals. Conceived in prayer
in Chicago in 1899, it gradually unfolded and organized as
evangelistic meetings and a Bible School on the Moody pattern in
Tokyo, and over the next seven years it grew so fast 257 that the
fire spread across the Straits as a mission to Korea. There again,
as with the first Catholics and earlier Protestants and the Seventh
Day Adventists in Korea, it was Korean initiative, not the foreign

The first resident Adventist foreign missionaries were Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Smith in 1905. (See Oh Man-Kyu, "Korea", in Gil g!
Fernandez

, ed., Ligh t Dawns Over Asia: Adventism's Storv in the Far
Eastern Divis ion, 1888-1988

. (Silang, Cavite, the Philippines:
Adventist International Institute of Advance Studies, 1990) ,

65-71;
Seventh Day Advent ist Encyclopedia . 2nd rev. ed., vol 10, "Korea",
, (Hagerstown, MD : Herald and Review Publ

. , 1996), 876 ff.

-55 Charles E. Cowman (1868-1924), and Mrs. Lettie Cowman whose
Streams in the Desert (1925) became "one of the world's most widely
read devotional books" of the 20th century.

For a while it was known in the west as "the Oriental
Missionary Society of Cowman -Kilbourne (John Jennings Merwin, "The
Oriental Missionary Society Holiness Church in Japan 1901-1983",
(D. Miss, dissertation, Fuller Theological Seminary, 1983) . 104. On
the origins of the OMS see pp., 39-100. The Kilbournes were:
Ernest A. Kilbourne (1868-1924) and Julia Kilbourne; their son
Edwin L. ("Bud") Kilbourne; and grandchildren, J. Edwin Kilbourne
and his wife N. Martin Kilbourne, and Elmer Kilbourne and his wife
Ella Mae Kilbourne.

93 ,

257
J. J. Merwin, Oriental Missionary Society ... Jaoan

.

101 .

— 85, 90-
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missionary which brought it to Korean soil. 258 Two Koreansappeared unexpectedly at the Kilbourne gate in Tokyo
"...two men in strange garb ... dressed in white robes, whitepantaloons tied with bows at the ankles and with black horsehair, cage-like top-hats through which their top-knows could
be see." They spoke excitedly in Korean which no oneunderstood. "Suddenly one of the Koreans broke out into abroad smile and said, 'Hallelujah', and [Kilbourne] answered
Amen ' "

.

It was the beginning of a partnership in Asian mission that in 1907took the two Koreans back home as missionaries, taking with themErnest Kilbourne. The timing was providential. This was the yearof the great Korean Revival, fertile soil for the fervent, directkind of evangelism of an evangelical mission260 which would, in thenext seven decades, produce a denomination, the Evangelical Churchm Korea (alternately known as the Korean Holiness Church) with
700,000 Korean adherents, the sixth or seventh largest Protestantcommunity in Korea.

The Salvation Army began work in Korea in 1908 261

Within six weeks of arriving in Seoul Colonel (later Commissioner)Robert Hoggard had gathered a hundred converts to meetings in thefirst Army "hall", storeroom at the back of a second hand shopOutgrowing the storeroom, they soon moved to larger quarters with
a Sunday march, apparently with a band, and the gospel music musthave been contagious, for not long thereafter nine members of theKorean king's Imperial Household Band were converted. By the end of
1909, with converts streaming back from the city to their homes inthe countryside, they had raised the red and blue flag with itswhite cross in more than fifty villages, and had opened a training
college" m Seoul. ‘ But for the Japanese colonialists, the

258 See above, chap. 21 ?

259 Wood, In These Mortal Hands . 75 f.

260 The Oriental Society's "holiness" was fervent and
spontaneous but not "pentecostal » , if that word implies advocacy of
speaking in tongues". Ernest A. Kilbourne warned against
"rollers " , "shakers" and "jabberers", and called for a fellowship

"old-time, bright-eyed, running-over-with- love , stalwat,
uncompromising holiness brethren...". (Quoted by Wood, In These
Mortal Hands . 54)

.

261 The Salvation Army pioneer was Colonel Hoggard. See John
D. Waldron, Pioneering Salvationists

. (New York: Salvation Army,
1987), 85-89; G. L. Paik, History of Protestant Missinns in Korea
' 303 ff * and Frederick Coutts, The History of the Salvation Armv.
vol . 5, (London: Thomas Nelson, 1968), 2-7.

262 Arch R. Wiggins, History of the Salvation Armv . 5:2-7.
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Army's semi -militarist uniforms aroused supicion. They feared that

the the works of mercy so inseparable a part of Salvationist

mission to the poor and hungry would undermine Japanese insistence

on obedience to imperial authority. By 1940 all foreign

Salvationist officers, except Japanese, were forced to leave, all

Salvation Army insignia was removed from the uniforms- -sometimes

the uniforms were taken and destroyed and contact was not allowed

with Salvation Army units outside the country. Only about half of

the Korea Corps, sixty officers, survived to meet the first

returning missionary officers after the Japanese surrender. One of

the returnees, Lieutenant-Commissioner Lord was, was himself a

survivor. He had been interned for more than three years by the

Japanese. 263 Four years later the Commissioner would incredibly

survive a far more dangerous imprisonment. Captured by the

communists in the 1950 invasion of South Korea and taken north with

other prisoners, he lived through the infamous death march to the

north when the North Korean armies fled after the victorious

MacArthur landings. 264 At that low moment, who would have dreamed

that before the century ended, one of Korea's finest missionary

Salvationists, Paul Rader, a successor as head of the Army in

Korea, would one day be elected General of the Salvation Army

worldwide, the first American ever so honored.
Interdenominational Cooperation .

Lest the crowding together of such a variety of missions

all calling themselves Protestant, create confusion about the

integrity of the gospel message, much as the Presbyterians had

earlier seen the necessity of inter-Presbyterian cooperation, so

now conversations began between the various missions to find ways

of avoiding unseemly rivalry and geographical overlap.

The first step toward cooperation was a comity agreement

reached in 1892/93 between Presbyterians and Methodists .

-

1 -

Despite some disapproval expressed by a non-resident Methodist

bishop, the two denominations approved joint occupation of towns of

more than 5000 people, but in smaller towns agreed to respect the

primary rights of the first missions to begin work in them.*- . As

the comity arrangements were finally hammered out fifteen years

263 Frederick Coutts, History of the Salvation Army ,
6:217-219.

264 For a vivid, first-hand description of the "death march",

see Philip Crosbie, March Till They Die ,
(Westminster, MD : Newman

Press ,
1956 ) .

265 "Minutes, Korea Mission Presbyterian USA" (North), Dec.

1893. (Moffett collection) . L. G. Paik, History—of

—

Protestant

Missions in Korea , 190.

266 A D . Clark, History of the Church in Korea ,
112. It

approved joint occupation of towns of more than 5000 people, and

recognized the rights of the first mission to open work m the

smaller towns.
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m 9 priority placed on self-support andwork with the lower classes, to a special emphasis on theconversion and training of Korean women, as well as the morefamiiiar imperatives such as Bible translation, self-support ofchurches, and the training of Korean leadership, and nationalProtestant unity. «* An unexpected consequent of com?tyhowever, was a strengthening of denominationalism and a lesseningof the sense of urgency for unity in a national Korean church
9

The great revival
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r° m°st of the missionaries, however, an even moregnificant and moving event of this first period of Protestant“ K°r
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hod® 3 ' History of the Korean Mission. PrPShw Prb n
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1SS St°kes, History o f the Methodist Missions Tn

M T-
Foundin9 members of the Council were the Presbyterians andMethodists m 1905. (L. G. Paik, 365-370). Later The name wlschanged to General Council of Evangelical Missions in Korea in905, Protestant was added to the name in 1906; and it wasreorganized in 1911 as the Federal Council of ProtestantEvangelical Missions in Korea, since, as was then stated, theresponsibility for forming a united church "is now passed into thehands of.. the Korean churches".. See Minutes of the Annual

Meting, 1893 (Moffett collection)
; 1905-1911 (MethodistPublishing House, Seoul) ; and A. D. Clark, History of the Church ?nKorea , 112-115.

,

Roy Shearer, in his study of Korean church growth, Wildf ire
(p. 56) rightly notes that the growth was not "caused by therevival of 1907", but that the revival was primarily a renewalmovement, not a campaign to convert non-Christians. On the GreatRevival, see the contemporary accounts by William N. Blair TheKprean—Pentecost

, (New York: Presbyterian Board of ForeiqnMissions, 1909; revised and enlarged in Gold in Korea . Topeka KA:I68 & Sons, 1909; and George Heber Jones, Korean Ouarter-Centenmal Documents: "The Korean Revival"
. (New York: MethodistBoard of Foreign Missions, 1910) . The best recent descriptions andanalysis are: Martha Huntley, To Start A Work . 359-420; and HazelT Watson, "Revival and Church Growth in Korea", (MA thesis, FullerTheological Seminary, 1969)

.
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to the missionaries, "Some of you go back to John Calvin, and some
of you to John Wesley, but we can go back no further to 1907 when
we first really knew the Lord Jesus Christ." 275

The revival taught the missionaries a number of lessons

.

One was the paramount importance of changed lives. The other was
the effectiveness of Korean lay evangelism. One visitor in Korea
in 1908 may have overstated it a little but he wrote, "They are
determined to have a pure church in Korea", and "every Christian
becomes an evangelist". 276 Malcolm C. Fenwick, an independent
Baptist missionary, centered his whole Baptist mission around a
corps of Korean evangelists after he made the humiliating discovery
that however hard he preached, "testifying in tears to the love of
God in Christ..., people simply laughed at me and said that was
well enough for me, a Westerner, but they were Coreans".
Unfortunately his pioneering Baptist effort was short-lived, partly
because of a backlash against his unrestrained attacks on Korean
religious ikons, such as Buddhist statues- -which earned him the
nickname "Old Fireblower" . But his failure to provide the
unsupervised corps of evangelists of his prematurely titled "Church

Christ in Corea" with the training required for long-term church
planting was probably the deeper cause for his mission's
collapse

.

277

Some have criticized the revival for "spiritualizing" the
church and turning it from its responsibility for social action and
national resistance to Japanese oppression."78 Closer examination

Jennie Fowler Willing and Mrs. George Heber Jones, The Lure
of Korea, (n.d.), 21. For more on the results of the revival see
George Heber Jones, Korea Quarter-Centennial Documents: "The Korea
Revival"

,
35-44. A follow-up to the revival was the "Million Man

Movement" of 1909-1910, spearheaded by the Southern Methodist W. B.
Stokes and two colleagues. Though not so spontaneously explosive
and more missionary-organized than the "great revival",
nevertheless it reignited Christian enthusiasm and strengthened the
unity of the Korean churches through the anxious years of Japanese
annexation. (See Hazel Watson, "Revival and Church Growth in Korea,
1884-1910", 181=194; L. G. Paik, History of Protestant Missions .

384-387.
"

276 W.T. Ellis, "Korea .-The Unique Mission Field", in Missionary
Review of the World . New Series 21, (Feb. 1908), 98.

277 M. C. Fenwick, The Church of Christ in Corea . New York:
1911); and see L. G. Paik, History of Protestant Missions in Korea.
180-181, 183-185, 211 f.

278 See Yang, Nak-Heong, Reformed Social Ethics and the Korean
Church, (New York: Peter Lang, 1997), 119-121; Min Kyong-bae,
Church History of Korea . (Seoul: CLS Korea, 1973), 213; Yi Mahn-
yohl, National Consciousness . 250-253; Kenneth M. Wells,
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discredits that kind of argument. It is true that for the most partChristians did not join the anti -Japanese guerillas, the Righteous
Army of patriots, in the insurrections that swept the country after
Japan declared "Protectorate" control over Korea in 1905. They
shared the intense national feeling that swept the peninsula-
"Korea for the Koreans". But the church, though not lacking in
patriots, did not recruit for the "Righteous Army". 279 But in
fact, the revival and its related rapid church growth among the
lower classes instead of impeding nationalism, saved it from
suicidal military protest and, as one historian notes, "forced the
intellectuals and political figures to take the lower classes into
account as an essential source of vitality and support." 280 An
example is the outstanding evangelist of the 1907 revival, the Rev.
Kil Sun-Ju (1869-1935) . He is better known in Korean national
history not as a revivalist but as one of the primary Christian
leaders of a signature moment in Korean protest against Japanese
rule, the Independence Movement of 1919. 281

From the earliest of Protestant mission beginnings, no
national problem or interest was considered beyond the bounds of
Christian care and concern. It was medicine, not preaching that
opened Korea to the Protestant church. And it was education, not
evangelism that first commended it for toleration by the
authorities. The first accomplished miracle of the Christian
physician in Korea was the opening of that closed land to the
gospel less than twenty years after the bloodiest massacre of
Christians the country had ever seen." 8 - There was no word in the
Korean language for sanitation until Christians introduced the
concept. The first college of any kind in the modern sense was
Soongsil College, a cooperative venture of Presbyterians and

Protestants and the Formation of Korean Self -Reconstruct ion
Nationalism, 1896-1937", Ph.D. diss., Australian National

i ty , 1984) , 73-91. Also Jefferson Ritchie, "Historiography
of the Korean Revival of 1907", (unpublished mss. 1988) 15-20; and
Kim Yong Bok, in Minjung Theology : People as the Subiects of
History

, (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1983), 15, 90.

279 William N. Blair, The Korea Pentecost . 39-41.

280 Kenneth M. Wells, Protestants and Korean Nationalism . 91

281 F. A. Mackenzie, Korea's Fight for Freedom . (Seoul: Yonsei
University Press, 1969) ,

242 -250

.

On Pastor Kil, see the biography
in Korean by his son, Kil Chin-Kyong, Yongke Kil Son Ju . (Seoul:
Chongno Sojok, 1980)

.

282 See chapter 21 above.
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Methodists in the north in 1907 ;

283 and the first college-grade
education for women- -a social revolution in traditional Confucian
Korea- -was started at the Methodist school in Seoul, Ewha . It
transformed everything from women's clothes to public health by
attention to sanitation in the kitchen. 284

Japanese Colonialism and the Korean Independence Movement.
No attempt to credit Korean church growth either to the

wise policy of the missionaries (the Nevius method)
, or to the

revival zeal of their converts, or to Christian contributions to a
better life for the people, is credible if it ignores the power of
the tides of national and colonial politics as they affected the
spread of the Christian faith. In early 20th century Korea it was
Japanization which led to ten years of decline in the growth of the
church, 1910-1920

.

Ever since the first entry of the Japanese military into
Korea during the Sino- Japanese War of 1894-1895, Japanese control
of the peninsula gradually but oppressively tightened into complete
domination. In 1910 came the final blow, complete loss of national
identity and absorption in the Japanese empire as a colony. The
Japanese took control of finances, agriculture, the schools, land
ownership, and the entire population which was at that time
reported to be 12,934,000 people. But the ten years after
annexation turned into Japan's greatest mistake, a mistake
described by a British observer as ranking among the greatest
failures in 20th century colonialism. Its greatest flaw, he
suggests was Japan's undisguised contempt for the Koreans. "The
Japanese overestimated their own capacity, and underestimated the
Korean" .

285

A minority of about a million Koreans, some of them
associated with a pro- Japanese society, the Ilchin-hwei, advocated
submission and cooperation with what they hoped would be benevolent
foreign rule. But the vast majority, from the king and the
upperclass intellectuals to the disbanded Korean military and the
common people, seethed with discontent. Many fled the country;
some joined small bands of guerillas on the Manchurian border; most

283 Harry A. Rhodes, History of the Korea Mission: UPCUSA, 1884-
1934 , (Seoul: Chosen Presbyterian Mission, 1934), 421-423; Martha
Huntley, To Start A Work , 281 f..

284 Martha Huntley, To Start a Work , , 256-261; Charles Stokes,
"History of Methodist Missions in Korea (1885-1930)", ;

Charles Sauer, ed., Within the Gate , (Seoul: Methodist News
Service, 1934), 25.

285 F. A. McKenzie, Korea's Fight for Freedom , 183 ff.
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Koreans hid their feelings and outwardly accepted the
inevitable .

286

In the first year after annnexation, the Conspiracy
Case of 1911-1913, in which false charges of an assassination
attempt on the life of the Japanese Governor General, turned the
anger of the conquerors primarily against Christians, and against
Christian students and missionary teachers in particular. The
charges failed in court, but succeeded politically, widening into
an assault against the growing independent Christian school
system

.

287

In 1911 an Imperial Rescript on Education had brought all
education under the control of the Japanese government. 288 In 1913
requirements for medical practice were amended making it difficult
for missionary physicians to obtain the necessary licenses. Two
years later edicts extended state authority into control of all
religions and all the schools related to them. Christian schools
were presented with a ten-year deadline to meet new requirements
which forbade the teaching of religion as a curricular subject. To
anxious Christians it seemed that the Bible, central in the whole
structure of the churches' school systems, was about to be forced
out of the schools. Employment after graduation would be affected
by lack of registration status; but registration implied a
commitment to stop teaching the Bible in ten years. The missions
sought a softening of the blow; some accepted "registration" hoping
for the best, some resisted. 289 But the damage had been done. In

286 F. A. Mackenzie, Korea's Fight for Freedom , 132 ff., 182-
203. The guerillas, remnants of the "righteous army" which
harassed the Japanese after annexation in 1910, had been largely
eliminated by 1911, but were still active in 1919. (Ku Dae-yeol.
Korea Under Colonialism , 2 f., 20, 222-227.

287 The Korea Conspiracy Trial: Full Report of the Proceeding
by the. .Japan Chronicle , 2 vols., (Japan Chronicle, 1912-1913) . 45,

52, 136 and passim . See also Ku Dae-yeol, Korea Under Colonialism ,

21-22, 33-35; and cf

.

Arthur Judson Brown, writing from a prao-
Japanese viewpont not shared by many missionaries, The Mastery of
the Far East , (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1919), 344, 571-
573, and his earlier, Report of a Visitation to the Korea, 1901
? ? ?

288 See summary of the text, and a tolerant assessment of its
implications in Horace Horton Underwood, Modern Education in Korea ,

(New York: International Press, 1926, 191-195. Cf . a more
negative view, held by most Presbyterian missionaries, in Allen D.

Clark, History of the Church in Korea , 191 ff.

289 On Japanese restrictions of Christian education see Horton
H. Underwood, Modern Education in Korea , (New York: International
Press, 1926), 183-208; Henry Chung, The Case of Korea , (New York:
Fleming H. Revell, 1921), 165 ff.; Heung-Wo Cynn, The Rebirth of
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1910 Korea had had more students in Christian schools than in

Government schools; eight years later in 1918 the number in

government schools outstripped that in Christian schools three to

one

.

290

The March First Independence Movement . Out of such

controversies and mounting attacks on national integrity and

religious freedom, there suddenly exploded a massive outpouring of

public protest against Japanese imperialism. It is generally
referred to as the March 1st Korean Independence Movement of 1919.

The last real king of Korea, Kojong, died in January,

1919, 24 years after the Japanese had murdered his Queen, and 12

years after they had forced him to abdicate his throne. His state

funeral was scheduled by the Japanese for March 3. Rumors spread

rapidly that he had been poisoned by the Japanese. Korean

patriots, sensing an opportunity to expose to all the world the

injustices of Japan's colonial rule, 291 secretly organized a

massive, public demonstration for freedom. The chose to time it

for March 1, two days before the funeral so as to take the Japanese

by surprise. It was to be sparked by a public reading of a

Declaration of Independence, signed by thirty- three nationally
prominent Koreans. Significantly, at a time when less than 2% of

Korea was Christian, almost 50% of the signers were brave enough to

sign what might be their death warrant. 29"

Korea , (New York: Abingdon, 1920), 191-214; Allen D. Clark, History

of the Church in Korea , rev. ed., (Seoul: C.L.S. of Korea, 1971),

190-196. Most Methodist schools accepted government
"registration"; the Presbyterian mission schools resisted,

following the admonition of one leading missionary in 1917, "Let us

trust God a little longer. We still have several years of grace

[before the deadline in 1925] . Let us tell the government plainly
that we cannot support schools that cannot teach Bible, and leave

the issue with God." (A. D. Clark, History. .

.

, 195, quoting S. A.

Moffett)

.

290 A. W. Wasson, Church Growth in Korea , (New York:

International Missionary Council, 1934), 91-93.

291 A private report to the Presbyterian Board of Foreign

Missions by its Korea Mission in April, 1919 contained a long

summary of Japan's sixteen most oppressive colonial policies,

ranging from the most grievous, loss of national independence,

military and police brutality, and loss of freedom of speech, down

to cultural denationalization, expropriation of Korean properties,

discrimination in education, and the debauching and demoralizing of

Korean youth. ("The Present Movement for Korean Independence...",

9-12) .

292 Only about 250,000 of the country's 12,900,000 Koreans were

then Christian (Catholics and Protestants) . They were a timy

minority, powerless minority, conservative patriotic but
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They were a strangely diverse mixture- -sixteen of the
signatories were Christian, fifteen belonged to a fiercely
indigenous, anti-western protest religion, Chondokvo (" the Heavenly
Way), and two were Buddhist. Chondokvo was a religious sect
formerly known as Tonghak ("Eastern Learning"), blending a mixture
of some Christian teachings with Korea's traditional religions.
Thirty years earlier they had mounted an unsuccessful armed
rebellion against the declining Korean monarchy. The Christians,
remembering that violent Tonghak past and its reputed support from
Japan as a counterbalance to fast growing Christianity, insisted on
non-violence as the condition for participation in the
demonstration. The Chondokvo leaders assented, but they, in turn,
were just as suspicious of the Christians, criticizing them as pro-
western, and therefore not wholly and patriotically Korean. 293

But all agreed that they all had one goal in common, Korean
independence; and they all knew it could cost them their lives.

Only about 275,000 to 300,000 of the country's 12,900,000
Koreans were then Christians (Catholic and Protestant) .

294

Chondokyo claimed a considerably larger membership, and had a
fighting reputation for political action. 295 By contrast the
Christians were a tiny powerless minority, conservative and
patriotic, but politically uninvolved and socially isolated,
repressed nationalist emotions of the people exploded in what has
been called the greatest, nonviolent political demonstrations
against foreign military colonialism of the early 20th century.
Koreans closed their homes and shops and poured into the streets
shouting for Korean independence. Their leaders tried to attract
the attention of the western powers negotiating the settlement of
World War I at Versaille, and hoped that the American President,
Woodrow Wilson, would roll back the Japanese from their peninisula.

apolitically uninvolved and socially isolated. By contrast the
Chondokvo claimed a probably overestimated million folowers, and
had a reputation for violent political action.

293 See Ku Dae-yol, Korea Under Colonialism , (Seoul: Royal
Asiatic Society Korea Branch, 1985), 51 f., 57-65; Benjamin Weems,
Reform, Rebellion and the Heavenly Wav , 63 f., 68, 75, 77; and
Kenneth M. Wells. "Protestants and the Formation of Korean Self-
Reconstruction Nationalism 1896-1937", (Ph.D. thesis, Australian
National University, 1984), 201-202, 213 ff. Among the principal
Christian leaders were Yi Sung-hun, Kil Son-ju, Pak Hi-do, and Yi
Kap-song. The Chondokvo leader, Son Pyonghui, was the organizing
center of the demonstration.

294 See Framk Baldwin, "Missionaries and the March First
Movement", in Nahm, Korea Under Japanese Colonial Rule , 212-213.

295 Ku, Dae-yol, Korea Under Colonialism , 52, n. 66. On
Chondokyo, see Benjamin Weems, Reform, Rebellion and the Heavenly
Wav , (Tucson, Az : University of Arizona?, 1964)
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They drew up a Declaration of Independence, and asked the country's
best known leaders to sign it. Few were brave enough to do so; and
all who did were seized and imprisoned.

There is no need to dwell on the atrocities that occurred
in the firestorm that erupted after the reading of the Declaration.
The eyewitness accounts in McKenzie's Korea's Fight for Freedom are
not for light reading- -the torture, the beatings, the random
killings, the public stripping and humiliation of women. 296 All
through the month of March and on into April the demonstrations
went on and so did the brutality with which they were suppressed.
553 Koreans were killed, according to Japanese statistics, and
about 15 00 wounded; Korean sources document many more. 297 For a
time all the pastors in Seoul were in jail. What happened in
Pyengyang was called "a reign of terror" with Christians as the
principal target. Armed Japanese police and soldiers stopped
passers-by and asked, "Are you Christian?" If they answered "Yes"
they were beaten. If they answered "No" they were released.
Elsewhere Chundkyo demonstratrors were hounded just as severely.

The protest failed. The western powers looked the other
way. But the people never forgot that the largest community of
foreigners in Korea courageous enough to stand up for them and
publicize the atrocities to the world outside, were the
missionaries who tried to remain neutral in obedience to
instructions from their home mission boards, but who finally firmly
and officially declared, "No neutrality for brutality". 298 The

296 F. A. McKenzie, Korea's Fight for Freedom . 251-302. See also
Ku Dae-yeol

, Korea Under Colonialism . 108-117; and The Korean
Situation: Authentic Accounts of RRecent Events from Eye Witnesses .

No. 1, (New York: Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in
America, 1919)

.

297 Ku Dae-Yeol, Korea Under Colonialism . 112.

298 The phrase "No neutrality for brutality" was adopted by the
northern Presbyterian Korea Mission, and assented to by the
Methodists. Only two foreign missionaries, Frank Schofield,
Canadian, and Bliss Billings, American Methodist, seem to have had
advance notice of the demonstration. Only one missionary, Eli
Mowry , Presbyterian, was actually jailed for alleged participation;
and three- -Miss Maud Trissel, and Mrs. J. Z. Moore, both
Methodists, and the Rev. John Thomas of the Oriental Missionary
Society, were physically beaten (Henry Chung, The Case of Korea .

182-186. See also F. A. McKenzie, Korea's Fight for Freedom . 251-
284; Ku Dae-yeol, Korea Under Colonialism . 189-198; Samuel Hugh
Moffett, "The Independence Movement and the Missionaries", in
Transactions, Royal Asiatic Society, Korea Branch , vol . 54 (1979),
13-32. On minority pro-Japanese statements by some missionaries
and home boards, see Frank P. Baldwin, "Missionaies and the March
First Movement" in Andrew Nahm, ed., Korea under Japanese Rule .

(Kalamazoo, MI: 1973), 193 ff., 215. n.14.
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people also remembered that when its nationalist leaders asked for
volunteers to sign the Declaration of Independence, at a time when
only about 2% of the population was Christian about 50% of its 33
signers came from the hitherto isolated, apolitical Protestant
Korean Christian community. 299 Notable among the many
missionaries whose support the Koreans have always remembered were
Eli M. Mowry, of Soongsil College, the only missionary imprisoned
for his involvement in the uprising. His crime was hiding students
in his home as they fled from brutal retaliation by the police
against protesters. Missionary doctors labored day and night to
save lives, like the Canadian, Dr. Stanley H. Martin, working among
Koreans just across the border in Manchuria, who risked his life
rescuing school girls shot in class for waving little Korean flags,
and then with his staff at the mission hospital spent forty-eight
hours at a time bringing to the mission hospital the wounded and
dying. 300 Other missionaries won the gratitude of th patriots for
invaluable aid in alerting the outside world to the atrocities.
Years later Dr. Frank Schofield, a Canadian, was publicly honored
for taking the only pictures of the Independence proclamation. 301

In a much less public way Miss Ethel Butts of the Women's Higher
Bible School in Pyengyang was for years discreetly admired for the
way she unblushingly carried descriptions of the atrocities across
the border into China hidden in her whale-bone corset. 302

One unanticipated result of the Japanese persecution,

299 On the part of Korean Christians and Korea Protestant
missionaries in the movement, see Ku Dae-yeol, Korea Under
Colonialism , (Seoul: Royal Asiatic Society Korea Branch, 1985) ,

57-

63, 169-198; Samuel Hugh Moffett, "The Independence Movement and
the Missionaries", in Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society,
Korea Branch , (Seoul), vol . 54 (1979), 13-32), and "Presbyterian
Missions, Japanese Imperialism and Korean Nationalism: A 1919 Case
Study", (article mss., Gordon College, 1998); On the movement
itself, see Frank Baldwin, "The March First Movement...", (Ph.D.
diss., Columbia University, N.Y. , 1969, and the standard work in
Korean, History of the Korean Independence Movement (Hankuk Tongnip
Undong-sa , 5 vols. (Seoul: National History Compilation Committee,
1965-1970) .

300 Telephone interview with Margaret Martin Moore of the
Methodist mission, Seoul, January 1980.

301 Frank W. Schofield, "What Happened on Sam II Day, March 1,

1919", in In-Han Jung, ed.,, The Feel of Korea , (Seoul: Hollym,
1966), 277. Schofield is often said to be the "only" missionary
given advance warning of the uprising, but the Methodist, Bliss
Billings, was apparently also told, but dimissed it as rumor.

302 Samuel Hugh Moffett, "The Independence Movement and the
Missionaries", Transactions, Royal Asiatic Society, Korea Branch ,

vol. 54, (Seoul, 1979), 25.
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offsetting the temporary public loss of many non- communicant
adherents

, was a stiffening of the spine among communicant
Christians. For the western missionaries as well it may have been
a blessing in disguise. A whole nation, as it turned out,
discovered that the westerners were its friends; and that the
Korean Christians were national patriots not denationalized
converts. 303 Bonds between mission and church were strengthened.
True, the Movement had failed; Korea would not gain its freedom for
another quarter of a century. But within a year the church began
another leap forward.

Up to that point, from 1900 to 1919 a "wildfire" of
church growth had become increasingly visible, from the frozen Yalu
River on the Manchurian border to Korea's sun-bathed southern isle
of Chejudo. Unlike much of the rest of Asia, where Catholic
missions predominated, in Korea church growth moved faster among
the Protestants. In thirty years (1883-1914) Protestants had
increased from a little unorganized house group of less than 20
members in a country village, to a total of just under 200,000
adherents spreading out across the entire country. 304 By 1910 the
Catholics found themselves outnumbered, despite a full century
headstart. Ten years later in 1920, despite a temporary slowing of
the Protestant growth rate under Japanese colonialist pressures,
there were more than two Korean Protestant Christians for every
Roman Catholic. 305

303 "Christianity in Korea has been recognized as the national
religion, from which we have learned the meaning of democracy and
the value of liberty, " wrote one Korean patriot from Siberia in
1919. (Vasilli Andreivich Mun, quoted by Kenneth M. Wells, in his
dissertation, "Protestants and Korean Nationalism, 1896-1937", 215.

The statistics in 1914 for the two largest Korean
Protestant denominations, Presbyterian and Methodist, were:

196,389 total adherents (142,904 Presb., 53,485 Meth.).
76,825 communicant members (59,875 Presb., 16,949 Meth.)
394 missionaries, including 131 wives, 110 single women

(262 Presb. , 132 Meth.

)

128 ordained Korean pastors (89 Presb., 39 Meth.)
722 unordained evangelists and Bible women (471 Presb., 251

Meth .

)

(The Christian Movement in the Japanese Empire.
1915. " Korea Statistics, 1914), end papers.

Comparing Catholic and Protestant growth, 1883-1927

:

Catholic Protestant
adherents adherents [communicants]

1883 12, 035
[ 9]

1890 17, 577 265 [109]
1895 1,500 [368 or 195]
1900 42,441 18, 081
1905 28, 500 [14 , 252]
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The old religions . For the next 80 years Protestantism
would begin to replace Korea's ancient faiths, Buddhism,
Confucianism and Shamanism, as the most powerful religious
influence in the nation. Protestants approached the massive
cultural barrier represented by Korea's traditional religions with
a complex blending of sensitive adaptation to selective elements of
Korean traditional culture, and firm opposition to elements deemed
contrary to the New Testament Christian norm. Missionaries livedm Korean-style homes; itinerated widely in country villages; and
translated the Scriptures not into Chinese characters but into
Korea's own phonetic alphabet which had been abandoned by the upper
classes as "fit only for women and children". 306

In translating the Bible they made a crucial and
controversial decision. They adopted a Korean name ( hananim . "the
great One") for the God of the Bible, But translating "God" into
other languages has always been a problem for missionaries . The
Catholics in Korea had long before followed the usage of the
Chinese Bible, Lord of Heaven ( Tien iu in Korean). That was too
Chinese and Catholic for the Protestants, but their two best

were divided on the issue. Horace Underwood argued for
accepting the Chinese term for the sake of wider Christian unity

1910 73,517 167,352
1914 196,389 [76,825]
1920 90, 000 215, 032
1922
1927 113,325

277, 377 [112,059]

These statistics are compiled from many sources, including
Marlin Nelson, "A Critique of Korean Church Growth (1774-1989) ", in
Acts Theological Journal

, vol . 4 (1991), 86; and The Christian
Movement—.in—the—Japanese Empire, 1915 , end papers; and Charles
Stokes, History of Methodist Missions in Korea . 382. The figures
for 1895 are either 246 or 73 Presbyterian communicants and 122
Methodists; for the year 1905, 11,036 Presbyterians and 3,216
Methodists; for 1914, 46,493 Presbyterians and 16,937 Methodists
plus a few other Protestant groups by then. (See Shearer,
Wildfire

, 223 and Stokes, "History of Methodist Missions in Korea"'
179, xi, xiii

, xv) . The figures for 1922 come from the World
Missionary Atlas , Beach & Fahs, (NY: 1925), 98 f. The figure for
1927 is from Missiones Catholicae. . .Statistica. .ad 1927. (Rome-
1930), 182 f.

306 See the Ross translation of the New Testament into Korean,
(London: British and Foreign Bible Society, 1887) . Rijutei, a
Korean resident in Japan had completed a Sino-Korean New Testament
in 1883, of which an edition of the Gospels and Acts was published
in 1884. (L. G. Paik, History of Protestant Missions in Korea.
1832-1910, 140 f.; A. D. Clark, History of the Church in Korea. 64-
68 .
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and fear of the Shamanist connotations of a Korean term. James S.

Gale, versed in translating from Korean literature favored the
Korean term Hananim ,

pointing out that it was monotheistic and
theologically correct ("the One God"), and that there was no
surviving organized worship of a Korean god by that name. The
Protestant missions overwhelmingly agreed to use the culturally
Korean term, and history eventually sided with them. Some seventy
years later, after Vatican II, even the Catholics changed to the
Protestant term in a now widely used dialectal variation of the
word, hanunim

.

307

In apparent conflict with such adaptations, however, was
a parallel mission policy not so accommodating toward Korea's old
religions. It rejected them all as pagan. 308 Nevertheless the
missions were flexible enough to discern bridges of accommodation
where such were Biblically and theologically justified. 309 As
actually practiced this uneasy tension between condemnation and
adaptation promoted growth. They recognized in the old relgions
possible bridges of understanding toward an appreciation of the
Christian faith. Like Confucianists Christians too respected
learning. "Wherever I plant a church," said one missionary,

307 The fact that hananim and hanunim , are variations of the
same word, but that the latter can, with a stretch, be translated
"Lord of Heaven", made the compromise easier. The earliest
circulated Korean translation New Testament portions (John Ross's
Gospels and Acts, 1881-2) used hanunim for "God", but the next
year, 1883, it was revised to Hananim (Myung-Keun Choi, Changes in
Korean Society between 1884-1910. . . , (New York: Peter Lang, 1997) ,

175-235. On the controversy over the "term question" - -how to
translate "God" into Korean- -see Letters and Correspondence ,

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions: H. G. Underwood, Nov. 2,

1893 (microfilm reel 177, #65); S. A. Moffett, Nov. 1, 1893 (reel

179, #38); Mrs. Lillias H. Underwood, May 28, 1894 (reel 178, #27).
Also, Richard H. Rutt, James Scarth Gale and. . .His History of the
Korean People , (R.A.S., Korea Branch, 1972), 26 f.); L.G. Paik,

History of Protestant Missions in Korea , 252 . f ;

.

The Korean
Repository (April , 18 96 ) , 177; and Lillias H. Underwood, Fifteen
Years Among the Top-knots , NY: Revell, 1904), 103-105. Some years
later H. G. Underwood admitted he had been wrong and reversed his
disapproval of the use of hananim as the word for God. (Lillias H.

Underwood, Underwood of Korea (1918), 126. See also Charles A.

Clark, Religions of Old Korea , 95f.

308 See Kenneth Wells, "Korean Syncretism and Theologies of

Interreligious Encounter: The Contribution of Kyoung Jae Kim", in

Asia Journal of Theology , (Bangalore, India), vol 12, no. 1 (April,

1998)

,

57 f
.

,

65

309 On the nuances of early Protestant missionary comparisons
of Christianity and the Korean religions, see H. G. Underwood, The
Religions of Eastern Asia , (New York: Macmilland, 1910), 231-262.
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Moffett, "I want to start a school." 310 Like Buddhists Christians
sought purity and promised a future life. Like shamanists they
accepted without secular doubt a world of spirits beyond this
world of matter. Christian schools offered broader, better
education for a rapidly changing world than the Confucian schools.
Christian compassion for the sick, the poor and the hungry was more
practically effective than Buddhist prayers. And the Christians'
Jesus was a more powerful wonder worker than any Shamanist mudang
(sorceress) . For a more determinedly Korean pespective and there
with more risk of syncretism, compare the conclusion of a Korean
student of the old religions:

"The basic image must be found in the [Christian] Scriptures.
However, it is necessary to consider deeply the meaning of
being a Christian as a 'Korean' . . . [Here the author suggests 'a
few ideal Koreans' whose ' image ... should be embraced by the
Gospel']. "That image includes the freedom of the Buddhist
priest Won Hyo, which was a freedom from all barriers; the
virtuous man as seen in the Confucian scholar Yul Gok, who
possessed oth wisdom and action on behalf of others; and the
self-sustaining creativity and power of determination of Ch'oe
Su-un, the founder of [Chondokno] .

"

3H

Critics have accused the missionaries of being as
authoritarian as Confucianists

, and as superstitious as Buddhists
and shamanists. But the fact is that by their firm insistence that
conversion demanded a clean break with the old religions, they
triggered a cultural revolution, not merely syncretistic reform.
Christian missions became a major factor in the modernizing of
Korea. On behalf of the young, they battled for education for all,
rich and poor, king and butcher, men and women. For women they
were liberators from Confucian patriarchy. And at several critical
turning points Christians were brave enough to stand up against
their own government, even while it was still Korean, and as we
have seen, far more overtly when its government became Japanese as
in the 1919 protest.

The Hard and Costly Road to Freedom. 1920-1945 . For a
short while after the brutal suppression of the 1919 Independence
Movement, an interlude of peace enabled missionaries and Korean
Christian leaders to launch a renewed forward thrust. 312 It was
touched off by a revival led by a healer turned Presbyterian
evangelist, the Rev. Kim Ik-Doo. The leading Methodist pastor, J.
S. Ryang, who in another ten years would become the first Korean
bishop of the Korean Methodist Church (uniting northern and

310 S. A. Moffett,

311 Tongshik Rue, Gospel and religion , tr. by David Ross, (mss.
Seoul, n.d.), 345 f.

312 See The Korean Situation , No. 2, (New York: Federal Council
of the Churches of Christ in America, 1920) .
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southern Methodists) , reported that the church was "growing day and
night like bamboo shoots". In four years, by 1924, the number ofMethodist church buildings more than doubled. Membership climbed
as the revivals brought in new converts, and the Japanese, sobered
by the international response to its brutal suppression of the
Independence Movement, took steps toward more toleration In the
four years from 1920 to 1924 the three largest Protestant ’ missions
added mear;u 26,000 adherents to their rolls. 313 But the basic
Japanese policy of political and cultural assimilation of Korea had
not changed, with its irritating mixture of outright contempt for
Koreans as inferior, and, among the more high-minded, a
paternalistic humanitarian hope that with proper Japanese
leadership Koreans could learn to take care of themselves. 314

[Insert in footnote. See article by Wm. Baird, Women &
Missions

, Feb . 1927, pp, 403-407 ]
315 Statistics from 1920 'to 1925

reveal that while the population in that five year period increased
xx % , the number of Christians grew xx%. 316 Presbyterians increased
from 153,149 to 195,827 (of whom 84,500 were communicants);
Catholics grew from 90,000 to xxxxxxx; Methodists 54,641 to 64,742
(of whom 22,946 were communicants. In 1930, the figures were:
137, 729 (64,437 communicants) N. Presbyterians; 61,691 Methodists
(22,056). (KMF # 31, p. 183; cf . Stokes, xi-xv) ]

]

Korea Crushed Again. 1930-1945.
Looking back in 1931, a missionary wrote that, "A

feeling of discouragement has settled down on many of our Korean
brethren. (KMF, '31, 36) The principal reasons for their
depression were Japanese colonial oppression and economic hardship.

313 Cf . statistics in Stokes, History of Methodist Missions in
Korea, xi, xii, xv.

314 On Japanese attitudes toward Koreans in that period, see
Duus , The Abacus and the Sword , (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1995) , 407-413; and Wonmo Dong, "Assimilation and
Social Mobilization in Korea" in Andrew Nahm, ed. , Korea Under
Japanese Rule, (Kalamazoo, MI: Western Michigan University, 1973 ),146-182. Dong cites two major theories of assimilation (by Kada
Tadaomi and Yanaihira Tadao) both asserting that Japanese colonial
policy, unlike French colonialism, was based on the principle of
leadership by the superior, not on the ideal of universal equality.
He notes, but does not develope, the theme of oppressive
governmental manipulation and police power, (pp. 153 ff.)

315 "The Million Movement and its Results", Korea Mission
Field

, 7:1 (Jan., 1911), 5; and W.M. Baird, "An Address to the
Presbyterian Mission on the Million Movement", Korea Mission Field
7:11, (Nov. 1911), 210.

'

316 See statistics, Japan Christian Year Book . 1920 (back
pocket; 1921, pp. 152-158. 1941, pp . 85 f., 89 f. 98 f.
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„
The key, however, to understanding the full threat of theShrine Question" to Christian faith and practice in Korea is a

fnf L C°
T
nneCtl0n tbat

.

then existed between the Japanese militaryand the Japanese religion. It was the concentration of these two

author^?,
lnt ° colonial governmental body with absolute

t
ty Korea . This is what made the shrines more than aplace for worship, and more than a symbol of patriotic loyalty to

„
g°veri

y
nent < but an ambiguously defined combination of bothFor Korea between 1930 and 1945, the Shinto shrine became the markof oppressive, coercive Japanese colonialism. 319

a not- i,

Ever since 1915 the colonial government had been buildinga network of major Shinto shrines
( Jinja ) in Korea. By 1934 therewere 51 such shrines and 215 lesser ones. Slowly, more and morepressure was put on all schools to attend the Shinto ceremonies asa patriotic duty. When missionaries and Korean Christians raisedquestions about the religious symbolism, officials proffered theexplanation that there were two kinds of Shinto- -State Shinto whichrequired only a public demonstration of patriotism, and ReligiousShinto which included belief and worship. 320 The reaction of the

Goddess Amaterasu, but also, in his maternal line, to the Sea-
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' thus uniting the power of heaven and earth.^Donald L. Philippi, Kojiki , 18, 70, 74, 81 n.3, 120, 156 n.2,
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Christian sch°°ls of higher level, which were still exercised undermission administration, was mild at first, accepting governmentalassurance that the ceremonies were not religious. But they askedto be excused for such ceremonies on Sundays which was qrantedHowever the military regime tightened the regulations in 1935
’

Sunday attendance was ordered, and direct confrontation on theissue was joined. Two Presbyterian and one Seventh Day Adventistschool declined to send their students to the shrines Thegovernment promptly removed the missionary president of the larqestPresbyterian school in the country, Dr. George S. McCune ofSoongsil Academy and College in Pyengyang

.

321 six months laterin September 1936 the Presbyterian missions voted to close alltheir schools rather than worship at the altars of "false gods". 322

It was a traumatic moment. Presbyterians were -justlyproud of their network of Christian schools which for years hadbeen the larger part of the foundation of modern education inKorea. To many the schools were the "mind" of Christian mission inthe country, as the churches were its "heart", and they desperatelysought ways to avoid cutting out either one. The debate nearlyspiit.the Presbyterian missions, 323 and created lastingly corrosivedivisions within Korean Protestantism. In general, and in allsincerity on both sides, the Protestant missions broke into twogroups in the next few years. On one side the two larger

, , ,

T1\ree schools resisted the order were the Presbyterianchurch s flagship educational foundation in the north, SoongsilAcademy and College, and the Presbyterian Girls' High School, bothin Pyengyang, and the Seventh Day Adventist school at Sunan. (A. D.Clark, "A Study of Religion and the State. .in Korea", 48 f ) MissVelma Snook, principal of the girls' school was also deposed.

A sentence from the northern Presbyterian mission actionread: Recognizing the increasing idf f icultiies of maintaining ourMl
^
S1

°:
nS schcools and also of preserving in them the full purposesand ideals with which they were founded, we recommend that theMission approve the policy of retiring from the field of seculareducation."

( Report , Annual Meeting of the Korea Mission, June,1936
,

See George S. McCune and Horace H. Underwood, "The KoreanShrine Question: A Debate", in The Presbyterian Tribune , vol . 53(Jan 20, 1938), 6-11. McCune favored resistance; Underwooddefended "compliance without compromise". (Cf. Bruce F. Hunt, ForA _ Testimony
, (London: Banner of Truth Trust, 1966), 90-103~

witnessing against shrine worship; and
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Presbyteryian missions (American northern and southern)

,

3 and the

Seventh Day Adventists, the Salvation Army and the Oriental
Missionary Society chose to withdraw from secular education rather

than participate in shrine ceremonies. On the other side, fearing

that if they closed the schools they would be driving their

students into government schools beyond all help from Christian

advisers , the Methodists, Anglicans and Roman Catholics accepted

the official Japanese compromise that the worship could be

separated from the ceremonies, and participated. 3-5

The next targets on the list, after the schools, were the

hospitals. Fifty and more years earlier medical mission had been

the key to opening Korea to Protestant missions. 326 By 1930 there

were 43 government and public hospitals in Korea and 41 private

non-Christian hospitals compared to only 30 Christian centers (both

mission-operated and indeoendent) for medical work. Many of them

were small and inadequate, but still the people preferred the

Christian hospitals. "Why?" asked a Korean doctor. And an old

Korean grandmother replied, "Because only Christians are kind to

strangers." 327 This was too much for the jealous colonial

government. In 1940 they demanded that shinto shrines be set up in

the five [only southern Presb ?] surviving mission hospitals- -the

only mission connected establishments still left open. All five

were closed. 328

It was inevitable that the confrontation would reach its

most explosive level in the Christian churches, not in their

schools. The 1938 General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of

Korea was about to meet in Pyengyang. It represented about three-

fourths of all the 500,000 to 600,000 Christians in Korea, roughly

2% of a total population of 22 , 000 , 000

.

329 Police pressure was

324 Mission withdrawal from the Presbyterian schools took place

over a period of six years (1936-1942) . Most of the schools,

however, continued to operate with nominal Korean Christian

leadership under indirect government control. (Rhodes and Campbell,

History of the Korea Mission, Presbyterian. . ,
vol . 2, 1964, pp .

9-

14 .

325 See A . D

.

Clark, "A Study of Religion and State..., 1937),

45-89, and A History of the Church in Korea , (1971), 221-231;

326 See above chap xx, xx

327 James D. Van Buskirk, Korea, Land of the Dawn ,
(New York:

Friendship Press, 1958), 110 f.

328 G. Thompson Brown, Mission to Korea , s.l. : Board of

Missions, Presbyterian Church, U.S., 1962), 161

329 Rhodes and Campbell, in History of the Korea Mission^

Presbyterian. .

.

, (1965), 210, reported an estimate of 600,000

Protestants in 1938. L. George Paik earlier (1938) reported a
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intense. The Chief of Police warned all missionaries not to speakon the issue. Police guarded every door to the Central
Presbyterian Church in Pyengyang where the meeting was held Twopolicemen were assigned "not only to watch but to control" eachmissionary. No debate would be allowed on the subject, and nonegative votes would be permitted. 330

The 165 Korean delegates to the Assembly331 had already
been called to local police stations and were ordered to vote Yesor go to jail. One argument sometimes used to sway their votes
illustrates how much the Japanese misunderstood the Christian
faith, and why the Christians so stoutly resisted the Shrine
ceremonies. A policeman is reported to have told them, "You
already worship three gods, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. All we
ask you to do is to add a fourth, the Emperor" .

333

conservative" estimate of 500,000 total Christians. Taking thesmaller figure, if in 1938 90% of the country's 500,000 Christians
were Presbyterian or Methodist (as Paik said), and 300,000 were
Presbyterian adherents, and 100,000 were Roman Catholics, and
60.000 were Methodists, the remaining smaller denominations
(Seventh Day Adventist, OMS, Baptist, Salvation Army) would number
40.000 adherents. (See L. G. Paik in Interpretative Statistical
Survey of the World Miss ion 1938) . 274. Cf

.

figures for 1937:
Total Christians 575,000, Protestant 425,000, Roman Catholic
150.000 (Rhodes and Campbell, History of the Korea Mission
Presbyterian. . .

, 393. A 1940 report, noting a decline after twoyears of intense Japanese pressure, estimated 135,000 Presbyterian
communicants out of 305,000 adherents, and 20,000 Methodist
communicants out of 62,000 adherents. ( Korea Mission Field . 1940),

Presbyterians: (1938) 125,947 communicants (Shearer, 224 f.;
Methodists and Presbyterians: (1936) 387,162 adherents, of

which 122.879 were baptized adults. (Rhodes & Campbell
393)

^

Henry W. Lampe, "The Korean General Assembly [1938] and the
Shrine Question", mss. (Jan 20, 1970) . Lampe' s eye-witness
account, dated thirty years later, represents a minority view
within the mission, counseling against voiced dissent to shrine
ceremonies

.

331 There were at least 400 delegates, observers, and police at
the meeting, but only 191 voting commissioners (80 Korean pastors,
85 Korean elders, and 28 missionaries. (Rhodes and Campbell,

'

History of the Korea Mission, Presbyterian... . 207.

33~ Samuel Hugh Moffett, The Christians of Korea. New York*
Friendship Press, 1962), 74.
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The missionary commissioners to the Assembly knowing what a
risk any Koreans who might atttempt to speak out against police
coercion, asked Dr. William Blair, an elected commissioner to the
Asssembly to speak for them against Christian worship at the
shrines. When he rose to his feet, there was pandemonium. Police
shouted and ran forward. Other missionaries rose and were
silenced. When quiet was restored, the Moderator put the motion to
assent to shrine attendance. Only one or two answered Yes. No
negative vote was allowed. But the motion was declared passed, and
the militarists had the necessary tool to destroy resistance in the
churches. 333

It was all very well for the colonial Japanese government
in Korea to assure foreign powers that a shrine was no more
religious than a salute to the flag would be in the west. But as
Charles A. Sauer, a Methodist missionary later noted,

Regardless of what the official statement said, it was totally
at variance with what happened to any Korean pastor who gave
the wrong answer to the question, 'Who in your opinion is
first, the Emperor or Jesus Christ' ."

From that time on to the end of World War "the Korean
Church was officially almost in bondage", as one Korean professor
described it. 334 All its international organization connections
were systematically "voluntarily" voted out of existence: The YMCA,
the YWCA, the Sunday School Association, and the National Christian
Council which had been sending delegates to ecumenical meetings.
By 1938 all had been dissolved. After 1938 even the western
calendar disappeared. "1939 never came", it was replaced by the
year 2599 of the Japanese Empire. 335

Police controlled church meetings and elections.
Missionaries were harassed, deported, sometimes arrested, and if
fortunate evacuated. In 1941 two Presbyterian missionaries in

333 The motion began, "We declare that we understand the shrine
to be non-religious and not opposed to the teachings of the
Christian Church, we realize that shrine "worship" is a patriotic
national ceremony and will take the lead in the performance
thereof. ..." The missionary commissioners to the Assembly who tried
to speak were William Blair, Ned Adams, Francis Kinsler, Bruce Hunt
and Harry Hill. (A. D. Clark, "A Study of Religion and the
State...", 71-74; and A. D. Clark, A History of the Church in
Korea, 228-230; Bruce Hunt, "Korean Martyrs", in Reformed Bulletin
of Missions , vol . 4 (Oct., 1968), 10 f.; H. W. Lampe, "The Korean
General Assembly [1938)".

334 Yun-Kuk Kim, "The Korean Church Yesterday and Today", in
Korean Affairs , vol. 1 (March/April, 1962), 93.

335 Charles A. Sauer, Methodism in Korea . (Seoul: Christian
Literature Society, 1973), 83-86.
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Chnungju, Otto DeCamp, who had just been married, and Dr. D. S.
Lowe were imprisoned like ordinary criminals for about five months
because they removed a small, unwelcome Shinto household shrine
forced upon Korean Christian workers on mission property. They
were walked through the icy streets to the trail in bare feet,
hands bound and with a basket over their heads. 336 Dr. C. l[
McLaren of the Australian Presbyterian Mission spent 77 days in a
police jail with at times nine or ten cellmates in a 12X15 foot
cell. The few who remained after Pearl Harbor, Catholics and
Protestants, endured six months of difficult confinement. Three
Presbyterian missionaries were tortured, beatings, broken ribs, the
dreaded "water cure -Edward H. Miller, Ralph 0. Reiner, Edwin W
Koons

.

337

But as always it was not the foreigners but the Korean
Christians who suffered much more. 200 churches were closed, and
more than 2000 to 3000 Korean Christians were imprisoned. 33®

Presbyterian resistance brought them the harshest attacks:
Methodists were virtually absorbed into a Japanized church.
After three failed attempts, bitterly resisted, to install a bishop
(tongnij a) they could control, the Japanese finally succeeded, and
the compromised leader of their choice promptly ordered the
churches to use no longer either the Old Testament or the book of
Revelation. Seoul's SangDong Methodist church was coverted into a
Shinto shrine. The Methodist Seminary was turned into a "Training
Hall" with a Shinto priest teaching a course in Shinto. Students
were expelled for reading the Old Testament. 339

In the tragic persecutions which followed, about about
fifty or more Protestant ministers chose a martyr's death rather
than bow to a false god. They died not by execution but from
torture and beatings and malnutrition in prison. Some survived.
In the northern city of Pyengyang alone, twenty-one lived to the
end of the war and were released to tell of the horrors they had

Rhodes and Campbell, History of the Korea Mission.
Presbyterian. . . , 19; Bruce Hunt, "Korean Martyrs", 1:10. On the
difficulties and diffences of opinion over voluntary withdrawal of
missionaries from the field, see Charles A. Sauer, When the Wolves
Came, (Seoul: Yonsei University, 1973), 6-9, 17-20, 25-40.

337 Rhodes and Campbell, History of the Korea Mission.
Presbyterian. . .1939-1955 . 17-26; Charles A. Sauer, Methodists in
Korea , (Seoul: Christian Literature Society, 1973), 97-99.

338 Kim, Yang-Sun, "History of the Korean Church in the Ten
Years since Liberation 1945-1955", (Seoul: Mimeograph printing,
1955 ?) , 1; Yun-Kuk Kim, "The Korean Church Yesterday and Today",
Korean Affairs , vol . 1. (March/April 1962), 93

339 Charles A. Sauer, Methodists in Korea . 101-112.
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experienced and witnessed. 340

Most famous of the martyrs was Pastor Choo Ki-chul (1897-
1944) . He came from a village in the far south famous in Korean
church history as the site of the first known missionary landing on
Korean soil, that of the Jesuit priest DeCespedes in 1593 during
another unforgettable period of Japanese occupation of Korea. 341

The young Choo went north to school at a Christian high school,
Osan Academy, founded not by missionaries but by Korean Christian
patriots, most famous of whom was Cho Man-Sik, who much later would
be killed not by the Japanese but by the communists. 342 At the
Academy he became a nominal Christian and a patriot, but deepened
his faith under the revivalist preaching of a famous evangelist,
Kim Ik-doo, and went on to college (Chosen Christian College, now
Yonsei University) and the Presbyterian Seminary in Pyengyang . As
pastor of one of the largest churches in Pyengyang (4th
Presbyterian), he was betrayed by one of his deacons, a police
informer, and imprisoned for half a year in 1938 for anti -Japanese

,

"patriotic" activities. Released, he continued to preach so
powerfully against shrine worship that he was imprisoned again,
torn from his blind 80-year-old mother, his wife and crying
children. He spent the next six years, his last years on earth, in
prison. He was tortured ten times. On one day he was flogged for
five hours from nine in the morning to two in the afternoon.
During his last twenty days he was unable to eat. His church, long
refusing Japanese pressure to accept a new preacher of a more
compromising nature, met every morning at 5 a.m. to pray for him.
Just one year before the Japanese surrender he died, in 1944. Not
too many years later his son, an outstanding evangelist in North
Korea, was martyred by the communists. 343

In 1942, after the bombing of Pearl Harbor hurled Japan
into war against America, the Japanese played their trump card
against the Korean Church. They unified it. First, under a rabid
pro-Shinto Governor-General they abolished the traditional
denominational distinctions in the names of the churches. All were
to use the name of the Japanese United Church, the Kvodan . Three
years later they were squeezed into one tightly controlled
organization, a united body named "The Korea Division of the
Japanese Christian Church". At its inauguration on August 1, 1945
in the old capital, Seoul, Korean Christians were treated to the
shameful spectacle of a Shinto priest leading the Korean Moderator
of the Korean United Church (the Kvodan) , in a procession of
Christian pastors down to the Han River for the opening ceremony of

340 Bruce Hunt, Korean Martyrs , 1:12-14.

341 See above chapter xx, p. xx.

342 See Arch Campbell, The Christ of the Korean Heart ,

(Columbus, OH: Falco Publishers, 1955), 57. Cho Man-Sik

343 Bruce Hunt, Korean Martyrs , 1:14-17.
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purification. 344 The victory of Japanese Shinto over Christianitv
it seemed, was complete. 1 '

Fifteen days later Japan surrendered.

Independence, Rapid Growth and Tragic Division, 1945-1960.
"The years between liberation and the Red invasion [1945-

1950] were "the best chance [for evangelism] in the history ofChristianity in Korea. . an amazing golden opportunity. .

.

" wrote H.
H. Underwood in 1951 .

345 Without doubt there was indeed a shortexuberant leap forward in South Korea immediately after theJapanese surrender in 1945. General MacArthur's first
"Proclamation; To the Korean People" affirmed the restoration ofreligious liberty. ’ Thousands of Korean Christians poured southout of the north to find the freedom of practice of their faithwhich they were rapidly losing under anti-religious Russianmilitary rule. It was not the Koreans who divided their country
It was the Western victors of World War II, Roosevelt, Churchili
and Stalin Stalin accepted a proposal unwarily and ambiguously
suggested by Roosevelt to Stalin at the Yalta Conference, 1945 byRoosevelt and Churchill: the surrender of the Japanese army in thenorthern half of the Korean peninsula, if he would join the war inthe east against Japan. He waited until about eight days beforeHiroshima, then moved quickly through Manchuria into northernKorea, and was ready to claim his prize. Two days before thesurrender, there were 100,000 Russian soldiers halfway down theKorean peninsula at the 38th parallel. 347 The North had fewer
people, more Christians, more heavy industry, and more mineral andpower resources. The South had twice as many people but fewer
Christians, some light industry, and more agriculture. It also had
Seoul, the Korean capital.

The rest, of the story in the north is grim. At
liberation, two-thirds of the Christians in Korea were in the

T. T. Brumbaugh, in "Reports of the Joint Deputation toKorea", New York: Korea Commission, Far Eastern Office, Foreiqn
Mission Conference of North America, Jan. 9, 1948). Mss., p. 17 .

Cf . KIM Yang Sun, History of the Korean Church ... 1945 - 1955 . 3 .

345 Horace H. Underwood, "Tragedy and Faith in Korea", (NY*
Friendship Press, 1951), 52.

346 Douglas MacArthur, "Proclamation No. 1: To the Korean
People", in G.H.Q. U.S. Army Forces Pacific Bulletin, Office of theCommanding General, (Yokohama, Japan, 7 September 1945). Moffett
collection, Princeton Theological Seminary.

S. L. A. Marshall, The Military History of the Korea War
(New York: Franklin Watts, 1963), 10 f. ; Don Oberdorfer, The Two
Koreas, (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley

, 1997), 5 - 7 .
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north, about 300,000 out of 500,000 or more. 348 Under the Russiandominated communist regime which took over control of the peninsulan
?
rth

v°
f the 38th Paralle1 ' friction between the Christian churcheschurch and an officially atheist government was inevitable

particularly when, in late 1945, the strong Presbyterian churchesin the far north organized a political party, the ChristianSocialist Democratic Party. One of its founders was the Rev HanKyung-Chik
, later famous as the founder (in the south) of YounqnakPresbyterian Church, "the largest Presbyterian congregation in theworld". Given the history of the Russian revolution, a non-communist political party with a relgious name was unacceptableeven though the new party soon dropped the word "Christian" fromits name in an effort to be nationally inclusive. A Russianinspired mob murdered a church elder and wrecked his church.Christian high school students, the majority in the city, rose inanger and attacked communist headquarters. The reponse was machinegun fire and aerial strafing, leaving 50 students dead. The wholeexecutive committee of the Christian Socialist Party wasarrested But the churches refused to be intimidated. By theend of 1945 all of the Protestant denominations, though dividednorth and south, had in one form or another (but not without someprotests)

, confessed and repented forced worship at Shintoshrines, repudiated the imposed Japanized "Union Church", andtentatively reorganized pending reunion- -Presbyterians
, Method'ists

Holiness (OMS)
, Salvation Army and Baptists. 331

The greatest Presbyterian strength had been in the north. Asearly as December 1945, after a "spiritual cleansing meeting" ofrepentance by leaders who had compromised with State Shinto, thePresbyterians of the five northern provinces organized a "JointPresbytery" composed of sixteen northern presbyteries to act as atemporary northern General Assembly. It reopened the Theological
Seminary in Pyongyang which had been closed by the Shinto shrinecontroversy, and optimistically launched an "Evangelistic Campaiqn
Celebrating Freedom"

.

16 .

Kim Yang Sun, History of the Korean Church. . .1945-1955 , 14 .

Kim Yang-Sun, History of the Korean Church. , .1945-1955 , n-

The protests were, on the one hand, arguments over what
constituted adquate confession and repentance, and on the other,
the desire of some leaders to retain the supra-denominational unity
of the otherwise discredited kyodan . (See Kim Yanq-Sun, History of
the Korean Church . 4,5,7.

351 Kim Yang-Sun, History of the Korean Church. . .

(

1945 - 1955 )

2, 8-9. By September 1945, Presbyterians, Methodists, and the
Korean Holiness (OMS) church had at least tentatively reorganized
their denominations, soon followed by the Baptists and the
Salvation Army.
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Then the arrests and communist counterattacks began, most
violently in Pyengyang. More effective than the violence however,
was the government's political strategy. Chairman Kim II -Sung
ordered his private secretary, a former pastor, to organize a
Christian League as a Christian alternative to the Joint
Presbytery. Its charter "recognized absolutely Kim Il-Sung's
government, rejected South Korean political control, and called on
the northern churches to take the lead in participating in the
coming North Korean election [Nov. 1946]". When the churches
abstained from the election, the battle was joined. After two
years of intense pressure, by 1938 communist political control of
the churches' structures was complete. The moderator of the most
powerful church organization in the north, the Joint Presbytery and
its Executive Committe were imprisoned. Two seminaries which had
reopened in the north, one Presbyterian, one Methodist, were forced
to combine as a "Christian Seminary", and the vice-chairman of the
Christian League was installed as its first president. 352

In the south history took a radically different turn.
South Korea in 1948 elected a Christian as its first President of
the Republic, Syngman Rhee, a Methodist. It was a sign of the
strength of Korean Christians to survive persecution; but even more
it was an evidence that the Christian community, so recently so
small, was achieving sufficient mass to warrant national notice as
a force to be reckoned with politically. The election of 1950 sent
more than forty Christians to the southern Republic's Legislative
Assembly. That was one in five of the two hundred who formed the
country's chief lawmaking body, a group who admired Syngman Rhee
but neither fully supported all his political policies nor endorsed
those of his enemies, but who all shared his vision of an
independent, self-governing Korea. 353

The Korea War (1950-1953) . At 4 a.m. in the dark dawn of
Sunday, June 25, 1950, a massive, armored force poured south across
the 150 mile border separating communist North Korea from the
South. The South Korean army was without armour and without combat
aircraft. It was kept so by order of the United States to avoid
even the appearance of aggression. Seoul, the southern capital,
was only thirty miles away. Its million and a half people were
just waking up. The Korean War had begun. 354

352 Kim Yang-Sun, History of the Korean Church . 11-15.

353 Presb. USA Bd. Foreign Missions, Annual Report, 1951 , 19.

354 T. R. Fehrenbach, This Kind of War . (New York: Macmillan,
1963), 11-21. For documented source material, see William Stueck,
The Korean War: An International History . (Princeton, NJ : Princeton
University Press, 1995) ; and for a summary of recent research see
"The Korean War: An Assessment of the Historical Record", ed. by D.
L. Kim and Mindy Schrader, (Washington, D.C.: The Korea Society,
1995) .
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The next three years turned out to be one of the
nightmares of America's pre-Vietnam military history, the Korean
War. They saw "one of the great defeats" of American armed units,
the Chinese surprise of November 1950, and "the longest retreat",
from the Yalu to south of the Han River. 355 But even its
inconclusive ending saved two-thirds of the Korean people from an
anti-religious communist dictatorship. The war began as a civil
war, communist North Korea against South Korea's developing
democracy. It soon turned international essentially with the
United States (aided by UN contingents) and South Korea against
China and North Korea, and ended without victory for either side.
A defective, precarious truce, signed July 27, 1953, brought an
armistice but not a peace to the peninsula.

The war had literally torn apart the small country which
for a thousand years had been one of the ethnically most
homogeneous countries in the world. The two capitals, Seoul in
the South and Pyengyang in the North were 75% to 90% destroyed.
Before the war Seoul's population was 1,400,000. The first
American troops to liberate it after the MacArthur landings found
only about ten to fifteen thousand left in its ruins. 356 The war
split families, and killed an estimated 2 million Koreans- -nearly
2 out of every 10--plus 35,000 Americans serving under the flag of
the United Nations. United Nations forces lost 447,700 dead and
543,900 wounded, mostly South Koreans. 357 Civilian losses (killed,
kidnaped, missing) were incalculabale- -one estimate is about
1 , 000 , 000

,

358
. A revealing fact emerging from the negotiations for

prisoner-of-war exchange proved excruciatingly embarrassing to the
communists. Of the 19,000 Chinese prisoners held by the UN, 14,000
when given the choice of repatriation to communist China refused;
of the North Korean prisoners, nearly one-third (32,000) asked not
to be returned to the north. 359

Post-War Recovery in South Korea. (1955-2000) .

The Korea War was also a major contributor to the hundred or

355 S . L. A. Marshall, Military History of the Korean War , (New

York: Franklin Watts, 1963), 35-48. Despite the participation of

valable allies under United Nations authority, command in the war
was essentially American.

356 Horace G. Underwood (II), quoted in Rhodes and Campbell,
History of the Korea Mission, Presbyterian... , 38

.

357 American deaths were 25,550. S. L. A. Marshall, Military
History of the Korean War , 84

.

358 Joseph Kim and John Chung, Catholic Korea , 3 85. The
Cathjolic church lost almost 50 Korean priests martyred.

359 Rhodes and Campbell, History of the Korea Mission , 2:60 f.

After this count was taken, 27,000 POWs were allowed to escape from
the Camps by President Rhee

.
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churches. Out of the churches after World War II came national
leadership for both church and nation. Among the returning cadre
of Korean patriots, leaders in a loosely formed "government in
exile", a high proportion proved to be Christians, including well-
known names like Syngman Rhee, Kim Koo and Kim Kyu-Sik. Unity did
not come easily in the initial post-war political confusion of the
premature birth of an infant democracy succeeding ruthless colonial
oppression after a thousand years of absolute monarchy. One
American in the interim U.N. military command described the 1948
election which he was supposed to supervise, as a fight between 150
different political parties jockeying for political power without
quite understanding how and where power is supposed to come out of
an elected democracy. It was the Korean Methodist, Princeton-
educated Syngman Rhee (1875-xxxx) , who became the first ruling
president of the Republic of Korea (South Korea) . Of the seven
presidents the Republic has elected, three have been Christians:
the patriarchal Syngman Rhee (1948-60) ; Kim Sam- Whan, a
Presbyterian elder and a former leader in the opposition party
(1993-98); and Kim Dae-Jung (1998- ), a Roman Catholic and long-
time political dissident. Moreover, of the non-Christian
presidents, one had a daughter who became a Christian- - Park Chung

-

Hee (1963-79) , the iron man who ruled arbitrarily but gave Korea
the beginnings of its economic boom. Another, Roh Tae-Woo (1988-
1993), had a Christian wife. Roh was the first military president
willingly to hand over rule to a civilian, to the Presbyterian
president Kim Sam-Whan.

The first Korean president, Syngman Rhee, was a sixth-
generation only son of a poor but proud family which traced its
ancestry back to a grandson of the founder of the Yi dynasty. At
age 19 he entered the new Methodist school in Seoul, Paichai
Academy, the first Christian school in all Korea. Christian school
or not, he was nineteen years old and determined not to become a
Christian, even though he still felt a debt of gratitude to Dr.
Allen, the first medical missionary in Korea, for saving his
eyesight ten years earlier after a severe case of small-pox. The
Christian school did not convert Rhee, but it did turn him into a
radical reformer leading student protests against the corruptions
of the failing Yi dynasty. That soon brought him six years of
imprisonment and torture (1897-1904) . He often later attributed
his survival to the kindness of missionary friends who visited him
in prison- -Henry Appenzeller, D. A. Bunker and Horace G. Underwood-
-and to a prison experience of conversion which without quenching
his zeal for reform added a passion for converting his fellow
prisoners. 361 National independence and political reform,
however, remained as the focus of his life. His basic Methodist
decency elevated the presidency- -when he retired he was no richer
than when he became president, unlike too many others- -but his
political failures, his inability to adjust to the pace of change
in Asia, and his misplaced trust in subordinates leading to the

361 Robert T. Oliver, Syngman Rhee , 7, 14 ff., 34-86.
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rigged election of March I960, lost him the respect of the younger
generation. A student revolution drove him from office a month
later. 362 In Asian history, the hope for a Constantine to save the
church has led more often to disappointment than to triumph but
despite the uneven record of the Rhee administration it was a
decided advantage in the remarkable rise of the church in the south
out of the wreckage left by the war. One result, for example, was
the president's order to establish a Chaplain's Corps for the South
Korean army. In five years, one out overy five Korean soldiers,
20%, were Christians, a proportion which would rise to 40% or
higher [?] in the next three decades. 363

It was no easier for the churches than the nation to
bring order out of the post-war chaos. They had suffered forty
years of progressive loss of religious freedom under the Japanese,
followed by a tumultuous two years of experiment with democracy,
and then the earthquake shock of a communist invasion which
specifically targeted church leaders for execution or kidnnaping to
the north. The 38th parallel cut the churches in two as surely as
the nation. This was a critical blow particularly to Protestants
two- thirds of whose membership were in the north. And the southern
churches, many of which were not yet rebuilt, were inundated by
thousands upon thousands of refugees fleeing from the communists
looking for shelter in the churches whether they were Christians or
not

.

Typically, the churches south of the border rallied under
the Korean National Christian Council 364 to care for believers and
non-believers impartially, with generous aid from across the seas.
Christians, both Protestant and Catholic, became a highly important
part of the non- government emergency relief structure eventually
known as KAVA, the Korea Association of Volunteer Agencies

Just as typically, they evangelized as energetically as
they fed and clothed and tried to house the flood of people who had
lost everything. It was the Koreans who as always were the best
evangelists. Presbyterians, in the midst of the war, declared 1952

362 For a critical appraisal of Syngman Rhee and his
administration, see Richard D. Allen, Syngman Rhee: An Unauthorized
Portrait , (Rutland, VT : Charles E. Tuttle, 1960); and Edward
Reynolds Wright, ed., Korean Politics in Transition

. (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1975), 11, 19-25; 108, 121-124.

363 Kim Yang Sun, History of the Korean Church . 3 8 f.

364 The Korean National Christian Council had its roots in the
General Council of Evangelical Missions formed in 1905 which was
enlarged to include Korean church representatives in 1918, and took
the name of Korean Council of Churches in 1924. For many years the
leading symbol of unity and cooperation in Korean Protestantism,
today at the end of the 20th century it represents only a
decreasing minority of Korea's Protestant Christians. (Allen D.
Clark, History of the Church in Korea , 211 f.).
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as a special year for personal evangelism". Methodists in 1953committed themselves to celebrate the 250th anniversary of the° f
,
John Wesley as a year of evangelism. The Holiness Church

Korean nhrfof
eva?9e llstlc ' organized series of revival meetings.ICorean Christian leaders and foreign missionaaries alike welcomedwith open arms international evangelists from America BillyGraham, already becoming famous for his evangelist! crusades andBob Pierce of World Vision, both came twice for campaigns andconferences. While pleading for conversions in Korea, they vividly

^ People in the west to the agonies of the homeless^the hungry and the crippled on a peninsula pulverized by the kindor civilized human hell we have come to know as war. 365
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he laSt misslonary moderator of a presbytery wasm 1911/ and of the Presbyterian General Assembly in 1918. 366

.

The Methodist missions, who emphasized interdependenceabove independence, did not organize their churches in Korea into
?
n°m0

K
S
e

Korean church until 1930, and emphasized aistinction between autonomy and independence. 367 They wanted toretain stronger organizational ties at the episcopal level betweenorean Methodism and its two mother churches in America, MethodistEpiscopal (or Northern), and Southern Methodist. The first bishopelected by the new autonomous church was a Korean, Dr . J S Rvana(Ryang Ju-Sam, 1879-1950) . For closer relations with the Americanchurches two American bishops appointed by the mother churchesjomed him ln a Central Council of sixteen Korean members and 16foreign missionaries. Given the still patriarchal character ofM^at \°nal
,

.

C"ltUre
' .°ne S19nif icant feature of the new KoreanMethodist polity was that from its beginning in 1930 it recognized

.

Graham came in 1952, and 1956; Pierce in 1950 just beforethe invasion, and again in 1955. It was in Korea that Bob Piercefelt the challenge that became World Vision International.
- 66 Only two missionaries were elected moderator of the GeneralAssembly, H. G. Underwood of the first Assembly, and S . A. Moffettin 1918.

.

Charles A. Sauer, Methodi sts in Korea 1930-1 960. (Seoul-Christian Literature Society, 1973), 25, 27-29. Interdependence wasachieved through a Central Conference which included the bishop ofthe Korean Methodist church and two American bishops appointed to
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' and by 16 raissi°nary members and 16 Korean
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^Charles A Sauer, Methodists in Korea, 27. At the first

General CoiferJnce 23* of the 100 dele-^Fes were women, nine

missionary and fourteen Korean.

369 Charles A. Sauer, Methodists in Korea, 36-39.

3™ Charles A. Sauer, Methodism in Korea, 116f., 149; Allen D.

Clark, History of thP Church in Korea, 445-448.

371 Charles A. Sauer, Methodism in Korea, 87, 103-110.

372 Charles A. Sauer, Methodism in Korea, 181
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considered emperor worship. A second fissure was theological: a
small liberal minority led for the most part by clergy trained in
the West faced the vast indigenous and theologically conservative
majority of Christians, both clergy and lay, in the Korean
churches

.

In South Korea the first order of business for the
churches was to pull themselves together and reorganize after the
fiasco of the false, politicized union (the kyodan ) which had been
forced upon them by the Japanese. Some of its discredited leaders
made a forlorn attempt to continue the union as a Southern Synod of
the colonial, Japanese era kyodan , but it fell apart and few
mourned its passing. As one leader had put it earlier, "Having been
pushed into a forced marriage, we were homesick for our family
home. So we have decided to go home for a visit, but fully intend
to return to our marriage relationship voluntarily in the near
future". 373 The years have passed, and a new millennium has come,
but that optimistic hope is not yet realized.

The Presbyterians. The largest Christian body in the
country were the Presbyterians, and perhaps that was one of the
reasons they were the ones who suffered most severely from church
splits in the decade that came to be called "the decade of
division" (1951-1961) . For almost half a century, up through World
War II, though founded by four different foreign missions, 374 the
Presbyterian Church of Korea remained staunchly united as the
dominant denomination in the country. In the next ten years during
the war and its chaotic aftermath, it broke up into four, large
jagged pieces. Smaller fragments have dropped away for another
forty years until today, though most observers have stopped
counting, a reported 92 more Presbyterian sliver denominations have
splintered away from the main body giving Korea the staggering
total of 96 different Presbyterian denominations. 375 The result
looks like a jigsaw puzzle, two large separate pieces and two
middle-sized in the center, surrounded by a swarm of unconnected
parts held together by little but the name "Presbyterian". At the
end of the decade of division, in 1961, the total number of
adherents in each of the four center pieces was roughly, and

373 Quoted by Peter K. Emmons in "Reports of the Joint
Deputation to Korea", (Jan. 9, 1948), 2.

374 The Presbyterian Church of Korea was founded by Northern
Presbyterians (Presbyterian Church U.S.A), Southern Presbyterians
(Presbyterian Church U.S.), Australian Presbyterians and Canadian
Presbyterians. See above p.

375 For a gallant and largely successful attempt to chronicle
the tangled story of the Presbyterian schisms in South Korea, see
the best source now available in English, Jean-Jacques Bauswein and
Lukas Vischer, The Reformed Family Worldwide: A Survey of Reformed
Churches, Theological Schools and International Organizations ,

(Grand Rapids MI: Eerdmans, 1999), 294-334.
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debatedly, as follows:
Presbyterian Church in Korea (Tonghap)
Koryu Presbyterian Church, 1951 schism
Presbyterian Church in the R.O.K., 1954 schism
Presbyterian Church in Korea (Hapdong)

, 1959 schism

350. 000
65, 000

115. 000
250, OOO 376

Lesser schisms disrupted other Protestant denominations- -the
Methodists, the Korean Holiness (OMS)

, and the Baptists- - leaving
Protestants hurt and bewildered at the spectacle of so much
division in so short a time in a Christian community signally
blessed by the marks of growth and spiritual vitality. By 1977 ?
there were four Korean Methodist denominations in Korea though
Methodists soon reunited, two Holiness, two Baptist, seven
Pentecostal, and at least 20 calling themselves Korean
Presbyterian

.

377

The first Presbyterian Schism, 1951/2: the Shinto Issue.
1951 a group of some of the most effective and committed
Presbyterians in the country, both clergy and laity, headed by
leaders who had endured torture and imprisonment rather than
compromise with Shinto shrine worship, seceded from the
Presbyterian Church in Korea in what is generally regarded as the
first major Presbyterian schism. 378 They organized around a new

These figures are a retroactive adjustment of the "rough
guess" in Samuel Hugh Moffett, The Christians of Korea (1962) ,

113-
118. The Presbyterian Church in Korea is the "old Assembly" of the
original body. It is conservative and a member of the World
Council of Churches, and is sometimes called the ecumenical Jesus
Presbyterian Church. The Koryu Presbyterian Church, strictly
Calvinistic , split away on disagreements over the status of pastors
compromised by the Shinto Shrine issue. The Presbyterian Church
R.O.K. is the most liberal of the Presbyterian schisms. A member
of the World Council of Churches, it is now related to the United
Church of Canada. The Presbyterian Church (Hapdong), sometimes
called the anti -ecumenical Jesus Presbyterian Church, is
independent and has suffered from a hemorrage of schisms of its
own

.

377 See Hee-Mo Yim, Unityh Lost - Unity Regained in Korean
Presbyterianism

, (Frankfurt-am-Main: Peter Lang, 1996)

;

378 See Doug-Sung Choi, "The Predominance of Reformed Orthodoxy
in Korea: The Roots of the Presbyterian Conflicts in Korea, 1910-
1954", mss. preliminary text of Ph.D. dissertation, University of
California in Santa Barbara, 1994) . A smaller, earlier breakaway
of about 200 churches formed a dissident Assembly in 1945, the
Reconstruction (Jaegun) Assembly, in Pusan. (Harvie M. Conn,
"Studies in the Theology of the Korean Presbyterian Church: An
Historical Outline, III", in Westminster Theological Journal , vol

.

30 (Nov. 1967), 33. Cf . Doug-Sung Choi, ibid , 91.
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seminary, the Koryu Seminary in Pusan, 379 charging the leadership
of the parent body with apostasy in their compromise with Shinto
ceremonies, and with heresy in their use and interpretations of
Scripture. 380 They were originally based for the most part in
the southeast of the peninsula around the port of Pusan. They
seceded first as a presbytery in 1951. Then in 1952 they formed a
firmly Calvinistic, theologically conservative and academically
well-trained national church called the Koshin Presbyterian Church.
"Rigor in church discipline and doctrinal orthodoxy became [its]
distinguishing characteristics...", in the words of one Korean
historian. 381 They soon developed strong ties with the Orthdox
Presbyterian Church and the Independent Presbyterian Board of
Foreign Missions in America which in the mid-1930s had separated
from the Northern Presbyterians in the "Machen controversy" . Small
but deeply committed to Biblical authority they grew, but slowly.

The Second Schism, "Presbyterian R.O.K," 1954 . On the
opposite end of the spectrum both politically and theologically was
another group, also well-trained academically and also growing only

379 Doug-Sung Choi, "The Predominance of Reformed Orthodoxy in
Korea: The Roots of the Presbyterian Conflicts in Korea, 1910-
1954", Preliminary draft, Ph.D. dissertation, University of
California in Santa Barbara, 1994, (2-4, 98-109). The first
president of Koryu Seminary was Park Yun-Sun, a graduate of
Westminster Theological Seminary which had seceded from Princeton
Theological Seminary in the 1927 Orthodox Presbyterian Church
schism in America. For a discussion of differing opinions on how
much Westminster Seminary and the "Machen group" influenced the
Koryu schism in Korea, see Lee Seung-Joon, "A Study on the
Historical Development of Schisms of the Korean Presbyterian Church
1945-1981", 5-19. (mss. Moffett collection, Princeton).

380 See Doug-Sung Choi, "The Predominance of Reformed Orthodoxy
in Korea: The Roots of the Presbyterian Conflict in Korea, 1910-
1954", (mss., Ph.D. dissertation, University of California at Santa
Barbara, 1994), 2-4, 55-85 (double pages), and passim.

381 Quotation from Choi Doug-Sung, Predominance of Reformed
Orthodoxy. ,

.

. 109. Its leaders were Park Yun-sun, first president
of Koryu Seminary and a graduate of Westminster Theololgical
Seminary under J. Gresham Machen, and Han Sang-Dong, one of the
founders of the seminary, who had been imprisoned by the Japanese
for six or seven years for opposing shrine worship. The missionary
most closely associated with this secession, Bruce Hunt, had also
been imprisoned while working with Koreans in Manchuria (Bruce
Hunt, Out of Prison , Philadelphia, 1942) . See also Choi Doug-Sung,
ibid , 91-109, 143 f, (double pages); Kim Yang-Sun, History of the
Korean Church , 41-49; Bruce Hunt, For A Testimony , London: Banner
of Truth Trust, 1966) ; and Harvie M. Conn, "Studies in the Theology
of the Korean Presbyterian Church: An Historical Outline, II-IV",
in Westminster Theological Journal , vol . 29-30 (1967-68),
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llberal schism" . They also organized around a newtheological seminary, the Chosen Theological Seminary which hadbeen founded m Seoul in 1939 after the closing of the PyenovanaSemmary over the Shinto shrine issue. It was the first Protestan?eminary organized entirely by Koreans but the Korean Christianleaders who formed it were tainted in the eyes of post -colonia?orea m two ways . They had collaboratored with the Japanese inshrine worship. And they were infected with a foreign virusAmerican theological liberalism. 382 As the first Ww ®
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sm: Ecumenicity or Independent OrthodoxyThe largest Presbyterian schism was long in the making vetdid not occur until the end of the divisive I 9 50s It was tie

382 •Kim Yang-sun, History of the Korean Church rr-qi . oThompson Brown, Mission~o Korea . f
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cruelest cut of all. It cut Korean Presbyterianism in half The
iW° schlsms had drained away 15 or 20% of its membership. By1957 their proportion had increased to 38% (550,000 in the originalbody, 340,000 m the two dissident groups). 386 But the "arealschism" of 1959 radically altered the figures. It is sometimescalled the "fundamentalist" schism, though "fundamentalist" in itspejorative sense is the wrong word. Bible-based orthodoxy ismainline, not rightist fringe in Korea. The focal point at issuewas essentially not doctrinal though minor theological differencesciouded the controversy. The flash point was membership in theWorld Council of Churches, which exploded when a Study Conferenceof the National Council of Churches, to which both the Northern andSouthern Presbyterian Missions in Korea belonged, chose topublicize its advocacy

.

of recognition of Communist China.mmediately the more radically orthodox group were encouraged to
^
abe

i
m°re moderate a s pro-communist, a fighting word indl

ri^
ed Korea

-

.

Angry and shouting the anti -ecumenical dissidentswithdrew accusing missionaries and Christian leaders alike ofheresy, pro-communism and eccleiastical dictatorsip. They exploredunion with the Koryu Presbyterian Chuch which had seceded over theshrine question, but soon formed a church of their own, now knownas the Hapdong (United) Presbyterian Church of Korea 387 By the
had settled in 1962 the old Presbyterian Church ofKorea (PCK) was still m the World Council of Churches but retained

^ Skln
;
bare mai°rity- about 50%, of the Presbyterians inKorea. This was but one small omen of the beginning of a

, J*
6 Korea Missi ons Prayer Calendar and General Directory. 1957 -

and Rhodes and Campbell, History o f the Korea Mission. Presbyterian
U . S .

A

f 215.

387 It has used many different names: NAE Presbyterian anti-ecumenical Jesus Presbyterian, but is better known as Hapdongresbytenan, which led to the old church being known as Tonghapresbyterian. Ironically both words mean "United", with the twoChinese characters forming the word reversed- -a church cut in twoPut both parts calling themselves "united"

.

...
,

388 See G - Thompson Brown, Mission to Korea . 218-22 3, and Korean
Missions Calendar and Directory

, 1961, '62, '63. For a while in 1961
a ai

l
t:L ecumenical faction joined the Koryu Presbyterian Church

( e first schism)
, but soon left to form its own independentPresbtenan body, claiming the same name as the original bodyknown m Korean as the "Jesus Presbyterian Church", to distinguish

it from the "Christ Presbyterian Church", a common name for the

£
eSKfrian ChUrCh R -°‘ K - Here are their titles, and names bywhich they are often referred to in Korea, and membership estimates(m the early 60s) :

Presbyterian Church of Korea (PCK), 1907. 374,256 adherents
Tonghap or "ecumenical", or Jesus Presbyterian ChurchKoryu Presbyterian Church (KPC)

, 1951. 220,524 adherents
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downward in the influence of the World Council of Churches in
"third world" Protestantism, spreading from Asia to Africa to Latin
America in the latter half of the 20th century. 389

By 1998 the imbalance had grown even larger. The major
Presbyterian denominations on both sides, conservative and liberal,
recognizing that acrimonious division had weakened the credibility
of their evangelistic witness, made moves toward cooperation

, if
not reunion. In 1981 the five largest formed a Council' of
Presbyterian Churches in Korea. Three more joined in 1995, and in
1997 that Council merged with an even larger group of conservative
churches to in the largest and most effective Protestant
institution in Korea, the General Council of Presbyterian Churches
in Korea, with a constituency probably three times that of the
fading National Council of Churches. 390

Kosung, or Koshin .

Presbyterian Ch. Republic of Korea (PROK)
, 1954. 114,000 adh.

Kichang, or Christ Presbyterian Church.
Jesus Presbyterian Church, 1959. 66,524 adherents

Hapdong
, or anti -ecumenical

, or N.A.E Presbyterian.

G. Thompson Brown, Mission to Korea . 237, n. 3, citing the
Korea Missions Prayer Calendar, presents an estimate of the major

in Korea in 1962:Christian denominations
Presbyterian

Roman Catholic
Methodist
Holiness OMS
Seventh Day Advent
Salvation Army
Baptist
Assemblies of God

725.000 (

[ PCK ; 374
452. 000

000
000
000
000
000
762 (

236
96
64,

25,
11

,

8
,

in three parts)

,

, 000/ Koryu 237, 000; ROK 114, 000]

1959 est

Many of the Presbyterian churches in the council were not
even members of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches (WARC)

,

much less the World Council of Churches (WCC)

,

but was beginning to
consider the need for ties with the WARC. Compare 1999 estimates
of the membership of the larger Korean Presbyterian denominations
with those given for 196 , above:

total memb. communicant ministers churches

Hapdong (not WCC) 2, 159, 000 nd 6,251 5, 123
Tonghap (PCK, WCC) 2, 049, 000 929, 000 7,500 5, 890
Hapdong Posu II 669, 000 446, 000 1, 003 1,293
Kaehyuk I (Chungshin) 663, 000 400, 000 2, 010 2, 030
Hapdong Jeongtong 610, 000 183, 000 2, 905 1,695
Koshin (Calvinist) 363 , 000 146, 000 1,365 1,361
Ki j ang (PROK, WCC) 326, 000 174, 000 1,734 801
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Equally distressing, but less internally divisive in theKorean Protestant denominations than the schisms, was the rise ofCultlc variations of Christianity after the Korean WarOne of the most disturbing was The Olive Tree Church Its crochetwas a one-time manufacturer turned evangelist and faith-healerTae-Sun Park, who proclaimed himself one of the Olive Tree4foretold in the Book of Revelation (11:4) as witness to theimminent Second Coming of Jesus Christ. "In my veins, he wouldshout, flows the blood of Christ". His passionate disciplespromised that even the touch of his bath water would cure diseaseAt one time he was said to have a hundred thousand believers in hismovement He built a "heavenly village" for them, and thIJ in turngave up to him all their earthly possessions. Some worked in hisfactones But the Coming never came, and the village was no

tldly 391
disciples drifted away, and few even rememmber him

A more lasting and troubling impact was that made bv
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' and now was choosingMoon to finish the unfinished 2000-year-old task of saving theworld. In 1938 he left Korea for university study in Japan butapparently did not graduate, for instead he started an electrical
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a9lt ator, finally sentencing him todeath But the miracle" of Macarthur's drive to the north savedhis life and brought him south. 392 There he produced his "God!

Hapdong Posu I 200,000 133,134 1,466 945
391 Lee

outline
®bl °9raPhl cal details contain mythic elements but theoutline is clear. For a sympathetically neutral account, seeFrederick Sontag, Sun Mvung Moon the Unification Church .(Nashville: Abingdon, 1977), 78-96; for a more orthodox “christiaAcntque

, see J. Isamu Yamamoto; for the official Unification Churchposition, see The Divine Principles, ed. by Young Oon Kim (SanFranciso : Holy Spirit Association for 'the UnificatL ‘ o?
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given" revelation in written form, The Divine Principles , which to
outsiders, whether secular or Christian, sounds like a curious
mixture of pseudo-science and grossly distorted interpretations of
the Bible. 393 To his followers, however, Moon's words are the
authentic Word of the second, Asian Christ. They tell of two human
families, a fallen humanity, and a redeemed humanity, and a
redeemer who is no one but himself. His redeemer is not Jesus, the
Christ who died on the cross, and not Jesus, God incarnate, the
second Person of the Trinity. For Jesus was only a diminished,
failed Christ- -the inference is unmistakable- -who had to turn to a
Korean Christ, Moon, and ask him to save the world, which, he
implies he will accomplish by the year 2000. 394 That was forty
years ago. Today, it becoming increasingly apparent that it was
not Jesus but Moon who failed. Once very wealthy, 395 his movement
has lost its momentum even in Korea where Christian churches are
exloding with growth. Moon's church, by contrast once claimed half

Christianity, 1960), ix-xii; for Moon's life as reported by a
former follower, see Steve Kemmerman, Lord of the Second Advent .

(Ventura, CA: Regal Books, 1981), 90-95.

393 See Harvey Cox, "The Real Threat of the Moonies", in
Christianity and Crisis . (Nov. 14, 1977), 258-263.

394 The first English edition of The Divine Principles [of Sun
Myung Moo, (ed. by Kim Young Oon, San Francisco: Holy Spirit
Association for the Unification of Christianity , 1960 , 181, 208 ff.)
pointedly refers to Moon as the second Christ, "the Lord of the
Second Advent", ruler of heaven and earth since the cosmic
revelation of his appointment in the year 1960. When directly
asked, "Are you the Second Messiah?" Moon's answers are evasive.
His young followers, however, believe he is. (See Gary Schaff,
"Autobiography of a Former Moonie" in Cultic Studies Journal , vol

.

2, Fall/Winter 1985) , 252-259.)

.

And Moon himself announced in
1977, "I am declaring to you that as of today, all the
dispensational history of restoration has ended, has been
completed. We will win God's territory back, inch by inch, until
the year 2000". (Sontag, Sun Mvung Moon . 126). Cf

.

the discussion
of Moon and Jesus in more nuanced but still ambiguous detail in
Darrol Bryant and Durwood Foster, Hermeneutics and Unification
Theology , (New York: Rose of Sharon Press, 1980), 109-115. See
also John Weldon, "A Sampling of the New Religions: Four Groups. .",
in International Review of Missions , vol. 57, no. 258 (October
1978), 409, 411-413. Weldon cites revealing material from a 120
Day Training Manual by Ken Sudo intended "for insiders only".

395 John Weldon, "A Sampling of the New Relgions" in IRM, vol.
67, no. 268 (October, 1978), 406-413. Weldon uses revealing
material from a training manual meant only for "insiders", by Ken
Sudo, 120 Day Training Manual . (Barrytown, NY: n.d., no copyright)

.
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a million followers there, 396 but is no longer a significant
religious factor. So also in the United States. A heading in the
Washington Post in 1997 read "Stymied in U.S., Moon's Church Sounds
a Retreat", and descibed the Unification Church as "reeling" from
recruiting failure, scandals and tragedies in Moon's own family,
and a wide sense of disillusionment among his followers. His
American membership has dropped to a realistic but humiliating
estimate of about 3, 000. 397 Once Moon boasted that "the whole
world is in my hand". 398 Today he does not control even his own
family. J9y

Exploding Growth . There is no question that the splits and
cults that fractured Korean Protestant Christianity in the last
half of the 20th century made much more difficult its evangelistic
outreach to a rapidly modernizing and secularizing nation.
Criticisms multiplied. How could so divided a Christian community
be a witness or a model for a divided Korea? How could quarreling
Christians rebuke quarreling politicians in South Korea. By what
right did churches, profiting themselves from the economic boom
that was transforming the country from poverty into one of Asia's
four "little tigers" (South Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore)
criticize the "chaebol" (industrial megacorporations) growing rich

the expense of cheap labor? One panel of Korean Christian
scholars scathingly predicted as early as 1960:

If it is true that the Koryo dynasty (918-1392) perished in
Buddhism, and the Yi dynasty (1392-1910), the new Korea will
perish in Christianity, for Christianity has become a Dollar
Religion. " 400

There is truth in all the criticisms. But look how it
grows! A "dollar religion"?. Yes, of course, some have always
taken to religion in the hope of earthly reward, but Korean
Christians give far more of their own hard-earned money to their
churches than ever has been raised for them from the dollar-
obsessed West. The Pentecostal church on Yoido Island in the

396 D. Barrett, World Christian Encyclopedia (1980)

397 Washington Post , (November 24, 1997), A01.

398 Frederick Sontag, Sun Myung Moon and the Unification Church .

Washington Post
, 1997. The Post reported a claim of 50,000m the United States reduced to a "realistic" 3,000. Earlier

claims by followers spiralled beyond credibility to a worldwide
total of 1 to 2.5 million adherents outside the U.S. (See Sontag,
Sun Myung Moon

, 45, and 26 ff.; and Yamamoto, Puppet Master . 41.

4U° Yun-Kuk Kim, "The Korean Church Yesterday and Today", in
Kgrean Affairs

, vol . 1 (March/April
, 1961), quoting from a Panel

Discussion in Christian Thought (Korean), June 1960, p. 55 .
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center of Seoul stands next to a bank. Its people in general are
not among the rich. But on Monday, they say that the bank next
door closes in order to count the collection which the several
hundred thousand members of the working-class congregation
faithfully contribute every Sunday.

A church crippled by schisms. Yes, it is hurting, but it

doesn't act crippled. Professor Kenneth Scott Latourette of Yale
once remarked, "Church schism is a sin, but not an unforgiveable
sin, except to bishops." Actually, as the century progressed,
Korean Christians gave far and away more of their own money to

their churches than ever was received from abroad. And the miracle
is that despite the trauma of post-war efforts at recovery, and
despite their self-inflicted wounds of the schisms, the second half

of the century was a period of such rapid church growth as has

seldom been seen in the history of the church.
It was in no way a "dollar church" . But could there

have been at least some connection between the ecclesiastical and
the economic in Korea's own 20th century history? The explosions
of growth in Korea in the fifty years of the century were in both
fields, in industrial development and in Christian expansion,
economic. In 1900 Korean church membership had doubled in a single
year. It kept on doubling on the average of every ten years for

the next fifty years. Was it coincidence that it was about then,

in the 1960s, that Korea's economy began to boom, not in the

atheist, communist north, but in the south where church growth
expanded as fast as the wealth? In 1955 South Korea's GDP was

about $80 per person; forty years later in 1995 it was $11,000. In

1955 there were about 750,000 Christians in Korea; forty years
later there were reported to be 18,000,000. Korea had become
famous not just as one of the "little tigers" of Asia's industrial
development (along with Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore) ,

but also
as one of the two "most Christian little countries in the East"

(along with the Philippines) .

401

The roots of the growth lie in the past. To bend an

aphorism, the early Christian converts of the missions in Korea
outthought, outloved, outreached and outdied the adherents of

Korea's old religions. They unembarrassedly accepted evangelism as

the primary task of the church. They outdid the Confucianists in

respect for learning. By the 1960s three of the five most

prestigeous universities in the capital city, Seoul, were Christian
schools (Yonsei founded by Presbyterians, Ewha founded by
Methodists as the country's first school for women, and Sogang
founded by the Jesuits) .

402 Their Jesus was more effectively

401 On the economy see the annual reports published The Far

Eastern Economic Review , in Asia .

402 The other two prestige schools in most people's lists are

the government school, Seoul National University, and Koryo

University founded by a leader of the indigenous religious sect,
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compassionate than even the gentle Buddha. Korea's Christians gave
the country its models for a revolution in medical practice through
pioneering leadership in medical training for Korean doctors and
nurses in the nation's first network of mission hospitals. It then
expanded its social impact on the country in care for the laboring
poor, and later in protests boiling up from strong youth movements
in Christian schools against corruption in politics.

The Roman Catholics in Korea, 1900-2000 .

The 20th century was not kind to the Roman Catholic
missions in Korea. They entered the century with more than a
hundred year head start over the Protestants. They entered with a
10 to 1 advantage in the number of church adherents. They had
sacrificed more and endured more than the latecomers in the great
persecutions. They deserved better, but history is not just, and
they ended the century outnumbered more than 4 to 1 by Korean
Protestants. Recorded figures for 1995 (which have a wide margin
of error), report 3,294,000 Catholics and 15,055,000
Protestants. 403 Not even the election of a Roman Catholic as
President of the Republic of Korea (South Korea) at the end of the
century was enough to compensate for the disappointment of the
dispoport ionate growth.

But it would be wrong to tell the story of those two
great branches of Chistendom in Korea as a race against each other
for trophies. Competition was sometimes keen, sometimes
acrimonious, but the true story of the 20th century is that at its
end relations between Protestants and Catholics had never been
better in Korea. 404

For Catholics in Korea the 19th century also ended on an
almost incredibly hopeful note. The dark figure behind the brutal
persecutions of Catholics in the 1860s was the Prince Regent, the
Taekwon-kun, father of King Kojong. History held him responsible

Chondokyo, but now secular and independent. Yonsei (formerly
Chosen Christian University) was founded by the pioneer Horace
Grant Underwood, I. When CCU and Severance Hospital and Medical
School united in 1957 they took the name Yonsei. (See Rhodes and
Campbe 1 1 , History of the Korea Mission, Presbyterian .. 1935-1959

,

290-300) . Ewha University, founded by Mrs. Scranton, "as a sort of
Bible School for girls"; became a college in 1910 with Miss Lulu E.
Frey as first president, and has grown into the largest Women's
University in the world. (Charles D. Stokes, "History of Methodist
Missions in Korea, 1885-1930", 106 f., 209 f., 270 f., 331-334).

403 1995 Hankuk Chongkvo Yonkam (Korean Religion Yearbook)
,

(Seoul: Korea Religious Research Association, 1995),

404 The nearest thing to an overall English language history of
Catholicism in Korea is Joseph Chang-Mun Kim and John Jae-sun
Chung, Catholic Korea: Yesterday and Today , (Seoul: Catholic Korea
Publishing Co., 1964).
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for the execution by heading of at least 2000 Catholic martyrs intwo years, 1866-1868, and some put the figure at 8000. 405 Twentv-eight years later in 1896, as the century of martyrdoms drew to itsclose, eighty-year-old Princess Min, wife of the great persecutorhimself, sent a secret message to Bishop Mutel asking for Catholic

PahJp™'
And

,

the bishop, it is said, climbed over the UnhyonPalace into the garden to receive her into the Catholic churchgiving her the baptismal name Mary. 406 7

- .

Secrecy was no longer necessary. Already the Frenchtholic priests had taken off the Korean mourners' garb behindwhich they had tried to hide their white faces during the years ofterror By 1900 there were 53 missionary priests in the Koreavicariate. A great brick cathedral was completed and dedicated onthe slopes of South Mountain overlooking the capital city, causinqsome murmurings about a foreign church rising higher than the royal
?onn X hel

t
evers P°ured in. Membership reached 42,000 in

persecution"^1”
31 threS tlmSS ^ number left at the end of the great

The Catholic church kept growing even during the earlyyears of Japanese occupation of Korea before and after Japan'sstunning victory over the Russian Empire in 1904/5. By 1910 whenJapan took Korea captive outright as a colony, and changed its nameCho
tt

n
' Cathollc membership had almost doubled to a total of 73517. There were then 46 foreign missionaries and fifteen Koreanpriests. So rapid had been the growth that Pope Pius X in 1911lvided the Korea Vicariate in two, Seoul Vicariate for the capitaland northern Korea, and Taegu for the south. And the church keptgrowing- -to 90,000 in the next ten years (1920) .« Two yea?sl ater

, in the midst of all this growth, the first American Catholic

KorPa°V h
S Mar

J
kno11 Foreign Missionary Society) began a work inKorea which was destined to make a significant Christian social andpo ltical impact m the free Korea which emerged after the Japanese

Joseph Kim and John Chung, Catholic Korea . 245.

Joseph Kim and John Chung, Catholic Korea . 317 .

407 Joseph Kim and John Chung, Catholic Korea . 231 294 313F
h
0m

v,

a
J°ta

a
° f 23,000 believers just before the 1866 persecutionwhich fiared up intermittently until 1871, the number of survivnqCatholic believers had climbed back up to no more than 12,500 by

ilTlSS-T
h 63 Signed its first treaties with western powers

Joseph Kim and John Chung, Catholic Korea . 321f. In 1920 theicariate was further divided, making four vicariates, Seoul andWonsan in the North, and Taegu and Tokwon, the latter under thedlr
tnn^°

n °f the German Benedictine Order which had entered Korea

Morgens t i 1 if “ aCCOUnt in 9reat detail, see Weber, Im Landen
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S^h^?
Se Bishop

' Father Hayasaka as bishop of Taequ KoreanCatholic priests began to be arrested for failing i,

0r®?n
required bow at Shinto ceremonies. 412 Eleven Irish Colnmhfathers whose neutral nationality had hitherto sheltered fhp

1 fharassment and who had courageouslysouqht toshfeid? ^
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Applied as an averge to Christians in Korea, survivors therefore
might have numbered at the most 225,000 Catholics and 540,000
Protestants- -but more realistically, since Christians were a

specific target of communist cruelty, perhaps 166,000 Catholics and
450.000 Protestants, a total of 616,000 Christians. 417

Whatever the numbers might have been, the end of the war
in 1953 brought Christians in the south flocking back into their
churches by the thousands. Catholic membership shot upwards, not
quite so spectacularly as the Protestant growth but with an
impressive momentum. Catholics described it as their "conversion
boom" . Membership in 1953 in a South Korean population of

21.400.000 was only 166,000. Eleven years later in 1964 it had
increased almost fourfold to more than 629,000, and though it

slowed perceptibly in the next seven years by 1971 it had reached
790,367 members in a population of ??????. eighteen years. 418

The Catholic hierarchy in Korea was formally
reestablished in 1962 under three prelates raised to the rank of

archbishop. Two of the three were Koreans: Paul M. Ro of Seoul,

John Suh Chong-kil of Taegu, along with an American [?] ,
Harold

Henry, the bishop of Kwangju. The Vatican also appointed an
archbishop as Apostolic Internuncio to Korea, Antonio del Giudice.
There were six bishops of suffragan dioceses, 593 priests and
628,542 believers in Catholic Korea. 419 Especially important was
the progress of etthnic change in the clergy. In the first 150

years the clergy was predominantly French; in the 1950s and 1960s
American influence was most noticeable reflecting the relationship
to the American role in Korea's defense of its independence. But

in the last three decades of the century, the clergy became
increasingly indigenous Korean, a trend which reached its climax in

the appointment of Korea's first cardinal, Stephen Kim Su-hwan, in

1969, a sign to Catholics around the world that the Korean Catholic
Church had come of age. 420 But more important for Christianity in

Korea, the new cardinal, balancing respect for government with a

passion for justice in the tumultuous years of authoritarian
military rule from the 1960s to the mid-70s, attracted the

417 Joseph Chung and John Kim, Catholic Korea , 3 85; the figure

of 450,000 Protestants in 1953 is an educated guess. By 1959,

after unprecedented growth there were 1,344,828 Protestant
adherents. (Rhodes and Campbell, History of the Korea Mission,

Presbyterian . .

.

, 409.

418 William E. Biernatzki, et al
. ,

Korean Cathoalicism in the

70s, (Maryknoll , NY: Orbis Books, 1975), xi-xiii; Joseph Kim and

John Chung, Catholic Korea , 385.

419 Joseph Kim and John Chung, Caatholic Korea , 408.

420 Eric O. Hanson, Catholic Politics in China and Korea ,

(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 102 f. Stephen Kim succeeded to the

archbishopric of Seoul in 1968.
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admiration of the entire country, especially among university
students and reform activists among the poor and laboring classes.
He gave to outsiders an entire new image of Catholicism which had
for a century and a half been considered to be a rather cold church
of traditionalists, the well-to-do, and the liturgical, all too
willing, after a century of persecution, to seek survival by
compromise, whether with Korean royalty or Japanese colonialists.
It was still, and for a time under the Japanese too compromising
with state control. 421

Stephen Cardinal Kim came to high office in the Korean
Catholic Church at a critical and strategic time coinciding with
momentous changes in Korea. It was the beginning of the years of
the generals. A military coup d'etat in 1961 ushered in thirty
years of authoritarian military rule sandwiched between the rule of
two periods of Christian civilian presidents. 422

Cardinal Kim came from the same politically influential
region as the generals, the southeast, centering around Taegu. He
had edited the Taegu diocesan paper as secretary to the Bishop of
Taegu. He had studied philosophy at Sophia University in Tokyo and
social sciences in Germany. He was fluent in English. But it was
his charismatic rapport with the rising generation of dissident,
student and political discontent with the military authoritarianism
of the generals that brought him a national respect hitherto
missing in Korean Catholicism. His award of the cardinal's red hat
was a surprise. The new cardinal was only 47. The old episcopacy
in Korea which had compromised with the Japanese and some of whom
had close ties to the generals, had discouraged political protest.
They even approached Rome asking for a second, more seasoned
conservative cardinal to give better balance to the hierarchy. It
was not granted. Cardinal Kim was in the tradition of Vatican II,
not Vatican I. At considerable risk he warned President Park Park

421 See Biernatzki, Korean Catholicism in the 70s . 85 f., 90
; Wi Jo Kang, Christ and Caesar in Modern Korea . 76.

422 South Korea's first two presidents were Christian: Syngman
Rhee, Methodist (1948-1960)

, a difficult, well-meant but much
criticized authoritarian attempt to establish a modern democracy
(See Wi Jo Kang, Christ and Caesar in Modern Korea . 74, 91 f.; and
Yun Po-Sun, Presbyterian, who with his more politically powerful
Roman Catholic Prime Minister, John Chang, whose more liberal
government failed even more quickly than the near-dictatorship it
promised to reform. (See Wi Jo Kang, 92 . )

.

Surprisingly, it was
the dictatorships of the next three Presidents, all generals, and
none of them Christian, which pulled Korea out of economic and
political failure and catapulted it into prominence as one of the
four "little tigers" of Asiatic economic development. The three
generals were Park Chung-hee (1963-1969), Chun Doo-hwan (1979-
1988) , and Rho Tae-woo (1988-1993) . The generals were followed by
two Christian presidents : Kim Young -Sam, Presbyterian (1993-1997?),
and Park Dae -Jung (???)
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Chung-hee in 1972 against declaring martial law in 1972, "[It] will
lead to ^ a government without people and a people without a
leader". 423 But it was the arrest the next year, and subsequent
kidnapping in 1973 of Kim Dae-jung, a prominent political dissident
and Catholic who had nearly unseated President Park in the 1971
national election, winning 46% of the vote to the president's 49% 424

that turned the cardinal's passion for reform into action. The
cardinal hosted a mass protest against the arrest. 2000 crowded
into the cathedral to pray for justice, bringing Protestants and
Catholics together in active ecumenical social protest after
decades of mutual suspicion. 425

The protests, however, despite their high visibility and
wide coverage abroad, 426 gave only a very thin veneer of cover to
thick layers of public reluctance, both within and without the
Christian communities, to take a visible stand against injustice.
It was neither the first nor the last time- -and not only in Korea-

-

when a people would prefer silence, rising affluence, and national
stability to the risks of political dissent. Outside the
traditional protection of the university campuses there was little
outrage

.

427

But by the end of the century, as we shall see, it was
the kidnapped opposition leader who outlasted the generals.

423 Eric 0 Hansen, Catholic Politics in China and Korea . 101.

424 Wi Jo Kang, Christ and Caesar in Modern Korea . 92.

4“ 5 Eric 0 Hanson, Catholic Politics in China and Korea . 105f.

426 The best historical survey of the protests during the period
of military rule (1961-1993), emphasizing Christian participation
in them, is in Wi Jo Kang, Christ and Caesar in Modern Korea. 99-
14 0 .

"

4- 7 An exception was the courageous broadcasting of dissenting
opinion over the Protestant radio netwok, HLKY, the Christian
Broadcasting Station, founded in 1954 by the Presbyterian
missionary Otto Decamp only a year after the Korea War ended.
(Rhodes and Campbell

,

History of the Korea Mission, Presbyterian.
120, 388; Eric 0. Hanson, Catholic Politics in China and Korpa

!

101 .
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